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Self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots have raised considerable interest in
the last decades due to a multitude of possible applications ranging from carrier stor-
age to light emitters, lasers and future quantum communication devices. Quantum
dots oﬀer unique electronic and photonic properties due to the three-dimensional
conﬁnement of charge carriers and the coupling to a quasi-continuum of wetting
layer and barrier states.
In this work we investigate the electronic structure of InxGa1−xAs quantum dots
embedded in GaAs, considering realistic quantum dot geometries and Indium con-
centrations. We utilize a next-neighbour sp3s∗ tight-binding model for the calcu-
lation of electronic single-particle energies and wave functions bound in the nano-
structure and account for strain arising from lattice mismatch of the constituent
materials atomistically. With the calculated single-particle wave functions we de-
rive Coulomb matrix elements and include them into a conﬁguration interaction
treatment, yielding many-particle states and energies of the interacting many-carrier
system. Also from the tight-binding single-particle wave functions we derive dipole
transition strengths to obtain optical quantum dot emission and absorption spectra
with Fermi’s golden rule. Excitonic ﬁne-structure splittings are obtained, which play
an important role for future quantum cryptography and quantum communication
devices for entanglement swapping or quantum repeating.
For light emission suited for long-range quantum-crypted ﬁber communication
InAs quantum dots are embedded in an InxGa1−xAs strain-reducing layer, shifting
the emission wavelength into telecom low-absorption windows. We investigate the
inﬂuence of the strain-reducing layer Indium concentration on the excitonic ﬁne-
structure splitting. The ﬁne-structure splitting is found to saturate and, in some
cases, even reduce with strain-reducing layer Indium concentration, a result being
counterintuitively. Our result demonstrates the applicability of InGaAs quantum
dots for quantum telecommunication at the desired telecom wavelengths, oﬀering
good growth controllability.
For the application in lasers, quantum based active media are known to oﬀer su-
perior properties to common quantum well lasers such as low threshold currents or
temperature stability. For device design, the knowledge about the saturation beha-
viour of optical gain with excitation density is of major importance. In the present
work we combine quantum-kinetic models for the calculation of the optical gain of
quantum dot active media with our atomistic tight-binding model for the calculation
of single-particle energies and wave functions. We investigate the interplay between
structural properties of the quantum dots and many-body eﬀects in the optical gain
spectra and identify diﬀerent regimes of saturation behaviour. Either phase-space
ﬁlling dominates the excitation dependence of the optical gain, leading to satura-
tion, or excitation-induced dephasing dominates the excitation dependence of the
optical gain, resulting in a negative diﬀerential gain.
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1.1. Quantum dots (QDs) 1. Introduction
1.1. Quantum dots (QDs)
According to [1] and references therein, the global market for quantum dot (QD)
technology grew from an estimated value of $28 million in 2008 to an estimated
value of $67 million in revenues in 2010. The study predicts an annual growth rate
of around 60%. Given this impressive data, a closer look on quantum dot technology
and what the prospects are seems legitimate.
The term quantum dot usually refers to nanoscaled structures of semiconductor
material, typically with physical dimensions of 1-100nm in all three directions of
space. These QDs can either be in solution (called nanocrystallites), or epitaxially
grown on other semiconductor materials (called self-assembled QDs). Both geomet-
ries cause three-dimensional conﬁnement of charge carriers inside the QD, giving
a density of states (DOS, the number of states in an energy interval) as shown
schematically in Fig. 1.1. For QDs, the DOS becomes δ-like, resulting in discrete
(”quantized”, giving the name) energy levels of carriers inside the nanostructure.
Due to this discrete level structure, QDs have similarities to single atoms and there-
fore oﬀer unique physical properties. Especially, tunability of absorption/emission
energies with the nanostructure size leads to multiple possible applications as detect-
ors and emitters at tailorable energy windows. Consequentially, QDs have received
enormous attention and still are subject of intense research.
Figure 1.1.: Reduction of translational degrees of freedom aﬀects the elec-
tronic density of states. In bulk semiconductors, the DOS is square-root
like and becomes a step function for quantum wells. For consecutive loss
of translational symmetry (three-dimensionally conﬁned nanostructures) the
DOS becomes δ-like, resulting in discrete energy levels.
Quantum dots emerged as subject to academic research in the early 1980s, fol-
lowing its technological predecessor, the quantum well (QW). Carrier trapping and
2
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electron level quantization in the two dimensions perpendicular to the growth dir-
ection was ﬁrst observed in 1974 for QWs [2]. One decade later, quantization of
energy levels in spherical CdS nanocrystallites was reported, together with a re-
markable shift of the fundamental absorption edge with nanocrystallite radius [3].
This shift gave rise to various diﬀerent applications, because it demonstrated the
tunability of emission energy with the nanocrystallite size. In CdSe nanocrystal-
lites, for example, the ground state energy gap can be tuned between 1.8 eV and
3 eV, covering almost the entire visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum [4],
optimally suited for applications in optoelectronics. Nowadays, applications for
nanocrystallites range from solar cells (Intermediate Band Solar Cells, [5]) to QD
television [6]with the nanocrystallites enhancing resolution and color brilliance. Re-
cently, CdS/CdSe nanocrystallites have been utilized as light harvesters in polymer
glasses, guiding the way to photovoltaic windows by concentrating light onto solar
cells [7]. Probably the largest ﬁeld of application for nanocrystallites in solution
is the medical sector. In cancer therapy, nanocrystallite surfaces are functionalized
with active pharmaceutical ingredients in order to target cancer cells in vivo and
visualize them via characteristic ﬂuorescence signals [8], as can be seen in ﬁgure 1.2.
Also, functionalized nanocrystallites are used as carriers for targeted gene silencing
Figure 1.2.: Fluorescence signals from functionalized CdSe nanocrystallites
for in-vivo tumor targeting. Diﬀerent colors show diﬀerent nanocrystallite
sizes, used to encode diﬀerent functionalizations, which target cancer cells.
Picture adopted from [8].
[9] and oﬀer, in general, bright technological future prospects. See the review of
Cheki et al. [10] for more information.
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Since nanocrystallites are synthesized mainly in solution or as powder, they are
a poor choice when device integration is needed. This is where self-assembled QDs
become interesting because well-deﬁned epitaxial layer-by-layer growth of embedded
QD layers and electrical contacting are possible. Following the early technique of
etching of monolayer-sized quantum lattices to manufacture quantum dots, growth
of self-assembled quantum dots in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was reported in
the late 1980s [11, 12] and still is the state-of-the-art growth technique for high
quality QD samples.
Figure 1.3.: Atomic force microscope (AFM) picture of a quantum dot layer
before overgrowth, from [13]. The area is 500x500nm2. Brighter colors trans-
late to higher QD elevation.
In Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4 typical self-assembled QDs are shown. A short introduction
to QD growth-modes and -techniques can be found in the appendix A.1.
Ever since the 1990s the discrete level structure of QDs and tunability of emission
properties with QD geometry gave rise to many device proposals using QDs as active
material or as key components, leading to superior device functionality. Considering
lasers with QDs as active material, superior properties such as enhanced temperature
stability and reduced threshold currents were predicted theoretically [16]. This
received great attention, because lasers built with quantum well structures as active
material suﬀer performance deterioration by temperature eﬀects. A review can be
found in [17]. The conventional QD laser has a large ensemble of QDs inside the
active region1.
New physics arises, when the active material consists of only a few QDs or in the
ultimate limit of miniaturization of only one QD inside an optical cavity, introducing
1Typical QD densities are of the order 1011 per centimeter squared.
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Figure 1.4.: a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of an InAs QD
on a GaAs substrate before overgrowth, from [14]. b) Transmission electron
microscope (TEM) picture of a GaAs-overgrown InAs QD in cross section
view (Courtesy of Gilles Patriarche, CNRS). c) TEM-picture of an overgrown
alloyed InGaAs QD, from [15].
the single-QD laser [18–20], as can be fabricated in VCSEL2 geometry for example
[21]. In a single-QD laser, the regime of strong light-matter coupling can be achieved
as well as non-classical light emission [22]. The latter allows for new applications, be-
cause single-photon sources showing anti-bunching or emission of entangled photon
pairs can be designed. Single photons can be used in various scopes, from quantum
information applications such as transmission of information via polarization states
of single photons or quantum cryptography protocols to quantum storage devices
[23–25]. The origin of those single photons, the single quantum dot, plays the role
of the storage medium therein, accessible via optical write and readout processes,
since photonic excitations can be converted into quantum dot electronic states and
vice versa.
Electronic and optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots still are a very
active ﬁeld of research, though entering the stage of bringing quantum dot technology
to market. Nevertheless, many questions related to QD physics are to be answered
in the future, arising from the dawn of quantum computing and cryptography as
well as the ongoing need for miniaturization and enhancement of device eﬃciency.
2Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser: an etched pillar-shaped structure containing a single act-
ive layer between two pairs of Bragg reﬂectors formed by alternating layers of semiconductor
material. By using low QD density layers and pre-etching selection techniques, the situation of
only one QD coupled to the cavity can be achieved.
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1.2. Topics
In this thesis, an introduction into the description of single-particle energies and
wave functions of carriers bound in the QD via the empirical tight-binding model
will be given. Structural properties such as the shape and composition of the QDs
enter these calculations. Also, consecutive derivation of many-particle states of the
interacting system of bound carriers in the conﬁguration interaction scheme will be
presented by usage of the previously calculated single-particle wave functions and
energies. By combining these approaches we link the structural and optical porper-
ties such as emission spectra and excitonic ﬁne-structure splittings and emphasize
questions regarding the applicability of QDs as optical components in modern com-
munication and laser devices.
The III-V Indium-Arsenide (InAs) Gallium-Arsenide (GaAs) material system is
well appreciated in semiconductor research due to low cost of constituent materials
and good controllability during growth, as well as less toxicity compared to other
materials. Nevertheless, typical emission wavelengths of InGaAs QDs are around or
below 1.0 μm, far away from telecom low absorption windows at 1.3 and 1.5 μm, re-
spectively. Various attemps have been undertaken to shift the emission wavelengths
into those windows, one of which being the application of a strain-reducing layer
(SRL). The latter consists of an additional InGaAs quantum well embedding the
QDs in order to incorporate more Indium into the QDs and to relieve compress-
ive strain. Both eﬀects are known to enlarge carrier binding energies and therefore
shift QD emission to larger wavelengths. When it comes to quantum cryptography,
high-degree entanglement of photons emitted by QDs is needed for sucessful er-
ror correction and transport of the entangled photons over large distances. Those
(polarization-) entangled photon pairs usually are created by the cascaded biexciton-
exciton decay. Nevertheless, the excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting (FSS) between the
two bright excitonic emission lines reduces the degree of entanglement, if it is lar-
ger or comparable to the linewidth of the emission, because it adds a “which-path”
information to the spectrum. In this thesis, we will answer the question if the util-
ization of a SRL to shift the emission wavelength to the telecom windows has an
eﬀect on the size of the FSS and how this eﬀect impacts the device functionality.
Furthermore we investigate the statistical nature of the FSS.
Active materials of conventional lasers usually consist of semiconductor quantum
wells. Superior laser properties such as low threshold currents or temperature sta-
bility have been proposed for using InGaAs QDs as active material. In diﬀerence to
quantum well lasers, QDs as active materials have been discovered to show reduction
of the diﬀerential gain for high excitation power for some QD samples. This hap-
pens due to the interplay of dephasing and Coulomb-induced phase-state ﬁlling. We
investigate this topic combining realistic QD wave functions from our tight-binding
model with quantum-kinetic calculations of the diﬀerential gain. We identify re-
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gimes where either dephasing or phase-state ﬁlling dominates the behaviour of the
peak gain with excitation density, leading to reduction or saturation of the peak
gain.
1.3. Brief description of content
This thesis is structured as follows.
In chapter 2 we develop in detail a theory for the calculation of single-particle
properties of quantum dots using the method of semiempirical tight-binding. The
theoretical concepts of including strain arising from lattice mismatch of constituent
materials, spin-orbit interaction and piezoelectricity in the tight-binding model are
presented. Single-particle wave functions and corresponding energies are shown for
bulk band structures of III-V semiconductor materials in zinkblende lattices, for
quantum wells, and quantum dots. Common quantum dot structures are reviewed
from literature and results of the corresponding calculations are presented. We
study the inﬂuence of various parameters on single-particle properties, such as the
QD geometry, composition, and valence band oﬀset.
In Chapter 3 the calculation of many-particle properties of quantum dots based on
the single-particle tight-binding results is described. The method of conﬁguration
interaction is explained, giving eigenstates of the interacting many-particle system
by diagonalization of the many-particle Hamiltonian including Coulomb interaction.
The derivation of Coulomb and dipole matrix elements from tight-binding expansion
coeﬃcients is described. The related excitonic spectrum is explained, introducing
the excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting. Results for the most common QD structures
identiﬁed in the previous chapter are shown exemplarily.
In Chapter 4 applications of the introduced theoretical framework are presented,
regarding the aformentioned topics. The ﬁrst section is about the eﬀect the SRL
has on the excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting and the statistical nature of this value,
connected to individual atomic realizations of the SRL. The second section pays
attention to the eﬀect of gain reduction for increasing excitation power in QD active
materials. Combined results of tight-binding calculations and gain spectra derived
from quantum-kinetic calculations are presented.
A summary of the thesis and an outlook are given in chapter 5, followed by the
appendix.
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2.1. Calculation of electronic bulk band structures 2. Single-particle theory
This chapter is devoted to the calculation of single-particle properties of semicon-
ductor nanostructures. After a short introduction to alternative methods for the cal-
culation of electronic single-particle properties, the tight-binding fundamentals are
discussed. This is followed by a detailed description of modelling three-dimensional
semiconductor nanostructures within the empirical tight-binding formalism. After
a benchmark of our theory we review common quantum dot structures and present
calculations regarding the inﬂuence of various QD parameters in QD single-particle
properties.
2.1. Calculation of electronic bulk band structures
Three main approaches can be found in the literature for the calculation of band
structures of semiconductors or single-particle energies and wave functions of semi-
conductor heterostructures beyond simple eﬀective mass theory: the k·p formalism,
the empirical pseudopotential theory and the tight-binding theory, each of which
being advantageous in certain respects. Also, for the calculation of bulk band struc-
tures, ab-initio methods like density functional theory (DFT) are availeable. How-
ever, those methods fail for large structures containing more than around thousand
atoms because of the problem size and therefore are not discussed further. In this
section the k·p formalism and the pseudopotential theory will be outlined, before
the TB model will be introduced.
2.1.1. The k·p model
The k·p model was proposed for the calculation of the band structure of semicon-
ductor bulk materials in momentum space [26] and has been used for calculations
of three-dimensional nanostructures as well (see [27] for an overview). It describes
band structures in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone center at k = 0 in a perturbative
manner. In the single-particle picture, the energy E of an electron with mass m is
given by the Schro¨dinger equation with the Hamiltonian H:
Hψ(r) =
[
p2
2m + V
]
ψ(r) = Eψ(r). (2.1)
V is the (unknown) periodic potential of the crystal and p is the momentum operator.
In the periodic crystal the electronic wave functions are products of plane waves with
wave vector k and Bloch functions unk with index n
ψ(r) = eikrunk, (2.2)
which leads to the eigenvalue equation[

2k2
2m +
k · p
m
+ p
2
2m + V
]
unk = Enunk, (2.3)
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in which the cross-term k·p
m
can be treated as a perturbation. Under the assumption
that for a known reciprocal vector k0 = 0 (Γ-point) the solution is known, the
k-dependence of the energy can be calculated in the basis of the unknown Bloch
functions. This yields for the n-th energy band:
En(k) = En(0) +

2k2
2m +

2
m2
∑
n′ =n
| 〈un|k · p |u′n〉 |2
En(0) − En′(0) . (2.4)
The resulting energy dispersion is parabolic with corrections from the matrix ele-
ments
〈un|k · p |u′n〉 . (2.5)
Similar to tight-binding calculations, the actual form of the basis functions is neither
known nor needed for the calculation. The only requirement is the Bloch function
symmetries being equal to the symmetries of the energy bands to which the functions
are related. The values of these energies can be taken from experiments and inserted
into the calculation, which produces good results in reproducing experimental data.
Depending on the number of Bloch functions used as basis, one speaks about 8-band-
, 14-band or even 20-band k·p modelling. For example in the 8-band model three
valence bands and one conduction band are featured, each being spin degenerate.
Additional to band structure calculations, the k·p formalism has been used to derive
the energies and envelopes of the wave functions of bound carriers in semiconductor
nanostructures such as quantum dots or wires very successfully [28, 29]. Since the
structure of the crystal lattice does not enter the calculation, only envelopes of the
wave functions, lacking the symmetry of the underlying crystal structure, can be
calculated. Nevertheless, the k·p model is widely used.
2.1.2. Empirical pseudopotentials
The empirical pseudopotential method [30–32] has received much attention lately
and was developed to simplify band structure calculations from the Schro¨dinger
equation [
−12∇
2 + V (r)
]
ψi(r) = Eiψi(r) (2.6)
using the potentials
V (r) =
∑
j,α
vj(|r − Rj,α|). (2.7)
Here, the index j runs over all atoms in the unit cell and vj are the atomic po-
tentials centered at the atomic sites Rj of atom type α. In general, the vj include
both core and valence electrons as well as the potential of the nucleus. Usually, the
wave functions ψi are expanded using a plane wave basis. The above eigenvalue
problem results in the diagonalization of the Hamilton matrix, which has to be eval-
uated in the plane wave basis too. Within the empirical pseudopotential method,
11
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it turns out, only a small number of the potentials vj are non-zero, which are used
as parameters to ﬁt the desired band structure to experimentally known properties.
Like the k·p method, the empirical pseudopotential method has been extended very
successfully from band structure calculations to the calculation of electronic wave
functions of heterostructures like quantum wires [33], colloidal quantum dots [34]
and embedded quantum dots [35–37] in various material systems. With the inclu-
sion of strain, piezoelectricity and screening into the pseudopotentials, the empirical
pseudopotential method has become an accurate and trusted method for the cal-
culation of electronic properties of semiconductor nanostructures. Because of the
underlying atomic lattice entering the calculation, the correct point symmetries are
captured, in contrast to continuum methods like k·p. Together with the tight-
binding method, it has become the up-to-date method for systems containing a few
hundred up to many million atoms, which is where ab-initio methods fail due to the
large basis required. The interested reader may be referred to the excellent topical
review article [38]. Empirical pseudopotential calculations are believed to be very
accurate and therefore are often used as benchmarks for other theories. We also use
pseudopotential calculations to benchmark our results in chapter 2.6.
2.2. Empirical tight-binding (TB)
In this section, the theoretical framework of the empirical tight-binding model will
be explained in detail, including a detailed discussion of the widely used two-center
approximation, spin-orbit coupling and the incorporation of strain into the formal-
ism. The section is closed with a short discussion about the necessity of the inclusion
of piezoelectric eﬀects into the calculations regarding bound states and energies in
QDs.
2.2.1. Introduction
Empirical tight-binding (TB), as formulated in the 1980s by Vogl et al. [39, 40], is
a common method to calculate single-particle electronic properties of solids which
is both accurate and eﬃcient.
TB follows the assumption of isolated atoms in a solid which all have distinct
orbitals. Since every atom is accounted for separately, the TB method holds a mi-
croscopic description of the crystal. The calculation consists of the diagonalization
of a Hamiltonian matrix that in general describes two physical properties: the en-
ergies of carriers in the atomic orbitals at each individual atom of the solid as well
as the process of electrons hopping between orbitals at diﬀerent atoms. This is a
suﬃcient description if two assumptions can be made:
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1. The dominant electronic features can be described by a relatively small number
of orbitals per atom.
2. The spatial overlap of atomic orbitals at diﬀerent atomic sites decays fast with
increasing distance of the atoms.
The ﬁrst point means that mainly electrons in outer shells contribute to the bind-
ing. Therefore, core electrons can be neglected. The second assumption can be
understood as a tight binding of the electrons to the atoms, which is where the
name of the method originates from. The orbital energies enter the Hamiltonian as
diagonal elements, while the hopping probabilities are accounted for as oﬀ-diagonal
elements. To take several other processes into account, such as spin-orbit interaction
of electrons at the same atomic site or external electromagnetic ﬁelds, corresponding
matrix elements can be added both diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal.
The method of empirical tight-binding is mainly used to calculate band structures
of solids and the energies and occupation probabilities of electrons and holes in
nanostructures without full translational invariance like quantum wells and quantum
dots. Since band structures are experimentally well known properties for most
usual bulk semiconductor materials, a TB model is ﬁrst built to reproduce the band
stucture of all materials that occur in a certain nanostructure before it is used to
calculate the electronic properties of the nanostructure itself. Astonishingly, this
generalization of bulk parameters to the atomic parameters of the nanostructure
works very well.
Depending on the number of atomic orbitals that describe the tight-binding basis
and on the choice of parameters the band structure can be reproduced in smaller
or larger intervals of the Brillouin zone. Often it is suﬃcient to reproduce the
band structure for a certain interval of k-vectors, for example around the Γ-point
for optical problems. In general, the basis of atomic orbitals can be classiﬁed by
|R, ανσ〉 with the orbital ν being localized at the atom type α (if the solid consists
of more than one atom type like Gallium and Arsen atoms in the semiconductor
GaAs or for systems with more than one atom in the unit cell such as Silicon or
graphene) at location R with spin σ.
2.2.2. Tight-binding fundamentals
For a single free atom located at position Rn, the Schro¨dinger equation reads
Hatom |Rn, ανσ〉 = Eatomα,ν |Rn, ανσ〉 (2.8)
with |Rn, ανσ〉 being the basis of atomic orbitals and Eatomα,ν being the atomic orbital
energies. The Hamiltonian is given by
Hatom = p
2
2m + V (Rn, α), (2.9)
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where V (Rn, α) is the atomic potential of the single atom and m is the electron or
hole mass, respectively. Schro¨dinger’s equation of the periodic crystal is then given
by
Hcrystal |k〉 = E(k) |k〉 (2.10)
with k being the reciprocal lattice vector and ψ(r) = 〈r|k〉 being the wave functions
of electrons in the periodic lattice potential of the crystal. Here the Hamiltonian is
Hcrystal = Hatom +
∑
m=n,α
V (Rm, α) (2.11)
because of the presence of the potentials of all other atoms in the crystal located at
positions Rm = Rn.
For the solution of this eigenproblem the electronic wave functions are expressed
as linear combinations of the atomic orbitals:
|k〉 =
√
Vuc
V
∑
ανσ
∑
n
eik·Rnuανσ(k) |Rn, ανσ〉 . (2.12)
The position of atom α is given by Rn and Vuc/V is the ratio in volume of one unit
cell to the whole crystal. The |k〉 are not orthonormal, an attribute which usually is
necessery for a good choice of basis, because atomic orbitals of diﬀerent atoms are
not orthogonal in general. The overlap matrix of states 〈k’| and |k〉 reads:
Oα′,ν′,σ′,α,ν,σ(k) =
Vuc
V
∑
n,m
eik(Rm−Rn) 〈Rm, α′, ν ′, σ′|Rn, α, ν, σ〉 . (2.13)
The bra-ket expressions translate to real-space integrals such as
〈Rm, α′, ν ′, σ′|Rn, α, ν, σ〉 =
∫
d3rψ∗(Rm − r, α′ν ′σ′)ψ(Rn − r, ανσ) (2.14)
with ψ(r) being the electronic wave functions.
For the situation of orthogonal basis states the matrix O(k) in Eqn. (2.13) would
be the identity matrix. Since it is a basic assumption of the tight-binding model
that the electrons are tightly bound to the atoms, the overlap matrix elements are
assumed to be small compared to the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. In fact the
basis orbitals can be treated as orthogonal since for the case that the overlap matrix
O(k) is positive deﬁnite (which is indeed fulﬁlled for the usually assumed basis
states) a so-called Lo¨wdin tranformation exists which transforms the basis into an
orthogonal representation [41]. Moreover, this transformation does not even need to
be carried out explicitly because it preserves the original symmetry and localization
properties of the basis. It is suﬃcient to assume that the transformation has been
carried out implicitly. For a discussion of the Lo¨wdin transformation see [42]. This
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assumption reduces the former generalized eigenproblem to a usual eigenproblem,
which is numerically easier to tackle. The remaining equation to be solved in the
orthogonalized basis is:
∑
α,ν,σ
Hcrystalα′,ν′,σ′,α,ν,σ(k)uα,ν σ(k) = E(k)uα′,ν′,σ′(k). (2.15)
The solution of this equation gives the energy bands of the crystal. The matrix
elements 〈Rm, α′, ν ′, σ′|H |Rn, α, ν, σ〉 can either be calculated numerically by ex-
plicit knowledge of the atomic potentials (e.g. in DFT treatment [43]) or they can
be treated as empirical parameters to be determined by ﬁtting the calculated band
structure to experimentally available band structures, eﬀective masses and band
gaps. The use of these empirical parameters is the reason why the method is called
empirical tight-binding. The best calculations for comparison are based on pseudo-
potentials (for example see [32] for GaAs band structure calculations) as introduced
in chapter 2.1.2.
As mentioned earlier, there are two main contributions of matrix elements in the
Hamiltonian. In the expression 〈Rm, α′, ν ′, σ|H |Rn, α, ν, σ〉 the real space lattice
vectors Rm and Rn can either be equal or diﬀerent. In the ﬁrst case the matrix
element is called ”on-site” and represents the energy of an atomic orbital. The
corresponding contributions are diagonal in the tight-binding Hamiltonian, so by
dropping the ”crystal” index the on-site matrix elements can be written as
Hon-siteα′,ν′,σ′,α,ν,σ = 〈Rm, α′ν ′σ′|H |Rn, ανσ〉 δm,nδα′,αδν′,νδσ′σ
=: Eα,ν . (2.16)
The orbital energies are spin-independent, so the index σ is dropped in the last line.
The second case holds the situation where Rm and Rn are not equal. With Rm−Rn
being the distance between nearest neighbours in the crystal lattice, (second next
neighbours, third next neighbours etc.) these matrix elements are called ”nearest
neighbour hopping matrix elements” and so on. They describe the probability for
an electron to ”hop” from one atom of type α′ at the position Rm in an orbital ν ′
with spin σ′ to another atom of type α at position Rn into the orbital ν with spin
σ. These matrix elements are oﬀ-diagonal in the Hamiltonian matrix and will be
written as
Hneighbourα′,ν′,σ′,α,ν,σ = 〈Rm, α′, ν ′, σ′|H |Rn, α, ν, σ〉 δσ,σ′ (2.17)
=: V (Rm − Rn)α,α′,ν,ν′ (2.18)
from here on. No spin-ﬂip processes are mediated through the Hamiltonian, so the
hopping matrix elements are diagonal in the electron spin. It is obvious from a
physical point of view that these integrals decay rapidly with the distance Rm −Rn
between the two atoms, so it is usual to set these matrix elements to zero for a
distance larger than some cut-oﬀ radius. Also from a computational point of view
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it makes sense to restrict the order of hopping matrix elements since a higher order
results in a higher bandwidth of the matrix to be diagonalized. The bandwidth in
turn has a strong inﬂuence on the time needed for numerical diagonalization. In
many cases it is suﬃcient to take only nearest-neighbour hoppings into account and
drop the higher orders.
So how does the tight-binding Hamiltonian look like? The most general repres-
entation of the TB-Hamiltonian has the size of the matrix being the number of
basis states multiplied by the number of atoms assumed. Depending on the needed
accuracy of the calculations and the physical properties to be highlighted, diﬀerent
numbers of atomic orbitals are taken into account. Assuming single atom orbital
symmetry properties (labelled s,p,d,.. as shown in Fig. 2.1) for the tight-binding
orbitals diﬀerent features can be addressed. Many diﬀerent models can be found
in the literature: from simple two-band models (one s-like orbital at each atom in
the unit cell for both electrons and holes) over intermediate models accounting for
diﬀerent bands for anions and cations (scp3a, [44]) and the often used model account-
ing for a basis of one s-like and three p-like orbitals at each atom (spxpypz = sp3,
[45]) to more advanced models such as sp3s∗ [39] or even sp3d5s∗ [46, 47]. See [48]
for a review of diﬀerent models and parametrizations. For means of keeping the
basis size as small as possible, so-called s∗-orbitals were introduced by Vogl et al.
[39]. These orbitals are artiﬁcial entities holding s-like symmetry and are used to
account for the inﬂuence of energetically higher orbitals without taking them into
account explicitly. Since in the scope of this thesis we are interested in optical
properties of semiconductor nanostructures it is suﬃcient to reproduce the band
structure features around the Γ-point. Throughout this thesis a sp3s∗-basis in a
nearest-neighbour model is used, so in this case the s∗-orbitals represent the d-like
orbitals. For other tasks, e.g. transport problems, it is necessary to reproduce the
band structure accurately also at the X-point where a sp3s∗ model fails to reproduce
correct eﬀective masses. This can be achieved with a basis including d-like orbitals.
2.2.3. Two-center approximation
A famous approach for the simpliﬁcation of the treatment of tight-binding hop-
ping matrix elements is given by the so-called two-center approximation, which was
proposed by Slater and Koster [49] and stems from the idea of keeping the actual
calculation of the matrix elements simple. Even though we are dealing with the
matrix elements as empirical parameters, this ansatz is very fruitful because of its
implications for the incorporation of strain into the tight-binding model. This will
be shown in section 2.2.5. The general form of the orbital part of the matrix elements
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Figure 2.1.: Representations of atomic orbitals via the angular parts of the
spherical harmonics. First line: orbital with s-symmetry; second line: orbitals
with p-symmetry; last line: orbitals with d-symmetry.
is given by
〈k′|H|k〉 = ∑
m ,n
∑
α′,ν′σ′
∑
α ,ν ,σ
〈Rm, α′, ν ′, σ′|H|Rn, α, ν, σ〉 (2.19)
Each summand above includes two orbitals localized at position Rm and Rn as
well as one atomic potential V localized at position Rl as part of the Hamiltonian,
because
H ∼ ∑
l,α
V (Rl, α). (2.20)
In a nearest neighbour tight-binding model only |Rm − Rn| ≤ dNN is considered,
whereas Rl can undergo each atomic position in the crystal. Slater and Koster call
this a three-center integral, where m = n = l. Their proposal was to only take two-
center integrals into account, where either l = m or l = n. These integrals describe
the situation that the atomic potential is localized at one of the orbital positions
and all other situations are neglected. This so-called two-center approximation is
a reasonable approach for the case that the atomic potential decays fast with the
distance to the orbital positions. This is feasible due to physical intuition: the
potential at Rl mediates the hopping of a carrier between positions Rm and Rn.
The more distant the potential is, the smaller the probability of a hopping. integrals.
Given the two-center approximation, the eﬀective potential for a hopping process
is rotationally symmetric with respect to the vector d = Rm − Rn between two
atoms. In that case, the angular momentum with respect to d, Ld = L d|d| , is a good
quantum number. Since Ld and the eﬀective two-center Hamiltonian commute, all
hopping matrix elements vanish which contain orbitals with diﬀerent eigenvalues
m′d = md with respect to the angular momentum operator Ld. Therefore it is
a better choice to decompose the px,y,z-like orbitals along a cartesian axis ei with
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respect to d into bond-parallel and bond-normal orbitals:
|pei〉 = eid |pσ〉 + ein |pπ〉 (2.21)
as sketched in Fig. 2.2. Here, n is a unit vector normal to the plane spanned by
Figure 2.2.: a) Deﬁnition of the vectors. b) Decomposition of a p−like
atomic orbital into σ und π parts, weighted by the projection of ei onto the
bond-parallel and bond-normal vectors, respectively.
d and ei. The orbital components are labelled corresponding to the eigenvalue of
the angular momentum operator with respect to d: |pσ〉 corresponds to md = 0,
|pπ〉 to md = ±1, respectively. The reader may note, that the index σ here is in no
relation to the spin-index used before to label atomic orbitals. What is meant by σ
should be clear contextually anyway. The diﬀerent labels for bonds between atomic
orbitals are shown in Fig. 2.3.
Now for example a hopping matrix element between a s-like and a p-like orbital
can be written as (neglecting all other indices for the moment):
〈s|H |p〉 = eid 〈s|H |pσ〉 + ein 〈s|H |pπ〉 (2.22)
= eid 〈s|H |pσ〉 (2.23)
= Vspσ. (2.24)
Due to the diﬀerent angular momenta of the atomic orbitals, and due to the sym-
metry of the pπ-orbital with respect to d, the matrix element 〈s|H |pπ〉 = Vspπ equals
zero. Introducing the directional cosines dx, dy and dz along the cartesian axes via
d = |d|(dx, dy, dz), (2.25)
so that
dx =
ei · d
|d| , (2.26)
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a) b)
c)
d)
e)
f )
g)
h)
i )
j )
Figure 2.3.: Diﬀerent types of bonds between orbitals in projection view.
Red/green colors describe negative/positive sign of the wave function. a) ssσ
bond, b) spσ, c) ppσ, d) ppπ, e) sdσ, f) pdσ, g) pdπ, h) ddσ, i) ddπ, j) ddδ.
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gives the relations between the old px, py, pz orbitals and the new matrix elements
in the two-center approximation [49]:
〈s|H |px〉 = dxVspσ (2.27)
〈s|H |py〉 = dyVspσ (2.28)
〈s|H |pz〉 = dzVspσ (2.29)
〈s∗|H |px〉 = dxVs∗pσ (2.30)
〈s∗|H |py〉 = dyVs∗pσ (2.31)
〈s∗|H |pz〉 = dzVs∗pσ (2.32)
〈px|H |px〉 = d2xVppσ + (1 − d2x)Vppπ (2.33)
〈px|H |py〉 = dxdyVppσ − dxdyVppπ (2.34)
〈py|H |pz〉 = dydzVppσ − dydzVppπ. (2.35)
All other matrix elements can be calculated by cyclical permutation of the cartesian
indices.
Due to symmetry reasons, interchanging the order of the orbitals changes the sign
of the matrix element if the sum of the orbital parities equals an odd number and
leaves the sign unaﬀected if the sum of the parities is even. This results in relations
〈s|H |px〉 = − 〈px|H |s〉 (2.36)
and
〈px|H |py〉 = 〈py|H |px〉 . (2.37)
2.2.4. Spin-orbit coupling
The eﬀect of spin-orbit coupling is known to alter the energy bands of semiconductors
by shifting energies and inducing a splitting Δso of heavy- and light-hole bands at
the center of the Brillouin-zone. This splitting typically is of the order of tens up to
a hundred meV for common semiconductors.
For an accurate description of semiconductors spin-orbit coupling needs to be in-
cluded. The common approach to include spin-orbit coupling into the tight-binding
model is the strategy proposed by Chadi [45], which has the advantage of not in-
creasing the size of the basis. The spin-orbit Hamiltonian Hso can be added to the
Hamiltonian of the crystal H0 (what was H in the sections before):
H = H0 + Hso. (2.38)
Nevertheless, it turns out the spin-orbit coupling matrix elements are complex, which
makes the diagonalization more complicated because the solution of the complex
eigenvalue problem is numerically much more diﬃcult than the standard eigenvalue
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problem with real coeﬃcients. In general, matrix elements of the Hamiltonian can
be complex anyway, only hermiticity of the Hemiltonian is required. For three-
dimensional heterostructures, however, the matrix elements all are real except those
of the spin-orbit interaction.
The approach of Chadi starts with the assumptions that the atomic spin-orbit
operator is well suited for the tight-binding problem and describes the inﬂuence of
spin-orbit coupling on the tight-binding basis states properly. Only p-like orbitals
at the same atom are coupled via spin-orbit interaction. Interatomic spin-orbit
couplings can be taken into account [50], but it turns out that already the on-site
spin-orbit interaction is suﬃcient to reproduce the splitting of heavy-hole and light-
hole bands in the band structure of common semiconductor materials.
The atomic spin-orbit Hamiltonian is given by:
Hso =
1
2m2c2
1
r
∂Vatom
∂r
L · s, (2.39)
where L is the operator of angular momentum, s is the spin operator, Vatom is
the atomic potential and m and c are the electron mass and the speed of light,
respectively. r is the spatial coordinate. As mentioned above, only matrix elements
between p-like orbitals at the same atom are considered. It turns out the only
non-vanishing matrix elements of the spin-orbit Hamiltonian are:
〈px±|Hso |pz∓〉 = ±λ (2.40)
〈px±|Hso |py±〉 = ∓iλ (2.41)
〈py±|Hso |pz∓〉 = −iλ (2.42)
and their complex conjugates [45]. In the above equations, + and − denote spin
up and down, respectively. Surprisingly, the complete inﬂuence of the spin-orbit
coupling on the band structure can be traced back to one single parameter λ per
atom type in the crystal, which is deﬁned by:
λ = 〈px| 
2
4m2c2
1
r
∂Vatom
∂r
|px〉 . (2.43)
The parameter λ can be used as an additional ﬁtting parameter to reproduce the
valence-band splitting correctly around the Γ-point. The parameters for λ used in
this thesis can be found in the appendix A.4.
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2.2.5. Strain
As described in the introductory section, in the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode
quantum dots form due to strain induced by the lattice-mismatch between the two
(or more) competing lattice constants. For example for InAs quantum dots in a
GaAs host material the lattice mismatch is about 7%1. Due to the arising strain the
individual atoms are no longer in the bulk lattice positions of the host material but
are displaced into strained equilibrium positions which minimize the global strain
energy. Examples for displacements for a pure InAs-QD and an alloyed InGaAs-QD
inside the supercell are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. There are diﬀerent approaches to
calculate the strain-induced displacements in the crystal. Since hundreds of thou-
sands up to several millions of atoms have to be accounted for in the strain calcula-
tions, ab-initio methods clearly fail due to the sheer problem size. There are several
methods found to be applicable for QD calculations. The three most promising and
most applied methods are introduced in the following. For a review of the methods
for the calculation of strain in nanostructures see [51].
Figure 2.4.: Example for atomic displacements due to lattice-mismatch-
induced strain. Shown is a small part of the many-million atom supercell
containing the WL and the QD, cut vertically through the middle of the QD
and seen from the side of the supercell. Colors correspond to absolute value
(blue = small, red = large) of displacement with respect to the GaAs bulk
nearest-neighbour distance.
FEM
One approach to model the strain arising in semiconductor nanostructures is the
ﬁnite element analysis (FEM, see [52–54] for InAs/GaAs,[55] for Ge(Si)/Si). The
main idea in FEM is to discretize a continuous domain into a mesh of smaller
subdomains, called elements. The behaviour of those elements can be treated ma-
thematically in a stiﬀness matrix. Elements are connected by nodes and through
1The lattice constants are: aGaAs = 5.65 A˚ and aInAs = 6.06 A˚, respectively.
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Figure 2.5.: Example for atomic displacements due to strain for a reduced
quantum dot Indium content of 20%. The color scale for the displacements
does not correspond to the scale in Fig. 2.4.
these nodes, an approximate system of (partial diﬀerential) equations for the whole
system of the form
Ku = f (2.44)
arises. Here, K is the so-called stiﬀness matrix, u is a global displacement vec-
tor to be solved for and f is the force vector. The lattice mismatch is treated via
application of a thermal expansion coeﬃcient to the elements inside the dot and
a consecutive raise of temperature. The value of the expansion coeﬃcient is given
by the lattice mismatch in percent (0.067 for InAs/GaAs). This results in thermal
strain that deﬁnes the force vector. Of course, the accuracy of the calculated nodal
displacements depends on the choice of the ﬁnite elements (meshing). The short-
coming of this model is that atomic eﬀects such as local clustering and random alloy
ﬂuctuations as well as shape asymmetries cannot be considered because usually only
a symmetric slice of the simulation domain is accounted for, i.e., only one corner of
a pyramidally shaped QD or only one circular segment of a spherically shaped QD.
Continuum elasticity
Another method to calulate the strain-induced displacements is the continuum-
elasticity model (CE) [56]. As implied by the name, the CE model treats the strain-
induced displacement of a continuum within the harmonic approximation of classical
elasticity. The strain energy per atom is given by
ECE =
V
2 C11
(
	2xx + 	2yy + 	2zz
)
+ V2 C44
(
	2yz + 	2zx + 	2xy
)
+V C12 (	yy	zz + 	yy	xx + 	zz	xx) (2.45)
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for a cubic system. Here, Cij are the cubic elastic constants, V is the equilibrium
volume and 	ij is the strain tensor, yielding
	ij =
1
2
(
dui
dxj
+ duj
dxi
)
, (2.46)
where ui is the displacement and xi are coordinates. Indices i and j run over
the three independent spatial directions. The strained equilibrium conﬁguration is
determined by ﬁnding the minimum of the global strain energy by adjusting the
displacement vectors (not the atomic positions but displacements on a discretized
grid which has to be chosen accurately). In both the FEM and the CEM it is not
clear how to map the calculated displacement-ﬁelds onto the atoms in the TB model.
Valence force ﬁelds
A third method for the calulation of strain-induced atomic displacements and the
method of choice for TB is the atomistic Valence Force Field (VFF) [57] method of
Keating [58] and Martin [59] in its generalized version for zincblende alloy crystals
[60, 61]. It appears to be natural to use the VFF method in our context because it
treats the strain atomistically like the tight-binding method is intrinsically. There-
fore we will use this model to calculate the strain-induced atomic displacements
entering the tight-binding Hamiltonian.
In the VFF approach using the original Keating potential the global strain energy
(elastic energy) for zincblende-type crystals can be described as a function of the
atomic positions Ri:
Estrain =
∑
i
4∑
j=1
3αij
16(d0ij)2
(
(Rj − Ri)2 − (d0ij)2
)2
+
∑
i
∑
j,k>j
3βijk
8d0ijd0jk
(
(Rj − Ri)(Rk − Ri) − cos θ0d0ijd0jk
)2
. (2.47)
Here, d0ij and d0jk is the bulk equilibrium bond length between nearest neighbours
i and j or k, respectively, cos θ0 = −13 is the ideal bulk bond angle and αij and βijk
are material-dependent parameters. The ﬁrst term is a sum over all atoms i and
their four nearest neighbours. Since it is zero if Rj −Ri equals the bulk equilibrium
bond length this term describes bond-stretching. The second term includes the angle
between two of the bonds between three atoms i, j and k and describes the inﬂuence
of bond-bending on the total strain energy. In the Keating model, the material
parameters entering Eqn. (2.47) are given as functions of the stiﬀness parameters
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Material C11 C12 C44
GaAs 11.88 5.38 5.94
InAs 8.34 4.54 3.95
Table 2.1.: Stiﬀness parameters used in this thesis, scaled by 1011 ·dyn/(cm2)
.
[62]:
αij = (C11 + 3C12)
a0
4 (2.48)
βijk = (C11 − C12)a04 , (2.49)
where the Cij are experimental values of the stiﬀness coeﬃcients taken from [63] for
GaAs and [64] for InAs, given in Tab. 2.1. The constant a0 is the equilibrium lattice
constant. The third stiﬀness parameter C44 is not independent but related to the
other parameters by
2C44 (C11 + C12)
(C11 − C12) (C11 + 3C12) = 1. (2.50)
The above formulas are valid if the constituent atoms i and j or i, j and k are of
the same binary compound. If the atoms belong to diﬀerent atomic species, e.g. i
denotes an Indium atom and k is a Gallium atom, the αij and βijk parameters are
taken as the arithmetic average of the parameters for the related compounds. The
inﬂuence of diﬀerent stiﬀness parametrizations in the VFF model onto the electronic
states in the TB model is discussed in [65].
Diﬀerent model potentials, such as the Tersoﬀ potential [66] or the Stillinger-
Weber potential [67], can be used to improve anharmonicity eﬀects or to include
not only nearest neighbours. Nevertheless we will use the Keating potential in this
work because it captures the main aspects of lattice deformation caused by strain.
The calculations of the equilibrium atomic positions due to strain relaxation are
carried out throughout this thesis using the program package LAMMPS (”Large-
scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator”, [68]). A typical relaxation
procedure starts with all atoms at the bulk positions of the host material in the
supercell. First, the global strain energy is calculated from Eqn. (2.47). Second, the
residual forces acting on the atoms are calculated and the atoms are moved along
their individual force vectors. These two steps are iterated using a Hessian-free
truncated Newton algorithm [69–71] which is a more robust variant of the conjugate
gradient method [72]. After convergence, the output consists of the relaxed atomic
positions, which can be used to calculate the new distances and angles between the
atoms. At this point it appears natural to formulate the TB Hamiltonian in the two-
center approximation introduced earlier since it directly implies how to incorporate
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the displacements from equilibrium positions and equilibrium bond angles into the
tight-binding Hamiltonian. It is a common assumption that the inﬂuence of strain
only has minor impact on the on-site energies, although there are some approaches
to include these eﬀects into TB calculations [73–75].
In the present model only the coupling parameters (oﬀ-diagonal matrix elements)
are modiﬁed by strain in the following way:
Vss(i, j) = Vssσ
(
d0ij
dij
)η
(2.51)
Vspx(i, j) = dxVppσ
(
d0ij
dij
)η
(2.52)
Vpxpy(i, j) = dxdyVppσ
(
d0ij
dij
)η
− dxdyVppπ
(
d0ij
dij
)η
(2.53)
and likewise for all other coupling matrix elements. Here, the factor dx = ex·dijdij is
the strain-aﬀected directional cosine (compare Eqn. (2.26)) and therefore accounts
for strain-induced bond-angle deformations, where dij is the strain-altered distance
vector between atoms i and j with dij = |dij|.
The bond-length distortions are included as well in the second term
(
d0ij
dij
)η
, where
d0ij is the equilibrium distance between atoms i and j. The physical idea behind this
term is that the coupling strength between two atoms scales with the interatomic
distance with a power η. So if the distance dij altered by strain equals the atomic
distance in the unstrained lattice, the coupling matrix element is not changed be-
cause
(
d0ij
dij
)η
equals unity. If the distance is actually smaller/larger than in the
unstrained lattice, the matrix element gets larger/smaller (for the very reasonable
assumption η > 0). There are several proposals in the literature how to treat this
additional parameter η of which the so-called d−2-ansatz or Harrison-rule [76] is the
most simple and common. It assumes a general scaling parameter of η = 2 for all
coupling matrix elements. Other proposals assume either another value for η (3.4
as proposed in [40] or 2.9 in [77]) or an individual η according to the atomic or-
bitals participating in the coupling [78], i.e. ηppσ,ηppπ and so on. In the literature
even more sophisticated proposals on scaling interatomic orbital interactions can be
found. For example a special treatment was proposed for the s∗-p orbital interaction
to include the correct behaviour of d-states under biaxial strain [78, 79]:
(s∗xσ) = (s∗pσ)
(
d0
d
)η
[(1 + 2F )|l| − F (|m| + |n|)] l|l| (2.54)
with F = −0.63 being a constant and l,m, n being the directional cosines. Other
approaches include the calculation of the band-dependence on volume eﬀects and
ﬁts to deformation potentials [46, 75, 80]. We will restrict our model to using the
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modiﬁed Harrison-rule η = 2.9 from [77] for the coupling parameters and no strain-
dependence of the on-site parameters due to simplicity and the small diﬀerences
found by using the advanced models. The value of η = 2.9 gives better results for
the single-particle properties than the original value of 2.0.
A comparison between the CE and VFF approaches can be found in [81] for
InAs/GaAs superlattices or in [82] for InAs/GaAs QDs. It was found that in gen-
eral both methods are applicable to calculate the strain distribution (CE grid points
were chosen as cation positions of the ideal GaAs lattice). The methods gave good
agreement in the buﬀer region but revealed diﬀerences in regions of the dot inter-
faces and inside the dot. In [82] these diﬀerences were attributed to the loss of the
atomic symmetry in the CE and to violation of the linearity regime of CE due to
the large strain arising through the QD geometry.
The reliability of the calculations carried out by the VFF method using the Keating
potential in LAMMPS was investigated by Mu¨ller et al. [83] through comparison to
ab-initio DFT calculations, which is possible for supercells containing only a small
number of atoms. A good agreement in terms of the residual forces on the atoms
after the relaxation procedure was found. Additionally, no diﬀerences in the atomic
displacements from the two methods were larger than 2.6 pm, a length which is in
the order of the thermal vibrations of the crystal.
2.2.6. Piezoelectricity
The III-V semiconductors GaAs and InAs are polar materials in the sense that the
single constituents are charged (Ga3+, As3−) and therefore the bonds are ionic. If the
atoms are in the unstrained bulk lattice positions there is no net charge distribution
in the system. If strain comes into play and displaces the atoms into new positions
that minimize the strain energy, the local charge distribution can be non-vanishing
and gives rise to a polarization in certain directions. This interplay is called the
piezoelectric eﬀect and arises in pseudomorphically grown zinkblende semiconduct-
ors caused by shear strain. It was ﬁrst discovered by the Curie brothers [84] in 1880.
It turns out that for semiconductor quantum wells and superlattices grown along
the [001] direction the shear strain can be neglected and therefore no piezoelectric
polarization is expected [85]. Due to the reduction of point-group symmetry in
strained QDs, piezoelectric eﬀects in general are present and need to be considered
in electronic calculations. Since in general piezoelectricity is much stronger in GaAs
than in InAs in terms of the piezoelectric module e14, the piezoelectric potential is
considerably smaller inside the quantum dot than in the barrier [86] and only small
corrections to energy levels and states are expected due to the piezoelectric eﬀect.
While at ﬁrst only linear terms in strain were taken into account for the modelling
of quantum wells [87] and QDs [28, 88–93], Bester [94] pointed out that the inclusion
of the second order term is necessary since it is of the same order of magnitude as
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the linear term but of opposite sign, although there was ongoing discussion [29, 95].
Even more Bester suggested that it is better to neglect the piezoelectric eﬀect
altogether than to include only linear terms. Following Bester’s arguments, the
piezoelectric eﬀects are considerably small compared to intraband or conﬁnement
energies (conﬁnement energies reach some hundred meV for large QDs; the mag-
nitude of the piezoelectric eﬀects is in the order of a few meV, [96]) and will be
neglected in our model. Additionally the piezoelectric eﬀect was shown to be small
in zincblende crystals compared to wurtzite grown QDs [97].
For the sake of completeness we will outline how to account for the piezoelectric
eﬀect in a tight-binding calculation [98]. In this approach the piezoelectric elec-
trostatic potential is included into the tight-binding Hamiltonian as an additional
on-site potential Vpiezo that locally shifts the orbital energies. The calculation of this
potential includes four steps. First, the piezoelectric coeﬃcients for the strained bulk
materials have to be determined by measurement [99, 100] or by ab-initio calcula-
tions [94]. Together with the strain tensor 	, that can be deduced via the atomic
displacements, in a second step the piezoelectric polarization Ppiezo [101] along the
i-th spatial coordinate can be calculated using
P ipiezo =
∑
j
eij	j +
1
2
∑
jk
Bijk	j	k + ... (2.55)
with eij and Bijk being the linear and quadratic piezoelectric coeﬃcients, respect-
ively.
Having calulated the piezoelectric potential, in the third step the piezoelectric
charge density ρpiezo can be calculated following classical electrodynamics as the
divergence of the polarization:
ρpiezo = −divPpiezo. (2.56)
In a last step, the local electrostatic potential ϕpiezo can be calculated via
ρpiezo = 	0∇ (	r(r)∇ϕpiezo) (2.57)
Δϕpiezo =
ρpiezo
	0	r
− 1
	r(r)
∇ϕpiezo(r)∇	r(r). (2.58)
Here, 	r(r) is the local dielectric constant at the position r, depending on the ma-
terial occupying the corresponding lattice site. Having determined the electrostatic
potential ϕpiezo it can be included into the tight-binding Hamiltonian as an addi-
tional term
Vpiezo = −eϕpiezo(r) (2.59)
that is added to the on-site energies.
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2.3. Modelling semiconductor nanostructures
In this section we will explain in detail how to adopt the TB model introduced in
the last section for the simulation of electronic properties of semiconductor nano-
structures. We explicitely write down the Hamiltonian for the calculation of band
structures and show results for InAs and GaAs. The changes in the Hamiltonian for
the consecutive loss of translational invariance when modelling quantum wells and
quantum dots are discussed. Common quantum dot geometries are identiﬁed and
the inﬂuence of various structural dot parameters is reviewed.
When it comes to semiconductor nanostructures such as quantum wells, wires or
dots, several compound materials come together like GaAs and InAs for example.
In some structures it is even three or more compounds grown on the same sample,
for example InGaNAs superlattices. For most of the on-site energies the inclusion
of diﬀerent materials is quite straightforward because every lattice site is directly
represented by a certain sub-block of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. So in principle
each diagonal sub-block holds the on-site bulk parameters of the compound assigned
to the corresponding lattice site. In regions consisting only of atoms related to one
compound material this works well. A problem arises for material combinations
such as InAs in GaAs where the compound materials have common atom types (the
Arsenic anions in this example). Then there is no way to tell whether a common
atom belongs to one of the two compounds or the other at interfaces. There are
several ways to deal with this problem, the most common being the virtual-crystal
approximation (VCA, [102]) and the direct assignment of the atom type in doubt
to one of the two materials. The VCA is mostly used in modelling alloy materials
such as AxB1−xC where x ∈ [0, 1] is the concentration of A-atoms. It makes the
assumption that the atomic potential V (ABC) of the alloy can be described by a
linear dependency on the concentration V (AC) and V (BC) of the constituents:
V (ABC) = xV (AC) + (1 − x)V (BC) (2.60)
without considering any correlations and is an averaging over bulk properties of the
single compounds. This idea can be directly carried forward to the tight-binding
parameters. But since the VCA represents a non-local ansatz and we are dealing
with a local tight-binding model it appears natural that the VCA should not be
used here. So in our model for each atom it is decided which compound it is
related to and based on this the corresponding bulk parameters are used for this
atom. This ansatz somehow decides between anions related to GaAs and InAs
material. This is certainly wrong for isolated atoms but seems to be a good treatment
in compounds since the atomic orbital energies are inﬂuenced by the surrounding
atoms. Additionally, in our way of treating strain it is necessary to assign a dedicated
type of atom to every lattice site to calculate the strain energy which makes the
VCA impossible to incorporate here. To treat alloys in our model we do what is
called exact disorder [103] for the atomistic material deﬁnition: in a domain of
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space where a certain alloy material shall be included, for example an InxGa1−xAs
quantum dot with a certain shape, we call a random number generator for a random
number r between 0 and 1 for each lattice site inside the domain. By comparison
of the resulting random number to the target concentration x ∈ [0, 1] we deﬁne
each lattice site as related to the InAs (r < x) or GaAs (r > x) compound. With
this approach we reach the target concentration only by the law of large numbers
and therefore account for the statistical nature of the growth process, allowing for
random clustering. Nevertheless, for the coupling parameters there is no known way
of treating them besides via averaging. At couplings between atoms belonging to
the same compound the compound bulk coupling parameters are used in the tight-
binding Hamiltonian. Due to the lack of a better treatment, for couplings between
atoms belonging to diﬀerent compounds the coupling parameters enter averaged as
V InAs−GaAsppσ =
1
2
(
V InAsppσ + V GaAsppσ
)
(2.61)
into the tight-binding Hamiltonian.
Having set up the tight-binding Hamiltonian for a nanostructure the Hamilto-
nian has to be diagonalized to obtain the bound electronic single-particle energies
and states of the nanostructure. The numerical diagonalization of such a matrix
(very large, sparse2, self-adjoint, complex) in parallel is a very diﬃcult task and the
ﬁeld of numerical algorithms is in vivid progress. A more accurate description of
the programs for diagonalization used troughout this thesis for diagonalization is
provided in section 2.5. In the following we will go from the simplest case of model-
ling (bulk band structure) to the most general case of a three-dimensionally shaped
nanostructure in a large supercell.
2.3.1. Bulk band structures
Describing a bulk crystal with the tight-binding method is a simple task due to the
translational invariance holding in all three dimensions of space. It is suﬃcient to
describe only the atoms in one unit cell of the crystal as well as their couplings and
to make use of Bloch’s theorem for taking all other atoms into account. As shown
before Schro¨dinger’s equation of the periodic crystal is given by
HBULK |k〉 = E(k) |k〉 (2.62)
with k being the reciprocal lattice vector. For the solution of this eigenproblem
in case of the bulk material the electronic wave functions are expressed as linear
2Sparse here means that the number of non-zero elements in the matrix is small compared to
the number of matrix elements which are zero. The relation between those numbers is called
the sparsity of the matrix and is in the order of approximately 10−7 for the quantum dot
Hamiltonian.
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Figure 2.6.: Scheme of the empty supercell representing the bulk system,
provided that periodic boundary conditions are applied.
combinations of the atomic orbitals:
|k〉 =
√
Vuc
V
∑
n
∑
ανσ
eikRnuανσ(k) |Rnανσ〉 , (2.63)
where uανσ are the Bloch factors. In diﬀerence to the case of a nanostructure without
any translational symmetry, the inﬂuence of the symmetry here is incorporated
through the Bloch sums. As before, Vuc
V
is the ratio in volume of one unit cell to the
whole crystal volume, α is the atom type, ν the atomic orbital and σ denotes the
spin. Rn describes the position of the unit cell. It is assumed here that the |Rnανσ〉
are Lo¨wdin-orthogonalized basis states. Applying 〈k′| from the left to both sides of
Eqn. (2.62) results in an eigenproblem. The left hand side reads:
〈k′|HBULK |k〉 = Vuc
V
∑
n,m
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
eik(Rn−Rm)uανσuα′ν′σ′ 〈Rmα′ν ′σ′|HBULK |Rnανσ〉
= Vuc
V
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
[∑
n,m
eik(Rn−Rm) 〈Rmα′ν ′σ′|HBULK |Rnανσ〉
]
uανσuα′ν′σ′
= Vuc
V
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
⎡
⎣N ∑
j
eikRj 〈0α′ν ′σ′|HBULK |Rjανσ〉
⎤
⎦uανσuα′ν′σ′
=
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
[
HBULKανσ,α′ν′σ′
]
uανσuα′ν′σ′ .
(2.64)
In the second to last step, one inner sum was carried out with shifting Rm into the
origin, giving N = V
Vuc
times the same sum over all vectors, and the relative vector
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Rn − Rm was relabelled Rj. The right hand side is given by:
〈k′|E(k) |k〉 = Vuc
V
∑
n,m
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
eik(Rn−Rm)uανσuα′ν′σ′ 〈Rmα′ν ′σ′|E(k) |Rnανσ〉
= E(k)Vuc
V
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
[∑
n,m
eik(Rn−Rm) 〈Rmα′ν ′σ′|Rnανσ〉
]
uανσuα′ν′σ′
= E(k)
∑
ανσ,α′ν′σ′
⎡
⎣∑
j
eikRj 〈0α′ν ′σ′|Rjανσ〉
⎤
⎦uανσuα′ν′σ′ .
(2.65)
As before, one inner sum was carried out, resulting in the same simpliﬁcations. In
general, the wave functions are not orthogonal, as pointed out before. Assuming
Lo¨wdin-orthogonalized basis functions, the overlap integrals become
〈0α′ν ′σ′|Rjανσ〉 = δRj ,0δα,α′δν,ν′δσ,σ′ . (2.66)
Now the right hand side is
〈k′|E(k) |k〉 = E(k)∑
ανσ
uανσuανσ (2.67)
by carrying out the sum over the primed indices. Combination of both equations
yields ∑
ανσ
∑
α′ν′σ′
HBULKανσ,α′ν′σ′uανσuα′ν′σ′ = E(k)
∑
ανσ
uανσuανσ (2.68)
and, accordingly, ∑
α′ν′σ′
HBULKανσ,α′ν′σ′uα′ν′σ′ = E(k)uανσ. (2.69)
This is the energy band equation to be solved by diagonalization. The band
structure is given by the eigenvalues of the matrix with elements
HBULKανσ,α′ν′σ′ =
∑
j
eikRj 〈0α′ν ′σ′|HBULK |Rjανσ〉 (2.70)
for each reciprocal vector k. Depending on the required degree of accuracy the sum
over j covers the nearest neighbours, second-nearest neighbours or even more distant
neighbours for each atom. Due to the spacial decay of the wave functions, the con-
tributions from nearest neighbours are more important than the contributions from
second-nearest neighbours due to a reduced wave function overlap with increasing
distance of the atoms. In many cases, even by chosing only nearest neighbours to
be taken into account, good approximations of the band structure can be obtained.
In empirical tight-binding theory, the integrals
〈0α′ν ′σ′|HBULK |Rjανσ〉 (2.71)
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are taken as ﬁtting parameters to adjust the calculated band structure to experi-
mentally measured properties of the crystal like band gaps at high symmetry points
and the curvature of the bands (eﬀective masses). Following the notation of [39],
those integrals are abbreviated by either
〈0ανσ|HBULK |Rjανσ〉 = Eανσ(klm) (2.72)
for integrals at the same atom, giving the orbital energies or
〈0α′ν ′σ′|HBULK |Rjανσ〉 = Vα′ν′σ′,ανσ(klm) (2.73)
if α′ = α, representing the hopping elements between orbitals located at diﬀerent
atoms. The use of the indices (klm) was introduced in [49] and represents the
projection of the relative vector between the two atoms onto the cartesian grid:
R = ka4 ex +
la
4 ey +
ma
4 ez (2.74)
with a being the lattice constant of the semiconductor. For example the hopping
integral for the hopping of an electron in an s-like orbital located at a cation at the
origin with spin up into a p-like orbital at an anion located at the position (111)a/4
with spin up reads
〈a4(111)pA ↑|H
BULK |0sC ↑〉 = VsC,pA(111). (2.75)
The spin index can be dropped here, because no spin-ﬂip processes are mediated
through of HBULK in the tight-binding formalism.
Zincblende structure
The two semiconductor material systems most often used for optical applications,
InAs and GaAs, crystallize in the zincblende lattice, which is shown in Fig. 2.7.
Each atom of one type has a tetrahedral coordination of four atoms belonging to
the other atom type. Therefore, nearest neighbours (NN) always are of the respective
other atom type, next nearest neighbours are of the same atom type. The nearest-
neighbour vectors for an atom in the origin with a being the lattice constant are
R1 =
a
4
⎛
⎜⎝ 11
1
⎞
⎟⎠ R2 = a4
⎛
⎜⎝−1−1
1
⎞
⎟⎠ R3 = a4
⎛
⎜⎝ 1−1
−1
⎞
⎟⎠ R4 = a4
⎛
⎜⎝−11
−1
⎞
⎟⎠ . (2.76)
Depending on the actual position of the atom, the NN vectors may be rotated by
π/2.
In Tab. 2.2 the characteristic points of high symmetry inside the ﬁrst Brillouin zone
of the reciprocal lattice are given for a zincblende crystal as depicted in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.7.: Sketch of the zincblende lattice structure, which is the super-
position of two face-centered lattices for anions and cations. Large spheres
indicate cations, small spheres the anions. Picture taken from http://nano-
physics.pbworks.com/ .
L Γ X U K
π
a
⎛
⎜⎝11
1
⎞
⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎝00
0
⎞
⎟⎠ 2πa
⎛
⎜⎝01
0
⎞
⎟⎠ 2πa
⎛
⎜⎝
1
4
1
1
4
⎞
⎟⎠ 3π2a
⎛
⎜⎝11
0
⎞
⎟⎠
Table 2.2.: Points of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone of the zincblende
lattice structure. a is the lattice constant and reciprocal vectors read
(kx,ky,kz).
The sp3s∗ basis
A widely-used model to calculate semiconductor band structures is given by the fam-
ous nearest-neighbour sp3s∗ model proposed by Vogl et al. in 1983 [39]. At every
atom site one s-like and three p-like orbitals are localized as well as an additional
s∗-like orbital. This additional orbital simulates the inﬂuence of the energetically
higher-lying d-like obitals and therefore this model provides a better description of
the energy bands of the crystal than other models such as sCp3A or sp3 [44]. Tech-
nically, the s∗-like orbital provides more ﬁtting parameters, which results in better
band structure ﬁt at valleys far away the Γ-point. Also, taking more distant neigh-
bours into account could provide this additional degree of freedom. Nevertheless,
we will employ the popular original nearest-neightbour sp3s∗ model. Without the
inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, the Hamiltonian to diagonalize has the dimensions
10x10 and can be formulated best in the Lo¨wdin-orthogonalized basis
|sA〉 , |sC〉 , |pxA〉 , |pyA〉 , |pzA〉 ,
|pxC〉 , |pyC〉 , |pzC〉 , |s∗A〉 , |s∗C〉 .
The Hamiltonian reads [39]:
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?
?
?
Figure 2.8.: Brillouin zone and high-symmetry points of the zincblende
lattice. Image from IPV Stuttgart (http://www.ipv.uni-stuttgart.de/lehre/-
vorlesungen/festkoerperelektronik.html).
H =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EsA Vssg0 0 0 0
Vssg
∗
0 EsC −VpAsCg∗1 −VpAsCg∗2 −VpAsCg∗3
0 −VpScAg1 EpA 0 0
0 −VpScAg2 0 EpA 0
0 −VpScAg3 0 0 EpA
VsApCg
∗
1 0 Vxxg0∗ Vxyg∗3 Vxyg∗2
VsApCg
∗
2 0 Vxyg∗3 Vxxg∗0 Vxyg∗1
VsApCg
∗
3 0 Vxyg∗2 Vxyg∗2 Vxxg∗0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −VpAs∗Cg∗1 −VpAs∗Cg∗2 −VpAs∗Cg∗3
VsApCg1 VsApCg2 VsApCg3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Vxxg0 Vxyg3 Vxyg2 0 −VpAs∗Cg1
Vxyg3 Vxxg0 Vxyg1 0 −VpAs∗Cg2
Vxyg2 Vxyg1 Vxxg0 0 −VpAs∗Cg3
EpC 0 0 Vs∗ApCg∗1 0
0 EpC 0 Vs∗ApCg∗2 0
0 0 EpC Vs∗ApCg∗3 0
Vs∗ApCg1 Vs∗ApCg2 Vs∗ApCg3 Es∗A Vs∗s∗g0
0 0 0 Vs∗s∗g∗0 Es∗C
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2.77)
in the corrected version of Boykin [104], where minor typographical errors were
corrected. The crystal structure is introduced via the Bloch-sums (structure factors)
as follows:
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g0(k) = cos(
kxa
4 ) cos(
kya
4 ) cos(
kza
4 ) − i sin(
kxa
4 ) sin(
kya
4 ) sin(
kza
4 ) (2.78)
g1(k) = − cos(kxa4 ) sin(
kya
4 ) sin(
kza
4 ) + i sin(
kxa
4 ) cos(
kya
4 ) cos(
kza
4 ) (2.79)
g2(k) = − sin(kxa4 ) cos(
kya
4 ) sin(
kza
4 ) + i cos(
kxa
4 ) sin(
kya
4 ) cos(
kza
4 ) (2.80)
g3(k) = − sin(kxa4 ) sin(
kya
4 ) cos(
kza
4 ) + i cos(
kxa
4 ) cos(
kya
4 ) sin(
kza
4 ) (2.81)
with a being the lattice constant and k = (kx, ky, kz) being the reciprocal lattice
vector.
The diagonal matrix elements are deﬁned as
Esα = 〈Rsα|H |Rsα〉 (2.82)
Epα = 〈Rpα|H |Rpα〉 (2.83)
Es∗α = 〈Rs∗α|H |Rs∗α〉 (2.84)
with α = (A,C) and can be understood as the orbital energies. The oﬀ-diagonal
matrix elements are given by
Vss = 4 〈Rsα|H |0sα〉 (2.85)
Vxx = 4 〈Rpxα|H |0pxα〉 (2.86)
Vxy = 4 〈Rpxα|H |0pyα〉 (2.87)
VsApC = 4 〈RsA|H |0pxC〉 (2.88)
VpAsC = 4 〈RpxA|H |0sC〉 (2.89)
Vs∗ApC = 4 〈Rs∗A|H |0pxC〉 (2.90)
VpAs∗C = 4 〈RpxA|H |0s∗C〉 (2.91)
Vs∗s∗ = 4 〈Rsα|H |0s∗α〉 , (2.92)
where the prefactor of 4 reﬂects the tetragonal coordination of atoms in a zincblende
lattice.
From the Hamiltonian (2.77), already some properties can be identiﬁed as intro-
duced in section 2.2.2: The Hamiltonian is hermitian, i.e., the lower triangular mat-
rix is the complex conjugate of the upper triangular matrix3. The orbital energies
appear at the main diagonal, while hopping matrix elements appear oﬀ-diagonal.
The model assumptions of no hoppings between s (s∗)- and p-like orbitals at the
same atom to be taken into account are visible. Moreover, no hoppings between
p-like orbitals at the same atom are assumed. Because of the symmetries of the
p-like orbitals, all interactions between p-like orbitals can be traced back to only
3This is of particular interest when setting up the Hamiltonian matrix numerically.
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Figure 2.9.: The left-hand ﬁgure shows the bulk band structure in the sp3s∗
TB model for GaAs. Right-hand ﬁgures show the corresponding DOS.
two situations, px-px (Vxx) and px-py (Vxy). Also, the rule for the sum of orbital
parities can be observed to be present at the Hamiltonian.
In the form of Eqn. (2.77), this Hamiltonian does not include spin-orbit coupling
yet. It can be included as shown in section 2.2.4, with the mentioned increase of
basis size. For a formulation of the NN sp3s∗-Hamiltonian in the basis of angular mo-
mentum inluding spin-orbit coupling, see [105]. Additionally, for a three-dimensional
supercell formulation including strain, the Hamiltonian will be formulated in the
two-center approximation as introduced in section 2.2.3.
For zincblende structures several tight-binding parameter sets can be found in
the literature, for example [39, 104, 106, 107] for GaAs with and without inclu-
sion of spin-orbit coupling and [39, 106–108] for InAs and InAs including spin-orbit
coupling, even though there are many more parametrizations available in the lit-
erature. A well-written overview of models and parameter sets can be found in
the topical review of Di Carlo [48]. There are even larger models like sp3d5s∗ [46]
discussed in the literature, but of course these models have an increased basis size
(40x40) because the Hamiltonian dimensions directly depend on the number of basis
states. The nearest-neighbour sp3s∗ model seems to be a good compromise between
memory requirements throughout the diagonalization procedure and accuracy in
the reproduction of the band structure. Also, the number of neighbours to be taken
into account is of importance for accuracy. In [109] a comparison of the sp3s∗
nearest-neighbour and next-nearest-neighbour models was carried out with the res-
ult holding only slight diﬀerences in the binding energies of electrons and holes in
superlattices. Therefore, we restrict our tight-binding model to the nearest neigh-
bours. In Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 the calculated band structures using the sp3s∗ nearest
neighbour tight-binding model are shown for InAs and GaAs over k-vectors con-
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Figure 2.10.: The left-hand ﬁgure shows the bulk band structure in the
sp3s∗ model for InAs.
necting points of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone (see Tab. 2.2). Additionally,
the calculated density of states (DOS) is shown as calculated as a sum over the
number of states in a ﬁnite energy interval in the corresponding band structure. In
the band structures, parabolic dispersions around the center of the Brillouin zone,
the Γ-point, can be seen, altered by corrections in the vicinity of Γ. The charac-
teristic band gaps are reproduced, being 1.51 eV for GaAs and 0.42 eV for InAs at
the Γ-point. The parametrizations used throughout this thesis can be found in the
appendix.
2.3.2. Quantum wells
Figure 2.11.: Scheme of the supercell representing a quantum well. Periodic
boundary conditions have to be applied in all spatial directions, taking care
of a minimal distance of layers in growth direction.
Quantum wells (QWs) are examples for nanostructures with a huge variety of
applications in optoelectronics. They consist of one or more atomic layers of a semi-
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conductor material inside another semiconductor host material, for example InAs
layers embedded in GaAs. Quantum wells are used as active laser material, switches,
photodetectors and several other applications in modern telecommunication and
electronic devices. Because of the layer structure, the translational symmetry is lif-
ted in growth direction (typically the [001]-direction in zincblende semiconductors)
but still remains in the other two directions. In terms of our tight-binding model
this means compared to the bulk case the Bloch-sums run only over these two dir-
ections [110]. The structure in growth direction is represented in the Hamiltonian
in which every layer is represented by a sub-block similar to the bulk matrix. The
matrix elements are given by:
HQWmν′α′,nνα =
∑
R⊥
eik
⊥R⊥ 〈R‖mν ′α′|H |R‖n + R⊥να〉 . (2.93)
Here R‖m and R‖n represent the z-positions of the atomic layers, R⊥ are the x- and
y-components for nearest neighbours and k⊥ = (kx, ky, 0). The Hamiltonian then
includes the layer-wise resolution and covers the anion-cation structure:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A C A C A
n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
A m = 0 AA AC ↑
C m = 1 CA ↓ CC CA ↑
A m = 2 AC ↓ AA AC ↑
C m = 3 CA ↓ CC CA ↑
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (2.94)
Here the blocks αα with m = n and α ∈ {A,C} describe the on-site energies
(and the couplings inside a layer if second next nearest neighbours are considered),
αα′ ↑ with n − m = 1 describes the inter-layer coupling with the next higher
layer and αα′ ↓ describes the coupling with the next lower layer. It should be
clear in this context, that ↓ and ↑ do indicate couplings and are not related to spin
degrees of freedom. The single sub-blocks still include the structure factors and the
tight-binding parameters, in a NN sp3s∗ model they have dimensions of 5x5 with
13 independent empirical parameters. The relations between matrix elements and
parameters are given by:
EsA = 〈R‖msA|H |R‖m + R⊥sA〉 (2.95)
VsApC = 4 〈R‖msA|H |R‖m + R⊥pC〉 (2.96)
and likewise for all other elements [39]. As shown earlier, the directional cosines as
given in Eqn. (2.27) and following equations weight the coupling parameters. This
weighting stems from the decomposition of the orbitals into components of σ and
π-bonds in the two-center approximation. To trace back the matrix elements to
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common parameters, their order has to be changed for certain elements. With that
an additional sign enters the matrix elements according to the parity of the according
atomic orbitals. s-, and s∗-like orbitals have even parity, p-like orbitals have odd
parity. If the sum of the parity of the orbitals is even, changing the order of the
orbitals does not change the sign of the matrix element. If the sum of the parity of
the orbitals is odd, which is the case for couplings between s- and p-like orbitals for
example, changing the order of orbitals does change the sign of the matrix element:
〈ν|H |ν ′〉 =
⎧⎨
⎩+ 〈ν
′|H |ν〉 even parity sum of orbitals
− 〈ν ′|H |ν〉 odd parity sum of orbitals. (2.97)
In the sp3s∗-basis neglecting spin ( |α, s〉 , |α, px〉 , |α, py〉 , |α, pz〉 , |α, s∗〉 ) the sub-
matrices read:
AC ↑ = ACparam ·
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
s1 s2 s2 s1 0
−s2 s1 s1 s2 −s2
−s2 s1 s1 s2 −s2
−s1 s2 s2 s1 −s1
0 s2 s2 s1 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.98)
CA ↓ = AC ′param ·
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
s1 s2 s2 −s1 0
−s2 s1 s1 −s2 −s2
−s2 s1 s1 −s2 −s2
s1 −s2 −s2 s1 s1
0 s2 s2 −s1 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.99)
AC ↓ = ACparam ·
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
s3 s4 −s4 −s3 0
−s4 s3 −s3 −s4 −s4
s4 −s3 s3 s4 s4
s3 −s4 s4 s3 s3
0 s4 −s4 −s3 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.100)
CA ↑ = AC ′param ·
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
s3 s4 −s4 s3 0
−s4 s3 −s3 s4 −s4
s4 −s3 s3 −s4 s4
−s3 s4 −s4 s3 −s3
0 s4 −s4 s3 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.101)
with the abbreviations
s1 = eik
⊥R⊥1 + eik⊥R⊥2 (2.102)
s2 = eik
⊥R⊥1 − eik⊥R⊥2 (2.103)
s3 = eik
⊥R⊥3 + eik⊥R⊥4 (2.104)
s4 = eik
⊥R⊥3 − eik⊥R⊥4 (2.105)
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and
ACparam =
1
4
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Vss VsApC VsApC VsApC 0
VpAsC Vxx Vxy Vxy VpAs∗C
VpAsC Vxy Vxx Vxy VpAs∗C
VpAsC Vxy Vxy Vxx VpAs∗C
0 Vs∗ApC Vs∗ApC Vs∗ApC 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.106)
to be multiplied elementwise. Here, R1 to R4 are the NN locations and the zeros
express the assumption, that no couplings between s∗- and s-like-orbitals appear in
the model of [39].
Under inclusion of periodic boundary conditions this Hamiltonian still describes
the bulk material. To use periodic boundary conditions means periodicity at the
surfaces up to a phase factor given by eikzNa/4 = 1, N ∈ N being the number of
layers. Therefore the band structure consists of many sub-bands each with kz =
Naπ/4 as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Figure 2.12.: Sub-bands for GaAs bulk material from the diagonalization of
the QW Hamiltonian for N = 11 layers. Colored in red are the bulk bands
as calculated in the previous chapter. Deviations from the bulk bands stem
from the diﬀerent paths through the Brillouin-zone as indicated by L⊥ and
X⊥
The consideration of spin-orbit coupling into the Hamiltonian follows exactly the
same steps as in the bulk case and therefore it doubles the Hamiltonian matrix size.
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Since it is assumed that only p-orbitals at the same atom are coupled via spin-orbit
interaction, the oﬀ-diagonal parts of the Hamiltonian stay the same, just accounting
for the bigger basis size:
AC ↑ so =
⎛
⎝ AC ↑ 0
0 AC ↑ .
⎞
⎠ (2.107)
The diagonal blocks become
αα =
(
αα 0
0 αα
)
+ SO α (2.108)
with
SO α = λα ·
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −i 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 i 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 i 0 0
0 0 0 −i 0 0 −i 0 0 0
0 1 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (2.109)
The parameter λα is deﬁned by Eqn. (2.43).
Until this point it is just another and more complicated description of the bulk
band structure; there is no quantum well included. The quantum well (let’s assume
an InAs well in GaAs host material) is simulated by using the tight-binding InAs
bulk parameters at the diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal Hamiltonian sub-blocks corres-
ponding to the layers that form the quantum well and their couplings, respectively.
Depending on which atom types form the surfaces between the two materials, the
parameters are averaged as given by Eqn. (2.61). See [111] for a discussion of dif-
ferent shapes and symmetries. In the case of InAs/GaAs quantum wells the two
materials have common anions (the arsenic atoms). This situation is implemented
by averaging the on-site parameters at the arsenic layers at the boundaries between
the quantum well and the host material. Couplings between this arsenic layer and
the surrounding layers hold InAs-related coupling parameters at the InAs-related
sites and GaAs-related coupling parameters at the GaAs-related sites. In this spe-
cial system no averaging of oﬀ-diagonal parameters is necessary. The part of the
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Hamiltonian describing the quantum well reads as follows:
HQW =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
AA AC ↑
CA ↓ CC CA ↑
AC ↓ AA AC ↑
CA ↓ CC CA ↑
AC ↓ AA AC ↑
CA ↓ CC CA ↑
AC ↓ AA
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
(2.110)
Each block αα represents one layer of atoms (cations for α = C and anions for
α = A) and each block αβ represents the coupling between two atomic layers.
According to the parameters to be used in this model these blocks have diﬀerent
colours: GaAs-parameters are yellow, InAs-parameters are green. The blue blocks
represent the common anion layers, where the parameters get averaged as
AA = 12
(
AA + AA
)
. (2.111)
Another important fact to be accounted for in the tight-binding model stems from
the situation that the energy bands of the diﬀerent materials have to be aligned.
The energy zero of band structure is generally free to be chosen as the valence
band maximum. In the case of two or more materials coming together these two
energy scales have to be energetically related to each other. To incorporate this, a
single factor called the valence band oﬀset ΔEv is introduced into the model which
is added to the on-site parameters of the well-material. This factor describes the
energetic distance of the valence band maxima of the materials4. In the literature,
many values of ΔEv can be found, showing some controversy because of the huge
diﬀerences. For the InAs/GaAs material system these values are between ΔEv =
0.05 eV and ΔEv = 0.5 eV ([113–117]). Throughout this thesis we will use the value
of ΔEv = 0.06 eV as suggested in [113]. A more detailed discussion of the valence
band oﬀset and its inﬂuence on electronic binding energies is given in Section 2.8.
In Figs. 2.13 and 2.14, the energy bands of a symmetric InAs quantum well con-
sisting of 3 monolayers InAs inside a GaAs host matrix are shown. The quantum
well creates new sub-bands inside the bulk energy gap.
4In principle it does not matter if the energetic distance of the valence band maxima or at the
conduction band minima is considered because one value sets the other and vice versa, see
[112].
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Figure 2.13.: Energy bands of an InAs quantum well of three monolayers
(green) in GaAs bulk material (red bands and grey sub-bands).
Figure 2.14.: As above, but a narrowed energy scale around energy zero is
shown to emphasize the InAs quantum well bound energy bands (green) in
the vicinity of the Γ-point.
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Figure 2.15.: Occupation probability at the Γ-point for bound electron and
hole states of an InAs QW in a GaAs host matrix.
From Fig. 2.14 it can be seen, that only one electron state is bound (i.e. it has
an energy below the GaAs bulk conduction band edge), while three hole states are
bound at the Γ-point (with energies above the GaAs bulk valence band edge). This
can be understood via the diﬀerent eﬀective masses of electrons and holes: while
the electron eﬀective mass in InAs is 0.023m0 with m0 being the bare electron mass,
the hole eﬀective mass is 0.41m0, which is considerably heavier [118]. From a simple
potential well picture it is clear that the heavier the particles are, the stronger they
are bound in the potential. The calculated energies of the bound states are given in
Fig. 2.15 in the inset, together with their corresponding occupation probability |ψ|2
as a function of the atomic layer index in growth direction. From the occupation
probabilities of the holes it can be seen, that the probabilities are smeared out for
small binding energies (h3). Additionally, the typical zig-zag form of the occupation
probability can be seen, representing the alternating layers of anions and cations,
having diﬀerent potentials and therefore attracting the electrons and holes more and
less, respectively.
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2.3.3. Quantum dots
Figure 2.16.: Scheme of a three-dimensionally conﬁned area of material in
the supercell, representing the QD.
Figure 2.17.: Exemplary supercell realization of a pure lens-shaped InAs
QD. Red dots indicate Indium atoms, small blue dots indicate atoms belong-
ing to the GaAs buﬀer.
In this chapter the calculation of bound single-particle energies and wave functions
of quantum dots on top of a wetting layer in a host matrix is explained in detail.
Included is a overview of common quantum dot structures, benchmarks of our results
as well as analysis of the inﬂuences of the diﬀerent geometrical aspects of quantum
dots on the electronic structure. Additionally the inﬂuences of Indium concentration,
the choice of valence band oﬀset and individual realizations is discussed.
When it comes to modelling quantum dots in the tight-binding approach, no more
spatial periodicities can be used to simplify the corresponding Hamiltonian. For
the description of three-dimensional nanostructures, each and every single atom
in the spatial domain of interest has to appear as an individual subblock in the
Hamiltonian, a fact that blows up the computational needs drastically. The gen-
eral structure of the Hamiltonian corresponds to the structure of the Hamiltonian
used in the quantum well case, Eqn. (2.94). The diﬀerence is, that each subblock
that belonged to a single layer in the quantum well case now consists of numerous
subblocks itself, each representing an individual atom inside the layer. The atomic
subblocks hold the on-site energies and the spin-orbit terms of each individual atom.
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In second quantization, the unstrained TB Hamiltonian in its most general form
reads as follows:
HTB =
∑
Rνασ
Eαν |Rνασ〉 〈Rνασ|
+
∑
R′ν′α′σ′,Rνασ
VR′α′ν′Rαν |R′ν ′α′σ′〉 〈Rνασ|
(2.112)
with Eαν being the on-site energy of orbital ν at atom type α and VR′α′ν′Rαν being
the hopping parameters between orbitals ν ′ and ν at atom type α′ at the atomic
site R′ and α at R, respectively.
The electronic wave functions are expressed as linear combinations of the atomic
orbitals with complex expansion coeﬃcients to be determined by diagonalization of
the TB Hamiltonian:
ψ =
∑
Rανσ
cRανσ |Rανσ〉 . (2.113)
In the sp3s∗ model including spin-orbit coupling ﬁve basis orbitals per atom per
spin direction are assumed, which makes the size of the Hamiltonian 10N×10N with
N being the number of atoms in the computational domain for three-dimensional
calculations. Without assuming the eﬀect of spin-orbit coupling, the Hamiltonian
is spin-independent and has the dimension 5N × 5N . For sake of simplicity we will
drop the spin-part for the moment. In that case the Hamiltonian looks like:
H =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Hon−siteα H
NN
α,α′ 0 0 . . .
HNNα′,α H
on−site
α′ H
NN
α′,α 0 . . .
0 HNNα,α′ Hon−siteα HNNα,α′ . . .
0 0 HNNα′,α Hon−siteα′ . . .
... ... ... ... . . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2.114)
with the diagonal part holding the orbital energies
Hon−siteα =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Eα,s 0 0 0 0
0 Eα,px 0 0 0
0 0 Eα,py 0 0
0 0 0 Eα,pz 0
0 0 0 0 Eα,s∗
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.115)
and the oﬀ-diagonal parts containing the NN hopping matrix elements
HNNα,α′ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
V NNs,α,s,α′ V
NN
s,α,px,α′ V
NN
s,α,py ,α′ V
NN
s,α,pz ,α′ V
NN
s,α,s∗,α′
V NNpx,α,s,α′ V
NN
px,α,px,α′ V
NN
px,α,py ,α′ V
NN
px,α,pz ,α′ V
NN
px,α,s∗,α′
V NNpy ,α,s,α′ V
NN
py ,α,px,α′ V
NN
py ,α,py ,α′ V
NN
py ,α,pz ,α′ V
NN
py ,α,s∗,α′
V NNpz ,α,s,α′ V
NN
pz ,α,px,α′ V
NN
pz ,α,py ,α′ V
NN
pz ,α,pz ,α′ V
NN
pz ,α,s,α′
V NNs∗,α,s,α′ V
NN
s∗,α,px,α′ V
NN
s∗,α,py ,α′ V
NN
s∗,α,pz ,α′ V
NN
s∗,α,s∗,α′
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.116)
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In general a NN sp3s∗ TB model yields 5 independent diagonal elements per atom
type and 25 hopping matrix elements per atom type as well as 25 matrix elements
per intertype coupling. So for GaAs (Gallium and Arsenic atoms) for example
the model would need 5 + 5 + 25 + 25 + 25 = 85 diﬀerent matrix elements to be
determined empirically by ﬁtting to an experimentally determined band structure
already in a nearest neighbour model. Luckily, in reality this is not the case. Due
to the assumed symmetry properties of the atomic orbitals (s-like, p-like symmetry
etc.) and due to the model restrictions the number of free hopping parameters can
be reduced drastically. First, by limiting the distance up to which couplings are
taken into account, not every combination of couplings of atom types is allowed.
Second, because of the orbital symmetries, several couplings are identical or zero:
Vs∗,α,s,α′ = Vs,α,s∗,α′ = Vs∗,α,s∗,α′ = 0. (2.117)
Because of the odd symmetry of p-like orbitals, simpliﬁcations as
Vpx,α,px,α′ = Vpy ,α,py ,α′ = Vpz ,α,pz ,α′ (2.118)
Vs,α,px,α′ = −Vpx,α,s,α′ (2.119)
Vs,α,py ,α′ = −Vpy ,α,s,α′ (2.120)
Vs,α,pz ,α′ = −Vpz ,α,s,α′ (2.121)
Vs∗,α,px,α′ = −Vpx,α,s∗,α′ (2.122)
Vs∗,α,py ,α′ = −Vpy ,α,s∗,α′ (2.123)
Vs∗,α,pz ,α′ = −Vpz ,α,s∗,α′ (2.124)
Vpx,α,py ,α′ = −Vpx,α,pz ,α′ (2.125)
Vpx,α,py ,α′ = Vpy ,α,px,α′ (2.126)
can be used.
Then the nearest neighbour hopping submatrices can be written as:
HNNα,α′ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
V NNs,α,s,α′ V
NN
s,α,px,α′ V
NN
s,α,py ,α′ V
NN
s,α,pz ,α′ 0
−V NNs,α,px,α′ V NNpx,α,px,α′ V NNpx,α,py ,α′ V NNpx,α,py ,α′ V NNpx,α,s∗,α′
−V NNs,α,py ,α′ V NNpx,α,py ,α′ V NNpx,α,px,α′ V NNpx,α,py ,α′ V NNpy ,α,s∗,α′
−V NNs,α,pz ,α′ V NNpx,α,py ,α′ V NNpx,α,py ,α′ V NNpx,α,px,α′ V NNpz ,α,s,α′
0 −V NNpx,α,s∗,α′ −V NNpy ,α,s∗,α′ −V NNpz ,α,s∗,α′ 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.127)
These considerations reduce the number of independent parameters to 5 + 5 +
7 + 7 + 7 = 31. We have assumed, that three of the basis orbitals hold p-like
symmetry: px,py and pz where the index x, y, z represents the diﬀerent realizations
of the angular momentum quantum number. Since this has no inﬂuence on the
orbital energy, the energies of these three orbitals equal each other. So per atom
type there are only three free parameters left for the orbital energies. Additionally,
in a nearest-neighbour model for a common semiconductor material such as GaAs,
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there are no couplings between Gallium atoms themselves or between Arsen atoms
themselves because they always have at least second next neighbour distances to
each other, as can be seen in Fig. 2.7. Thus the only coupling parameters needed
are the ones between Gallium and Arsen atoms or, put more general, between anions
and cations. In the end, to describe a semiconductor material in a NN sp3s∗ model
3+3+7 = 13 independent matrix elements are required. As said before, these can be
obtained by ﬁtting to a given band structure. An overview of parametrizations can
be found at [48]. TB parametrizations used in this thesis are given in the appendix
A.4.
Steps of building a QD
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????
Figure 2.18.: Scheme representing the workﬂow for the calculation of elec-
tronic single-particle states. After having setup the geometry and composi-
tion, the structure is relaxed in order to ﬁnd the strained equilibrium atomic
positions. This information enters the TB-Hamiltonian, the eigenenergies
and eigenstates of which give the electron and hole single-particle energies
and wave functions by diagonalization.
In Fig. 2.18 the general workﬂow for the tight-binding calculation of the electronic
structure of a three-dimensional nanostructure is shown. The ﬁrst step consists of
assuming the geometrical parameters of the structure. In the case of a QD this
would include the shape, diameter, height, material composition and composition
gradients. These informations can be taken from experiments, for example TEM or
AFM measurements, or can be assumed theoretically. After this has been done, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian needs to be constructed.
Building the Hamiltonian of the computational domain starts with the deﬁnition
of a bulk crystal matrix of the host material, e.g. GaAs. The number of included
atoms is calculated and according to that a sparse diagonal matrix holding all on-site
energies is constructed. In a next step, the wetting layer, if assumed, is constructed
by overwriting one or more layers with the onsite energies of the conﬁned material,
e.g. InAs. The WL is a small layer, typically consisting of only a few monolayers
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of the QD material, which is the central element in the Stranski-Krastanov growth
mode, see appendix A.1.
On top of the wetting layer the quantum dot is built according to the chosen
geometry. The most common geometries for InAs or InGaAs QDs on [001]-GaAs
are lens- , disk- and pyramidal-shaped dots, sketched in Figs. 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21
and discussed in the following. We will concentrate on lens-shaped dots here and
show results for the other shapes only for comparison. Those shapes are more or
less roughly estimated: Often the dot-shapes are measured before overgrowth and
multiple steps of annealing, both eﬀects of which are known as to change the shape
drastically due to several eﬀects like interdiﬀusion, reordering and changes in the
strain-distribution. In a true atomistic model these eﬀects have to be included at
least in considering InGaAs-QDs instead of pure InAs QDs: in reality no such thing
like a pure InAs QD would be realized because of the phenomena mentioned above.
So in a realistic structure a QD always exhibits some fraction of the host material
inside the QD region. This eﬀect is treated statistically: for a given target Indium
concentration inside the dot region each cation atomic site is occupied with either an
Indium or Gallium atom with a probability reﬂecting the target concentrations. The
eﬀect of this random alloy realization on single-particle energies and wave functions
is discussed in section 2.7.
After the QD is deﬁned properly, new equilibrium positions for each atom due to
the arising lattice-mismatch induced strain are calculated employing molecular dy-
namics simulation software5 via minimization of the global strain energy using the
VFF as discussed in section 2.2.5. Afterwards, the strain-altered coupling matrix
elements are introduced into the tight-binding Hamiltonian according to the ac-
tual distribution of atoms and their equilibrium positions. As mentioned in section
2.2.3 the couplings are treated in the two-center approximation. First, the bulk
coupling matrix elements are set according to which atoms are coupled, then the
strain-aﬀected directional cosines are calulated (bond-bending term) and in the end
the product of both is multiplied with a factor that includes the new bond-length
(bond-stretching term) to the power of the factor η. In a last step prior to the
diagonalization the strain-independent spin-orbit splitting terms are included into
the Hamiltonian and the boundaries are set.
Common QD structures
In this Section, the three most common InAs quantum dot structures are discussed
in terms of morphology and composition, as given in the literature. High-quality
samples are often grown in MBE (molecular beam epitaxy), while low-cost samples
are grown in the MOVPE (metal organic vapor phase epitaxy) growth mode. Both
5See the appendix for a short introduction, LAMMPS material parameters for InAs and GaAs
and best practice parameters.
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methods are sketched in the appendix A.1. During MBE, the growth can be mo-
nitored in-situ by XPS methods (x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy), which give in-
formation about the quantum dot formation and morphology for freestanding QDs.
During overgrowth strain distributions change, lattice distortions arise and inter-
diﬀusion of materials occurs due to diﬀerent annealing steps [119–121]. Structures
of overgrown QDs can be investigated by TEM or related techniques, although for
transmission experiments a sample has to be cut in a thin slice to allow for transmis-
sion of electrons. So TEM-pictures as given in [15] do not provide three-dimensional
data about the QD morphology as it would be necessary as an input for a three-
dimensional theory like tight-binding.
Likewise material concentrations inside and around the QD can only be measured
to a certain degree by TEM and averaging in direction of transmission over the whole
QD region cannot be avoided. Since complete knowledge about the QD features is
not achieveable it appears a good idea simulating diﬀerent structures in theory to
conclude to a most likely QD morphology by comparison of QD features like energy
levels of bound states or exciton lines in the emission spectra [122–124]. Nevertheless,
some information, at least in good approximation, is given about the QDs. What
should be kept in mind is that QD growth always is subject to ﬂuctuations due
to temperature variations, local lattice imperfections or local strain changes and
due to the statistical nature of the growth itself. As a result of this, no QD is
completely equal to another QD. There always are small deviations in size and
composition which can be seen in comparing luminescence spectra of single quantum
dots from the same sample or by high resolution spectroscopy of QD ensembles [125]
which lead to slightly varying excitonic emission lines, both in energetic position and
height. One of the consequences of these small diﬀerences of energy levels and wave
functions are slight changes in Coulomb interaction of carriers inside the QD, which
is the reason for the individual ﬁne-structure splitting occuring in entanglement
experiments [124, 126]. This problem will be adressed in section 3.2.
Keeping the statistical nature of the growth process in mind, three main geometries
of InAs QDs can be identiﬁed, which are shown in the next sections.
Lens-shaped QDs
QDs indicating a lens-shape as shown in Fig. 2.19 can be assumed as the most
common QDs for InAs grown on a [001] GaAs substrate [35, 36, 75, 93, 127–138].
To condense the information given in the literature, a typical lens-shaped InAs QD is
believed to have a diameter of approximately 25 nm and a height of 2.3 nm to 3.3 nm.
Indium concentrations range from In-rich (100-85% InAs in the QD region) to highly
annealed (60-10% InAs). Pure 100% InAs QDs are not believed to exist in nature but
are useful model assumptions for a comparison between diﬀerent theories because
statistical ﬂuctuations due to random alloying are avoided. Therefore, benchmarking
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Figure 2.19.: Atomistic supercell representation of a lens-shaped QD of pure
InAs on top of a wetting layer, consisting of two monolayers InAs. Red and
blue atoms are Indium and Arsenic atoms, respectively. Atoms belonging to
the GaAs buﬀer are not shown for illustration purposes and only a small part
of the original supercell is shown.
will be done with pure InAs QDs.
Truncated pyramid-shaped QDs
QDs exhibiting the shape of a (truncated) pyramid as shown in Fig. 2.20 are assumed
to have a side-length of about 20 nm and the height of 2.3 nm [86, 126, 139–141].
These dots host a large percentage of Indium (approximately 100% InAs in the QD
region). Truncated pyramid-shaped QDs were often used for early k · p and TB
calculations.
Figure 2.20.: Atomistic supercell representation of a truncated pyramid-
shaped QD of pure InAs on top of a wetting layer, consisting of two monolayers
InAs. Atoms belonging to the GaAs buﬀer are not shown for illustration
purposes. Only a small part of the original supercell is shown.
Disk-shaped QDs
Cylindrical QDs with a disklike shape are assumed to have a diameter of around
20 nm and height of approximately 2.3 nm [128, 134, 142–148]. The InAs content
in these QDs is assumed to be around 60%. A model of the atomistic supercell
representation is shown in Fig. 2.21.
Also, combinations of the three geometries were observed, for example a disk-
shaped dot with a reduction in diameter with increasing height [149].
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Figure 2.21.: Atomistic supercell representation of a disk-shaped QD of pure
InAs on top of a wetting layer, consisting of two monolayers InAs. Atoms
belonging to the GaAs buﬀer are not shown for illustration purposes. Only a
small part of the original supercell is shown.
2.4. Supercell requirements
As fabricated, QD sample and device sizes are in the order of centimeters, with real-
istic quantum dot densities between 109 and 1012 per centimeter squared. Depending
on the aperture size, in photoluminescence measurements for example, a signal often
comes from a large ensemble of QDs. Simultaneous atomistic simulation of the whole
ensemble can only be treated by simple models such as the eﬀective mass model,
if the wavefunctions of individual QDs overlap and therefore inﬂuence each other.
Three-dimensional models fail due to the problem size. For calculation of the optical
properties of the ensemble Cluster-expansion methods can be used [150, 151].Most
recent supercomputer calculations for the electronic structure feature quantum dot
stacks with computational domains of around (110 nm)3 [152]. In more recent ex-
periments, quantum dot densities can be lowered down experimentally to ultra low
densities such as 107 QDs per centimeter squared [153], and techniques such as post-
growth spatial selection and site-selective QD growth [154] allow for measurements
on single QDs, integrated into devices like photonic or VCSEL-cavities.
In a tight-binding model this situation of a single QD with sizes ranging between
5 and around 40 nanometers in diameter can be adressed. In recent years it became
possible to even simulate QD molecules [77] and stacks of QDs [152] by means of
tight-binding. Nevertheless, simulating a single QD can only cover a ﬁnite spatial
region, so it is necessary to treat the boundaries of the simulation domain appropri-
ately.
As discussed in [155] there are diﬀerent boundary conditions (BCs) possible to
be imposed on the Hamiltonian: open BCs, surface passivation and periodic BCs.
Open BCs treat the surface of the tight-binding supercell as a transition from the
crystal to vacuum. This technique is known to produce unphysical surface states
which energetically lie inside the band gap [103]. Some eﬀort is necessary to identify
and remove these states from the calculation, which is the reason why open BCs
are used only in special geometries. One attempt to remove these states directly is
to passivate the surfaces with hydrogen atoms. In the tight-binding formalism this
means that all coupling matrix elements from surface atoms to atoms outside the
simulation domain are raised by several eV which shifts the energy of the surface
states out of the band gap. Nevertheless, neither are the energies of the passivation
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atoms known, nor is it physically intuitive to passivate at all in a region of space
where the bulk material is located at. Another way of treating the surfaces is to
impose periodic BCs, so that the atoms at one surface of the domain are coupled
to the atoms at the opposing surface of the domain. This approach corresponds to
the physical situation of placing QDs besides, on top and below each other with a
distance of approximately the size of the simulation domain side-length. It appears
intuitive that in this case of BCs the simulation domain needs to be large enough
that the QDs do not inﬂuence each other. This and the fact that the numerical
bandwidth of the Hamiltonian matrix increases with using periodic BCs makes this
choice the computationally most demanding. Nevertheless, periodic BCs are used
in our model because it is the most realistic case and unphysical surface states do
not appear.
2.5. Diagonalization of large sparse matrices
In general, the diagonalization of a matrix is a very basic piece of algebra as long
as the matrix is small and fulﬁlls some features such as invertibility. However, as
problems (matrix sizes) are getting larger and more complicated, the search for
eigenstates and eigenvalues can be very diﬃcult. Therefore the ﬁeld of mathemat-
ical research on eﬃcient diagonalization algorithms is in neverending progress [156].
Luckily, the Hamiltonian matrices arising in a tight-binding model fall in a class
which fulﬁlls some symmetries and characteristics that make the problem traceable
and guarantee the existence of solutions. First of all, after Lo¨wdin-orthogonalization
the basis states are orthogonal and a standard eigenvalue problem has to be solved,
yielding eigenpairs (eigenvalues and eigenstates):
Hψ = Eψ standard
Hψ = EBψ generalized,
where H is the Hamiltonian matrix, E are eigenvalues and ψ are the corresponding
complex eigenstates. B would be another matrix which could arise for example in
stability analysis in ﬂuid dynamics. The TB Hamiltonian matrix usually is hermitian
(real eigenvalues), very sparse with a small bandwidth, complex (if spin-orbit split-
ting is considered) and very large (of the order of 108 × 108). The sparsity usually
is around 10−7.
In semiconductor nanostructures, only a few states are bound which lie in a deﬁned
region of energy, most likely to be located inside the energy gap. So here we do not
need the information about all eigenpairs of the Hamiltonian matrix but only about
a very few eigenpairs with eigenvalues in the middle of the spectrum. Since the
diagonalization of such a large matrix is not an easy task and convergence time is a
crucial parameter, we use freely available software packages for eﬃcient diagonaliz-
ation. There are many diﬀerent packages provided (for an overview see [157]), each
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suited for one or more special cases. We chose to use SLEPc [158], the ”Scalable
Library for Eigenvalue Problem Computations”. This framework provides several
parallel spectral transformations and state-of-the-art eigensolvers based on PETSc
[159], the ”Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientiﬁc Computation” which provides
”a suite of data structures and routines that provide the building blocks for the
implementation of large-scale application codes on parallel (and serial) computers”
[160, 161]. In our case it turned out that using the standard Krylov-Schur algorithm
[162] in combination with the harmonic extraction technique [163, 164] is the best
choice to ﬁnd eigenpairs closest to a desired energy in terms of convergence speed.
Best practice parameters for the use of PETSc and SLEPc are given in the appendix.
2.6. Benchmarks
In Fig. 2.22 GaAs band structures obtained from diﬀerent TB models are compared.
It can be seen, that the main diﬀerences occur in the conduction band far away from
the Γ-point. The sp3s∗ model appears to be a good compromise between the sp3
and the sp3d5s∗ models. It captures the correct band gap and eﬀective masses in
the vicinity of the Γ-point and resembles the splitting at X- and L-points quite well.
Deﬁnitely, the sp3d5s∗ model captures more band structure features, but since we
are interested in optical properties, the sp3s∗ model is well suited because optical
transitions mainly occur between states around the smallest direct band gap, which
is at the Γ-point in conventional semiconductors. The band structure at the X-point
for example becomes important for transport properties.
Figure 2.22.: GaAs band structure ﬁts using diﬀerent basis sizes in the em-
pirical tight-binding model, from [165]. Red and green circles show discrep-
ancy and agreement with experiment, respectively. The sp3d5s∗ model clearly
resembles the band structure best, but for applications happening mainly at
the Γ-point, the sp3s∗-basis is already suﬃcient.
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In Tab. 2.3 a comparison of QD single-particle energy gap (energetic distance of
ground electron and hole states) and corresponding level splittings with results from
diﬀerent calculations from the literature using empirical pseudopotentials and the
sp3d5s∗ TB model are shown. All calculations were carried out for a standard lens-
shaped pure InAs QD with height of 3.5 nm and a diameter of 25 nm on top of a
wetting layer inside a GaAs host matrix, as displayed in Fig. 2.23.
Figure 2.23.: Atomistic representation of the pure InAs QD exhibiting lens-
shape used to benchmark our TB model. From [75] for comparison.
Splitting EPP 1 EPP 2 Experiment TB 1 TB 2 Our results
[35] [166] [167, 168] [75] [65]
e2 − e1 65 57 50 52.7 59.9 59.3
e3 − e2 2 2.1 2 1.28 4.2 3.4
e4 − e3 68 58 48 51.7 55.1 55.6
h1 − h2 8 11 14.4 14.5 13.5
h2 − h3 7 9 9.8 9.8 8.6
h3 − h4 6 2.4 5.5 5.3 7.9
EGap 796 732 749
Table 2.3.: Benchmark of our sp3s∗ TB model with results from diﬀerent
other calculations (EPP 1, EPP 2, TB 1, TB 2) and with experimental data.
Splittings between bound electron (e1..e4) and hole states (h1..h4) are com-
pared as well as the single-particle energy gap EGap = e1 − h1. All values are
given in meV.
EPP 1 and EPP 2 are calculations using the empirical pseudopotential model
with diﬀerent parametrizations, while TB 1 and TB 2 are tight-binding calculations
within the sp3d5s∗ model including spin-orbit coupling and strain modiﬁcations via
valence force ﬁeld strain minimization. From comparison of the energy splittings it
can be seen that the sp3s∗ TB model used in this thesis can compete with both, the
advanced sp3d5s∗ TB models as well as the pseudopotential models. Even between
the EPP and TB models themselves, diﬀerences of several meV between the energy
splittings are observed, stemming from diﬀerences in the band structure paramet-
rizations and strain parameters. This deﬁnes the accuracy of the energy levels to
be of the order of meV. Additionally, the EPP models use a modiﬁed valence force
ﬁeld including higher-order bond-stretching terms, while the TB models use an addi-
tional modiﬁcation of on-site parameters due to the strain-altered atomic positions.
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Nevertheless, the basic energy level structure of the model QD is already covered in
our more simple sp3s∗ TB model. Moreover, an astonishing agreement of our data
with the TB 2 results can be observed.
2.7. Geometry and single-particle properties
Having benchmarked the sp3s∗-TB model, in this section the single-particle electron
and hole wave functions as calculated by our tight-binding model will be presented
and discussed for the common QD shapes, compositions and parameters. For com-
parison, we assume a height of 2.2 nm and a diameter of 25 nm at QD base for all
lens-shaped, truncated pyramid-shaped and disk-shaped geometry, respectively. All
QDs consist of pure InAs. After this comparison regarding the QD shape, we study
the inﬂuence of QD diameter and height as well as the Indium concentration for
a lens-shaped QD. Additionally, the variation of the single-particle properties with
diﬀerent individual atomic realizations is investigated.
Lens-shaped QDs
Figure 2.24.: Squared wave functions of the ﬁrst 12 bound electrons (top)
and holes (bottom) for a pure lens-shaped InAs QD. Each state is twofold
degenerate due to spin degree of freedom. Yellow lines indicate QD geometry.
In Fig. 2.24 the squared single-particle wave functions of electrons and holes for
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the standard lens-shaped pure InAs QD are shown. In the upper half, the squared
electron wave functions are depicted in side-view (ﬁrst row) and in top-view (second
row), while in the lower half the squared hole wave functions are given again in top-
view (third row) and in side-view (fourth row). Occupation probabilities vary from
low probability (dark blue) to high probability (dark red) on a color scale normalized
to the maximum occupation probability. Plots show summation over squared lattice-
site eigenstate coeﬃcients from the diagonalization of the TB Hamiltonian along
growth-direction for the top-view plots and along [010]-direction for side-view plots,
respectively. Consequently, no absolute scale is given.
For the electrons, the lowest bound state is shown at the left side, having s-like
symmetry, followed by two perpendicular p-like states in the second and third column
from the left. The ﬁrst three bound states having d-like symmetries are given in
the three columns on the right. All of these electron states show clear signatures
of the quantum harmonic oscillator states with increasing number of nodes of the
wave functions with energy.
For the hole states, the deepest bound state is given in the left column, having s-
like symmetry, followed, again, by two perpendicular aligned states with a somehow
p-like symmetry. However, state mixing is larger for the holes, so the characteristics
of the quantum harmonic oscillator states are less pronounced. This can be seen
even better for the three states in the right columns.
From the side-view plots of both electron and hole squared wave functions it is
visible, that electron and hole states appear quite similar in this projection and that
the center of the wave function tends to be closer to the base of the QD than to the
top, which can be interpreted as the inﬂuence of the wetting layer and QD shape.
Note the diﬀerence in z-axis and x-axis: the z-axis has been magniﬁed to show the
wave functions properly.
Spin degeneracy is not shown, so each of the given states is doubly Kramers de-
generate resulting in a total of twelve bound states given here. The total number
of bound states in this very geometry is very large indeed because of the maximum
Indium concentration of 100 % assumed inside the QD.
In Tab. 2.4 the binding energies EB as deﬁned by the energetic distance between
the energy corresponding to the state and the respective electron or hole wetting
layer band edge are given. Large binding energies are reached for both electrons
and holes because of the large Indium concentration. Some general trends can
be identiﬁed from the energies. Because of the diﬀerence in eﬀective mass but
depending on the valence band oﬀset, electrons usually have larger binding energies
than holes, while the intraband splittings are larger for electrons than for holes.
Because of this, usually more hole states are bound despite their smaller binding
energies. The intraband splittings of electrons usually exhibit a large-small-large-
small structure which corresponds to the splittings between states with diﬀerent
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Electrons Holes Electrons Holes
EB(n1) 385 259 n1 − n2 64.8 19.6
EB(n2) 321 239 n2 − n3 3.0 8.5
EB(n3) 318 230 n3 − n4 58.5 12.2
EB(n4) 259 218 n4 − n5 2.5 11.3
EB(n5) 257 207 n5 − n6 1.0 2.6
EB(n6) 256 204
EGap 759.65
Table 2.4.: In the left hand table the binding energies of the ground and ﬁrst
few excited bound electron and hole states for the standard lens-shaped pure
InAs QD are shown. The index n corresponds to electrons (n = e) and holes
(n = h). The right hand table shows the intraband splittings. Additionally
the single-particle energy gap EGap = e1 − h1 is given. All energies are in
units of meV.
symmetry being large and splittings between states with the same symmetry being
small. For example between the second and third electron state, both having p-
like symmetry, the splitting is small (3 meV), as well as between the states having
d-like symmetry (2.5 and 1 meV). This energetic structure can be found in simple
two-dimensional harmonic oscillator models, whereas the p- and d-like states are
degenerate there and the large splittings between these shells are equivalent. For
holes, this structure is spoiled. Splittings in general have a smaller amplitude and
no clear large-small structure can be identiﬁed. Moreover, all splittings have similar
values. In the last row of Tab. 2.4 the single-particle energy gap as deﬁned by
EGap = e1 − h1 = 759 meV is given, in good agreement with the literature, see
Tab. 2.3.
Truncated pyramid-shaped QDs
In Fig. 2.25 the squared wave functions of the pure InAs QD with 2.2 nm height and
25 nm diameter having the shape of a truncated pyramid are shown. The electron
and hole wave functions appear quite similar to the ones from the lens-shaped QD
but account for the changes in geometry.
From the binding energies and intraband splittings for this geometry in Tab. 2.5 it
can be observed, that the conﬁnement from the pyramid-shaped QD is larger than
from a lens-shaped QD, yielding larger binding energies for electrons (474 meV)
and holes (290 meV). This results in a much smaller single-particle energy gap of
639 meV, 120 meV smaller than for the lens-shaped QD. The bound state splittings
reveal an opposite trend for electrons and holes: electron splittings are smaller for
the pyramidal shaped QD than for the lens-shaped QD, while hole splittings show
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Figure 2.25.: Squared wave functions of the ﬁrst 12 bound electrons (top)
and holes (bottom) for a pure InAs QD with the shape of a truncated pyramid.
Each state is twofold degenerate due to spin degree of freedom. Yellow lines
indicate QD geometry.
Electrons Holes Electrons Holes
EB(n1) 474 290 n1 − n2 51.8 29.9
EB(n2) 422 260 n2 − n3 1.4 6.4
EB(n3) 420 254 n3 − n4 44.8 19.4
EB(n4) 376 234 n4 − n5 19.7 2.7
EB(n5) 356 232 n5 − n6 1.3 7.1
EB(n6) 355 225
EGap 639.82
Table 2.5.: In the left hand table the binding energies of the lowest bound
electron and highest bound hole states for the standard pure InAs QD with
truncated pyramid-shape are shown. The index n corresponds to electrons
(n = e) and holes (n = h). The right hand table shows the intraband split-
tings. Additionally the single-particle energy gap EGap = e1 −h1 is given. All
energies are in units of meV.
the opposite behaviour. Also, the splitting between the two ﬁrst electron d-like
states is largely increased. The hole states show a tendency of behaving more like
in the harmonic oscillator case described above, resulting in the large-small-large
splitting energy structure.
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Disk-shaped QDs
Figure 2.26.: Squared wave functions of the ﬁrst 12 bound electrons (top)
and holes (bottom) for a pure disk-shaped InAs QD. Each state is twofold
degenerate due to spin degree of freedom. Yellow lines indicate QD geometry.
In Fig. 2.26 the single-particle squared wave functions of electrons and holes are
shown for the QD having disk-like shape. The symmetric geometry is clearly reﬂec-
ted in the shape of the wave functions, for example the hole p-like states are nearly
rotationally symmetric.
Observing the binding energies and intraband splitting of the disk-shaped QD in
Tab. 2.6 reveals the trend from lens-shape to pyramid-shape ongoing to the disk-
shape. Electron binding energies are enlarged further when compared to the pyramid
shape, as well as hole binding energies. This leads to a further reduction in the single-
particle energy gap to 604 meV. Electron splittings are also reduced further, while
hole splittings remain comparable to the hole splittings of the pyramid-shaped QD.
The trend of hole splittings to a large-small-large energy structure is also further
extended.
Variation of QD diameter
In Fig. 2.27 the variation of the ﬁrst few bound electron and hole single-particle
energies with QD diameter are shown for a typical pure InAs QD having lens-shape
with a ﬁxed height of 2.0 nm, which is lower than the previous QDs. The states
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Electrons Holes Electrons Holes
EB(n1) 491 309 n1 − n2 41.4 28.8
EB(n2) 449 280 n2 − n3 1.3 3.5
EB(n3) 448 276 n3 − n4 44.0 22.3
EB(n4) 404 254 n4 − n5 1.9 2.9
EB(n5) 402 251 n5 − n6 9.5 5.9
EB(n6) 393 245
EGap 604.20
Table 2.6.: In the left hand table the binding energies of the lowest bound
electron and highest bound hole states for the standard disk-shaped pure
InAs QD are shown. The index n corresponds to electrons (n = e) and holes
(n = h). The right hand table shows the intraband splittings. Additionally
the single-particle energy gap EGap = e1 − h1 is given. All energies are in
units of meV.
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Figure 2.27.: Variation of electron and hole single-particle total energies
with QD diameter (left hand and middle panel). In the right hand panel the
variation of the single-particle energy gap EGap = e1 − h1 is depicted.
having s, p, d-like orbital symmery are labelled s, p and d, respectively. As expected
from a simple quantum harmonic oscillator potential, the electron single-particle
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energies are lowered with QD diameter and additional bound states appear, while
hole single-particle energies are raised. The overall energy gap as the diﬀerence
of electron and hole energies is lowered in a non-linear way while raising the QD
diameter. Note that the single-particle gap energies are raised in comparison to
the QDs before due to the smaller QD height, resulting in a weaker conﬁnement
potential.
Variation of QD height
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Figure 2.28.: Variation of electron and hole single-particle energies with QD
height (left hand and middle panel). In the right hand panel the variation of
the single-particle energy gap EGap = e1 − h1 is depicted.
In Fig. 2.28 the variation of electron and hole single-particle energies with QD
height is shown for typical heights ranging from one to seven nm with a ﬁxed dia-
meter of 15.8 nm. While the evolution of electron energies again can be explained
by the increase in conﬁnement in growth direction, the behaviour of the hole en-
ergies is more complex. First, the hole energies are raised for QD height changes
from one to two nm, followed by an energetic decrease for larger QD heights. This
behaviour appears because of the complex interplay between strain distribution and
carrier conﬁnement due to QD geometry. Nevertheless, the resulting single-particle
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energy gap has a smooth evolution with QD height, which shows convergence-like
behaviour to values of 0.84 eV. At a closer look, the energetic splittings catch the
eye. While the splittings between electronic states increase monotonic for larger
QD height, the splittings between hole states follow no trend, and also the nearly
degeneracy between the two p-like hole states is lifted to some extent6. Again, this
eﬀect is due to the interplay of strain and conﬁnement changes.
Variation of Indium concentration
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Figure 2.29.: Variation of electron and hole single-particle energies with
QD Indium concentration (upper and middle panel). In the lower panel the
variation of the single-particle energy gap is depicted.
The evolution of the single-particle electron and hole energies with Indium concen-
tration in the QD and the resulting single-particle energy gap is shown in Fig. 2.29
for an InGaAs QD with lens-shape having 3.4 nm height and a diameter of 25 nm.
Starting from a pure InAs QD with deeply bound electron and hole single-particle
states, the energies approach the WL band edges for consecutive loss of conﬁnement.
Consequently, the single-particle energy gap approaches the WL band gap energy
6Not to be mixed up with the spin degeneracy, which still holds. Each of the displayed en-
ergy appears twice in the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, corresponding to two orthogonal
eigenstates with the same energy.
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for the complete absence of the QD. The WL Indium concentration is not changed
in this calculations.
Averaging random realizations
As mentioned above, alloyed materials like InGaAs are modelled atomistically by
random statistic distribution of the atoms. To illustrate the inﬂuence of these alloy
ﬂuctuations on the bound state energies, calculations for three random realizations
of a lens-shaped InGaAs QD with a nominal concentration of 30% Indium inside
the QD are summarized in Tab. 2.7.
Splitting Realization #1 Realization #2 Realization #3
EB(e1) 74.9 74.6 74.2
EB(h1) 32.4 34.5 32.6
e1 − h1 1357.3 1355.5 1357.8
e2 − e1 47.6 44.6 45.2
e3 − e2 5.2 3 5.4
e4 − e3 17.2 22.9 19.5
h2 − h1 7.5 7.7 7.3
h3 − h2 3.2 3.5 3.3
h4 − h3 3.4 3.7 3.3
Table 2.7.: Inﬂuence of alloy ﬂuctuations on lowest electron and hole binding
energies (EB(e1) and EB(h1)), the single-particle energy gap e1 − h1 and the
interband splittings. All values are in meV.
It can be seen that the ﬂuctuations in binding energies and the single-particle
gap are of the order of 1-2 meV. Fluctuations of the intraband splittings show a
tendency of being larger, where the largest ﬂuctuation is between e3 and e2 (5
meV). These results can be compared with the literature for justiﬁcation: in [169],
a nearest neighbour sp3d5s∗ TB model was utilized for the repeated calculation of
single-particle energies of dome-shaped InGaAs QDs with 60% Indium content, a
diameter of 30 nm and a height of 5.4 nm. The energetic variation at the band edges
was calculated to have a distribution with width ±0.5 meV for holes and ±1 meV
for electrons, respectively, which is in very good agreement with our calculations.
Nevertheless, the typical linewidth broadening measured in photoluminescence ex-
periments on quantum dot ensembles [170, 171] is much higher because not only alloy
ﬂuctuations at the same Indium concentration occur but also size and composition
ﬂuctuations due to the statistical nature of QD growth.
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2.8. Choice of valence band oﬀset
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Figure 2.30.: Schematic energy diagram showing the band alignment at
interfaces between GaAs and InAs by means of the valence band oﬀset ΔEv.
The vertical axis labels energy, horizontal axis labels a spatial dimension, e.g.
growth direction.
In a tight-binding calculation, the choice of the (unstrained) valence-band oﬀset
ΔEv seems to be a crucial parameter, because it determines the depth of the con-
ﬁnement potential of both electrons and holes at once (see Fig. 2.30).
At a closer look, the choice of valence-band oﬀset appears to be less important:
as long as the number of conﬁned states is high anyway, e.g. the Indium content is
high, the inﬂuence of the choice of ΔEv on the band gap and the level splittings is
negligible. This was shown for example in [75], where a change of only 2% of the
eﬀective gap was reported while going from ΔEv = 0.22 eV to ΔEv = 0.06 eV. In
the present NN sp3s∗ TB model a change of 1.2% in the band gap was calculated
between ΔEv = 60 meV and ΔEv = 120 meV, in very good agreement with the
literature. On the other hand the choice of ΔEv becomes important in cases where
QDs have low Indium content, because in this case the number of conﬁned states
is aﬀected. This can lead to changes in the optical spectra due to a change in the
conﬁguration-interaction-basis7.
In the case of InAs QDs grown on GaAs the two materials form a type I interface
(as sketched in Fig. 2.30). Since both materials share the same anions, the band
oﬀset tends to be rather small, according to the popular ”common-anion-rule” [172–
174]. The values of ΔEv between GaAs and InAs interfaces in the literature span a
large range from only a few meV up to several hundreds of meV [113–115]. See [117]
7The CI basis consists of all bound quantum dot states, at least in a full-CI treatment, to be
introduced in section 3.1
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Figure 2.31.: Dependence of electron and hole single-particle energies (left
hand and middle panel) and energy gap (right hand panel) on the choice of
valence band oﬀset ΔEv.
and [175] for reviews. Since there is no accepted value for the valence band oﬀset
between GaAs and InAs we use a rather small value of 60 meV from [113], providing
the best agreement with other calculations for the benchmark given in section 2.6.
In Fig. 2.31 the dependence of the single-particle electron and hole energies on the
valence band oﬀset ΔEv is shown as well as the single-particle energy gap. ΔEv was
varied between 60 meV and 120 meV and a disk-shaped QD with diameter of 18 nm,
height of 2.0 nm and an Indium concentration of 30% was assumed, similar to [176].
Bound electron and hole energies both show only a small dependence on the oﬀset.
While the raise of electron energies with the valence-band oﬀset leads to smaller
binding energies, the raise of hole energies leads to larger binding energies. This
behaviour simply reﬂects the increase and decrease in depth of the conﬁnement
potentials for electrons and holes, respectively, as mediated by the valence-band
oﬀset.
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2.9. Number of bound states
The number of bound electron and hole states is an important parameter for applica-
tions. It is mainly inﬂuenced by the depth of conﬁnement (the Indium concentration
in InGaAs QDs) and the geometry of the QD. Following the picture of a quantum
harmonic oscillator, the number of conﬁned hole states should always outnumber
the number of conﬁned electron states if the potential is equally deep, which would
be the case for valence band oﬀset and conduction band oﬀset being equal. The
reason for this is the larger eﬀective mass of holes in the crystal, bringing the hole
states closer together. In general, the two band-oﬀsets are not equal, so the num-
bers of conﬁned electron and hole states are independent. As the criterion for an
electron (hole) state being conﬁned in the nanostructure, two diﬀerent methods can
be applied.
As a ﬁrst method the part of the occupation probability |ψ|2 of the state under
consideration inside the QD can be used as a measure for the state being bound
or unbound. A certain number has to be deﬁned as a threshold: If the part of
the occupation probability inside the QD is larger (smaller) than the threshold, the
state is considered as bound (not bound).
The second method utilizes the energy of the state to deﬁne whether it is bound
or not. To do this, an independent calculation has to be carried out considering an
empty system without the QD, only consisting of the WL inside the supercell. The
band edges of this system, which are the highest WL hole state and the lowest WL
electron state, are used to deﬁne the binding energies of the QD system. An electron
(hole) is considered bound, if the corresponding energy is lower (higher) than the
WL electron (hole) band edge. This energetic diﬀerence deﬁnes the binding energy
of the bound states. Intuitively, a state with a positive binding energy is bound,
while negative binding energies deﬁne unbound states.
Here, we use the second criterion since it introduces no artiﬁcial threshold and
therefore appears natural to use.
Figure 2.32.: WL system consisting of two monolayers of InAs. Anions and
cations of InAs are shown red and blue, while atoms belonging to the GaAs
buﬀer are not shown for illustration.
In the following, calculations of the number of bound states were carried out for
typical InGaAs QDs with low Indium concentration between 15% and 30%. The QDs
are modelled lens-shaped with a height of 2.2 nm and a diameter of approximately
25 nm. The WL is assumed to have a height of two monolayers as shown in Fig. 2.32.
The calculated WL band edge energies are given in Tab. 2.8.
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eWL1 [eV] hWL1 [eV]
1.4676 0.0629
Table 2.8.: Calculated band-edge energies of the InAs WL system which are
used as reference to decide between bound and unbound QD-states.
As stated above, these energies are subject to the band oﬀsets, the valence force
ﬁeld parametrization and, of course, the tight-binding parametrization.
In Fig. 2.33 the occupation probability for the ground hole WL state are visu-
alized as cuts through the supercell representation in side-view. As expected, the
probabilities reﬂect the translational symmetry of the WL perpendicular to growth
direction and are symmetric around the WL center in growth direction.
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Figure 2.33.: Exemplary visualization of the occupation probability of the
hole WL ground state in side-view (along the [010] crystal direction). Blue
and red colors correspond to low and high occupation probability, respectively.
Having calculated the reference energies of the WL, the binding energies for dif-
ferent Indium concentrations of the QD were extracted. Results are presented in
Tab. 2.9 for electrons and Tab. 2.10 for holes, respectively. Each listed energy rep-
resents a twofold spin degenerate bound state. Empty cells represent the onset of
the continuum of delocalized states.
Quite intuitively, we observe that the number of bound states increases for larger
Indium concentration, i.e. for a deeper conﬁnement potential. For a typical QD as
observed in experiments having an average Indium concentration of 20%, due to our
calculations three electrons and ﬁve holes are expected to be bound. Experiments
show typical number of bound states of one to four spin-degenerate energy levels
[177]. For smaller QD Indium concentrations than 15% only one electron and hole
are expected to be bound, having an energy approaching the WL band edges for
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conc. [%] EGap [eV] e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
15 1.3667 26.3 3.3 2.4
17.5 1.3565 33.4 8.9 6.2
20 1.3444 41.7 14.6 13.5
22.5 1.3312 50.5 22.0 20.8
25 1.3175 59.1 29.7 28.0 3.9 1.9
30 1.2924 78.01 45.01 41.51 15.11 11.41 9.91
Table 2.9.: Electron binding energies and single-particle energy gap as a
function of InGaAs QD Indium concentration. All energies are given in units
of meV unless stated otherwise.
conc. [%] h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
15 10.644 4.144 2.894
17.5 13.704 7.014 5.614 0.734
20 17.534 10.104 8.514 3.024 1.144
22.5 21.974 14.564 13.054 7.074 4.474 3.764
25 27.014 19.454 16.934 10.874 8.034 6.814
30 34.19 24.52 22.56 15.68 13.31 12.16
Table 2.10.: Hole binding energies as a function of InGaAs QD Indium
concentration. All energies are given in units of meV unless stated otherwise.
Indium concentrations approaching zero.
From the calculated energies we can extract the following trends. Electron bind-
ing energies are growing faster than hole binding energies with increasing Indium
concentration due to their lower eﬀective mass. While splitting between the ﬁrst
and the second bound state (s- and p-like symmetries) gets larger with increasing
Indium concentration, the splittings between the two nearly degenerate states with
both p-like symmetry remain approximately constant for both electrons and holes.
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Figure 3.1.: Scheme of the computational ﬂow in order to calculate many-
particle properties of the QD carriers. Having obtained the single-particle
energies and wave functions, interaction matrix elements can be calculated
and many-particle properties are accessible via diagonalization of the conﬁg-
uration interaction Hamiltonian.
Single-particle energies and wave functions capture all structural properties of the
QDs such as the shape, composition, strain distribution and microscopic realization.
Therefore, single-particle properties are often used to describe the physical behaviour
of semiconductor systems. On the other hand, in experiments the physical properties
are determined by the many-particle interactions since usually there is more than
only one particle bound in the QD. To be able to calculate optical emission and
absorption spectra showing many-particle states like the exciton, trion, biexciton
and others, it is necessary to allow for the carriers to interact with each other via
Coulomb interaction on the one hand, and to couple the electronic system with
the light ﬁeld on the other hand. Those interactions can be accounted for in the
so-called ”Full Conﬁguration Interaction” approach (FCI), which we base on the
single-particle tight-binding energies and wave functions. Therefore we link single-
and many-particle theory to comprehensively describe semiconductor quantum dots.
In this chapter the calculation of optical absorption and emission spectra via the
FCI method will be introduced. In the end of the chapter we will focus on the
excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting (FSS), which is of great interest in the research ﬁeld
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concerning new devices for quantum information processing and quantum crypto-
graphy [178]. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the single-particle energies and wave functions
calculated using the TB model are taken as input for the FCI and for the derivation
of matrix elements in order to calculate optical spectra. In the following we do
neglect electron-phonon interactions. Treating this interaction correctly would be
topic for another thesis, see [179] for example.
3.1. Full Conﬁguration Interaction
The most important mechanism for electrons and holes to interact is the Coulomb
interaction. Two particles inﬂuence each other by renormalization of their energies
and wave functions and to be precise, there is no such thing as two individual
particles inside a quantum dot because their individual properties arise from the
existence of the other particle. For example a pair of one bound electron and one
bound hole form a quasiparticle called exciton because of the attraction caused by
the opposite charges. Two electrons repulse each other, which also renormalizes
the energies. If there is a third charge inside the dot, the quasiparticle trion plus or
trion minus is built, depending on whether the third particle has positive or negative
charge. Additionally, bound carriers in the QD are embedded in a matrix of bulk
material with a continuum of delocalized carrier states, which gives rise to energy
renormalizations due to the coupling to phonons (forming a new quasiparticle called
polaron).
Since for our needs this renormalizations are of minor interest, we neglect them.
For further information on carrier-phonon interaction see [179].
In the ”Full Conﬁguration Interaction” approach [180, 181] the Coulomb inter-
action between all bound single-particle states is taken into account. The FCI-
Hamiltonian is formulated in the basis of single-particle conﬁgurations in which
matrix elements for the Coulomb interaction are added. An example of these con-
ﬁgurations is shown in Fig. 3.2, adopted from [19]. Since the Hilbert space for this
problem grows exponentially with the number of states in consideration, and since
in QDs showing strong carrier conﬁnement (large QDs in size and/or QDs with a
high Indium content) many bound states can be occupied by carriers, the number
of states in the FCI is often reduced artiﬁcially. In this case, the Hilbert space is
truncated and only the ﬁrst few bound states for electrons and holes are taken into
account. For such a truncation the method is called ”Conﬁguration Interaction”
(CI) only.
The FCI Hamiltonian reads
HFCI = H0 + HC , (3.1)
allowing the free particles (H0) to interact via Coulomb interaction (HC). Intro-
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Figure 3.2.: Examplary single-particle conﬁgurations for a QD having two
conﬁned states both for electrons and holes in the electron-hole picture, from
[19]. For simplicity only one spin direction and only conﬁgurations with an
even number of carriers are assumed. The s-states are labelled |2〉 and |3〉
while p-states are labelled |1〉 and |4〉. From left to right these conﬁgura-
tions are: the empty dot; the exciton with the carriers occupying the s-shells
(ground state exciton 1XS); the p-exciton 1XP ; the biexciton 2XSP ; the p-
s-exciton 0XP ; the s-p-exciton 0XS . Charged conﬁgurations with an odd
number of carriers are not shown here.
ducing quasi-particle creation and annihilation operators λ†i and λi where λ
†
i (λi) is
either an operator on the electron- (λ = e) or hole-subspace (λ = h) creating (an-
nihilating) an electron (hole) in the single-particle state i, the free particle part of
the Hamiltonian is given by
H0 =
∑
i
(
	eie
†
iei + 	hi h
†
ihi
)
. (3.2)
Here, 	ei and 	hi are the single-particle electron and hole energies of state i as
calculated by TB theory. The Hamiltonian HC , allowing for carrier-carrier interac-
tion between conﬁgurations, reads
HC =
∑
ijkl
V
λiλjλkλl
ijkl λ
†
iλ
†
jλkλl . (3.3)
In the above equation, V λiλjλkλlijkl are the Coulomb matrix elements (CME) between
particles in the states i, j, k and l. Depending on the operator sequence three cat-
egories of these matrix elements can be identiﬁed:
1. Band-diagonal interaction elements: λ†iλ
†
jλkλl = e
†
ie
†
jekel or h
†
ih
†
jhkhl
2. Electron-hole direct interaction elements: λ†iλ
†
jλkλl = e
†
ih
†
jhkel or h
†
ie
†
jekhl
3. Electron-hole exchange interaction elements: λ†iλ
†
jλkλl = e
†
ih
†
jekhl or h
†
ie
†
jhkel .
The ﬁrst category describes the simple repulsion between two carriers with equal
charge. Following the operator notation, this process can be expressed as the an-
nihilation of two carriers in the states k and l and the creation of two carriers in
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the states i and j. The second category describes the direct attraction of carriers
with diﬀerent charge, where for example an electron in the state k and a hole in the
state l are annihilated and an electron in state i and a hole in state j are created.
The third category corresponds to the process of electrons and holes exchanging
their states during the interaction. This interaction process occurs because of the
undistinguishability due to the quantum nature of these particles. Although elec-
trons and holes can be distinguished by their respective mass, these processes occur
and therefore the matrix elements exist. Usually these interactions are neglected
[127] because they have considerably smaller amplitude in comparison to the direct
terms. Throughout this thesis these matrix elements are calculated explicitely since
they are partly responsible for the excitonic ﬁne-structure splittings. Showing all
these processes as single contributions the FCI-Hamiltonian reads:
HFCI = H0 + HC
=
∑
i
(
	eie
†
iei + 	hi h
†
ihi
)
+ 12
∑
ijkl
V eeeeijkl e
†
ie
†
jekel +
1
2
∑
ijkl
V hhhhijkl h
†
ih
†
jhkhl
− ∑
ijkl
V ehheijkl e
†
ih
†
jhkel −
∑
ijkl
V heehijkl h
†
ie
†
jekhl
− ∑
ijkl
V ehehijkl e
†
ih
†
jekhl −
∑
ijkl
V heheijkl h
†
ie
†
jhkel . (3.4)
The factor of 12 appears to avoid double counting. The minus sign in the electron-hole
interactions appears due to the attractive nature of the diﬀerent charges, the plus
sign in the electron-electron and hole-hole interactions accounts for the repulsion
between carriers of the same charge. To calculate the arising many-particle energies
and wave functions, this Hamiltonian has to be diagonalized. The eigenenergies
correspond to the many-particle energies as seen in experiments, the eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian give the many-particle states in terms of mixing coeﬃcients for the
single-particle conﬁgurations.
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3.1.1. Coulomb matrix elements from TB wave functions
In general, direct and exchange Coulomb matrix elements between carriers can be
calculated by spatial integration of the corresponding carrier wave functions with
the Coulomb potential:
V dirijkl =
e2
4π		0
∫∫ ψ∗i (r1)ψ∗j (r2)ψk(r2)ψl(r1)
|r1 − r2| dr1dr2 (3.5)
V exchijkl =
e2
4π		0
∫∫ ψ∗i (r1)ψ∗j (r2)ψk(r1)ψl(r2)
|r1 − r2| dr1dr2. (3.6)
Here ψ(r) are the single-particle wave functions. The prefactor consists of the
charges and the material dependent relative permittivity 	 and the vacuum per-
mittivity 	0 (dielectric constant).
As shown in chapter 2.3.3, diagonalization of the tight-binding Hamiltonian in
the basis of atomic orbitals yields the wave function coeﬃcients in this basis. Only
knowledge about the orbital symmetries, spatial orientations and energies enters
the calculation, whereas no information about the basis functions is needed. Now
for the calculation of the Coulomb matrix elements above, those basis functions are
needed explicitly, at least in principle. However, due to the long-range nature of
the Coulomb interaction, the basis functions intuitively appear less important than
the overall variation of the wave function which enter the integral. Therefore, it is
possible to approximately calculate the Coulomb matrix elements from the tight-
binding coeﬃcients directly. For a deeper discussion follow the appendix of [112].
We can use the tight-binding wave functions
ψ(r) =
∑
R˜
cR˜(R)φR˜(r) (3.7)
with the generalized index R˜ = {Rανσ} for the calculation of the Coulomb matrix
elements. φR˜(r) = 〈r|R˜〉 are the (unknown) spatial representations of the basis
orbitals. We plug Eqn. (3.7) in Eqn. (3.5), yielding:
V dirijkl =
∑
R˜1R˜2R˜3R˜4
ci∗˜R1c
j∗
R˜2c
k
R˜3c
l
R˜4
∫∫
dr1dr2V (r1 − r2)φ∗˜R1(r1)φ∗˜R2(r2)φR˜3(r2)φR˜4(r1)
(3.8)
with the Coulomb potential
V (r1 − r2) = e
2
4π		0|r1 − r2| . (3.9)
The variation of the wave functions within the interatomic distance, φ(r), is unknown
and aassumed to be of minor importance. Nevertheless, as before, it turns out
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QD shape V hhhh1111 V eeee1111 V ehhe1111 V eheh1111
lens 30.37 33.57 31.66 0.25
pyramid 32.77 27.81 29.91 0.33
disk 30.34 24.69 27.02 0.26
Table 3.1.: Typical values of the Coulomb matrix elements for combinations
of the s-like electron and hole states for the three standard quantum dots ex-
aminated in the single-particle theory section as calculated from tight-binding
wave function coeﬃcients. All values are given in units of meV.
that Eqn. (3.8) can be approximated by using only the tight-binding wave function
coeﬃcients, which are deﬁned on the discrete grid of (relaxed) atomic sites:
V dirijkl ≈
∑
R˜1R˜2
ci∗˜R1c
j∗
R˜2c
k
R˜2c
l
R˜1V (R1 − R2) (3.10)
where the potential now is a function of diﬀerences in atomic sites:
V (R1 − R2) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
e2
4π0|R1−R2| for R1 = R2
1
Vuc
∫
uc
dr1dr2 e
2
4π0|r1−r2| ≈ Vc for R1 = R2.
(3.11)
Here, Vc is a constant energy to be calculated only once and Vuc is the unit cell
volume.
The approximation of using tight-binding wave function coeﬃcients only is valid
because of the long-ranging behaviour of the Coulomb interaction [112]. For numeri-
cal reasons the summations over lattice points for the calculation of the CMEs are
carried out in the Fourier transformed basis [182]. Since the choice of the relative
permittivity 	 of the material surrounding the interacting carriers is not straight-
forward, we use the mean value for the materials occupying the supercell for the
screening. In the case of InAs and GaAs this is a rather good choice, because the
constants are quite similar: 	InAs = 12.3 and 	GaAs = 10.89 (both at room temper-
ature [118]). In Tab. 3.1 we show typical values for the calculated Coulomb matrix
elements between s-like single-particle states for the three standard QDs as deﬁned
in section 2.7 indicating the energy scales of direct and indirect Coulomb matrix
elements in the InGaAs material system.
We can see that the direct Coulomb matrix elements all have the same energy scale,
varying only within a few meV, while the exchange matrix elements are smaller by a
factor of around 100. These values are in good agreement with typical magnitudes
of the Coulomb matrix elements in the InAs/GaAs material system.
Once calculated, with these matrix elements the many-particle states can be de-
rived from the diagonalization of the FCI-Hamiltonian. For the consecutive calcula-
tion of optical spectra featuring realistic relative peak heights, information is needed
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about the strengths of optical transitions between the carrier conﬁgurations, which
are represented by the dipole matrix elements.
3.1.2. Many-particle states
Having calculated the Coulomb matrix elements for carrier-carrier interaction be-
tween bound states in the quantum dot as discussed in the previous section, Coulomb-
mediated many-particle states of the quantum dot can be calculated by numerical
diagonalization of Eqn. (3.4). This diagonalization is carried out in the basis of
single-particle conﬁgurations, giving the coeﬃcients for linear combinations of the
basis states.
For simplicity and numerical reasons we truncate the many-particle Hilbert space
in two ways. Since the number of conﬁgurations scales as 2N , with N being the
number of single-particle states under consideration, the size of the Hilbert space is
very large even for quantum dots with a medium conﬁnement (medium-sized dots
and/or intermediate Indium content). Only very few quantum dot experiments show
conﬁnements large enough to have more energy levels conﬁned than the lowest levels
which can be identiﬁed as s-, p- and d-like states. This is mostly due to the average
Indium content being smaller than 20% in most experiments. Additionally, consi-
dering optical or electrical pumping of the quantum dot levels, the recombination
times usually are fast enough to keep only the few lowest energy levels occupied
with carriers.
With these considerations in mind we truncate the Hilbert space to particle num-
bers not exceeding 6, i.e. taking only s- and p-like states into account. With this
we neglect small renormalizations of the many-particle energies because of the ener-
getically higher lying states, but taking into account this d-like states would already
enlarge the Hilbert space enormously. The other truncation of the Hilbert space
we carry out is not necessary but keeps the spectra simple to interpret. We reduce
the basis to conﬁgurations that conserve the number of particles in a way, that only
conﬁgurations having the same number of electrons and holes form the basis. With
this truncation we neglect charged excitons (X1±, X2±, ..) but speed up the diagon-
alization procedure. Optical quantum dot spectra as investigated in this thesis are
determined mainly by the direct excitonic transitions, as can be seen by the dipole
matrix elements (to be discussed in the next section), so this second truncation
appears to be a good approximation.
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3.1.3. Dipole matrix elements from TB wave functions
For the calculation of optical emission and absorption spectra from semiconductor
quantum dots it is necessary to describe the interaction of the quantum dot carriers
with the electromagnetic ﬁeld. In the literature there are elaborated methods to
incorporate magnetic and electric ﬁelds directly into the tight-binding Hamiltonian
[183, 184]. These methods are used for strong ﬁelds which inﬂuence the orbital
energies and therefore have a direct impact on the single-particle energies. For weak
ﬁelds, which vary slowly on the scale of typical quantum dot sizes, it is suﬃcient to
treat the interaction in the widely used dipole approximation.
Within this approximation the light-matter coupling of a dipole d in an electric
ﬁeld E is given by the dipole Hamiltonian
HD = −dE. (3.12)
Without any loss of generality, we assume a linearly polarized electric ﬁeld E(r,t)
with the direction of propagation along the wave vector k
E(r, t) = E[klm]0 ei(kr−ωt) (3.13)
with E[klm]0 = (Ek0 , El0, Em0 ) being the polarization vector with lattice parameters k, l
and m and ω being the frequency. In our cases the polarization will most likely be
along the [110] and [11¯0] crystal directions, perpendicular to the growth direction.
This results in
E[110]0 =
1√
2
(1, 1, 0) (3.14)
and
E[11¯0]0 =
1√
2
(1,−1, 0), (3.15)
respectively. Considering emission from a quantum dot excitonic recombination, the
absolute values of k and r can be estimated as
|k| · |r| ≈ 2π
λ
· 10nm ≈ 2π1000nm · 10nm ≈ 0.06  1. (3.16)
Here we used a spatial distribution of the exciton wave function of 10 nm [185], which
is strongly localized in a quantum dot emitting at a typical emission wavelength of
around 1000 nm for InGaAs quantum dots. |k| · |r|  1 translates into the ﬁeld
varying only slowly on the QD scale, the dipole approximation can be used, which
means neglecting the spatial variation of the electric ﬁeld.
Writing the approximate dipole Hamiltonian gives
HD = −dE[klm]0 (3.17)
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or, in second quantization,
HD = −
Ne∑
i=1
Nh∑
j=1
[Dij c†e,ic
†
h,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
absorption
+D∗ij ce,ich,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
emission
] (3.18)
with Ne and Nh being the number of single-particle bound states of electrons and
holes, respectively, and c†e,i(ce,i) being a creation (annihilation) operator for electrons.
The constants dij are the matrix elements of the dipole operator d = e0rˆ with
e0 being the electric charge and rˆ being the position operator. They enter the
Hamiltonian via Dij = dijE[klm]0 . The calculation of these matrix elements has been
discussed in the literature to some extent [112], because diﬀerent contributions enter
the matrix elements, as will be shown in the following.
In general the matrix elements of the dipole Hamiltonian in the basis of tight-
binding wave functions read
Dij = 〈ψei|HD |ψhj〉 (3.19)
=
∑
R,ανσ
∑
R′,α′ν′σ′
cei∗R,ανσc
hj
R′,α′ν′σ′ 〈R, ανσ|HD |R′, α′ν ′σ′〉 (3.20)
= e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′ 〈R, ν| rˆE[klm]0 |R′, ν ′〉 (3.21)
with the nomenclature used before with the spatial position R, the atom type α,
atomic orbitals ν and spin σ. In the last term, the spin index has been dropped
because in the dipole approximation no spin-ﬂips are allowed, so HD is diagonal in
spin. Additionally the atom type index can be dropped because α = α(R).
In the tight-binding treatment, the wave functions
ψ =
∑
R,ανσ
cR,ανσ︸ ︷︷ ︸
envelope
|R, ανσ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
orbital
(3.22)
exhibit two contributions. The ﬁrst is the global variation of the wave function,
described by the tight-binding coeﬃcients cR,ανσ and called the envelope part. The
local variation of the wave function is given by orbitals at a certain atomic position
and is called orbital part [186–188].
We can formulate the position operator with respect to these two contributions:
rˆ =
∑
R,ν
|R, ν〉R 〈R, ν| +∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
|R, ν〉 〈R, ν| r˜ |R′, ν ′〉 〈R′, ν ′| . (3.23)
In this expression, R and R′ are the discrete atomic positions, whereas the space in
between is described by the vector r˜ = rˆ − R relative to these discrete positions.
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Evaluating the dipole matrix elements with this operator gives the envelope part
Denvij = e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′ 〈R, ν|
⎡
⎣ ∑
R′′,ν′′
|R′′, ν ′′〉 ce(R,E[klm]0 ) 〈R′′, ν ′′|
⎤
⎦ |R′, ν ′〉
= e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
∑
R′′,ν′′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′ce(R,E
[klm]
0 )δRR′′δR′′R′δνν′′δν′′ν′
= e0
∑
R,ν
cei∗R,νc
hj
R,νce(R,E
[klm]
0 ) (3.24)
with the scalar expression
ce(R,E[klm]0 ) = R · E0 = RkEk0 + RlEl0 + RmEm0 (3.25)
describing the dipole moment between envelope functions of the same orbitals at
the same atomic site. The orbital part is
Dorbij = e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′ 〈R, ν|
[ ∑
R′′,ν′′
∑
R′′′,ν′′′
|R′′, ν ′′〉
〈R′′, ν ′′| r˜ |R′′′, ν ′′′〉 〈R′′′, ν ′′′|
]
|R′, ν ′〉 ,
(3.26)
yielding
Dorbij = e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
∑
R′′,ν′′
∑
R′′′,ν′′′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′ 〈R′′, ν ′′| r˜ |R′′′, ν ′′′〉 δRR′′δR′′′R′δνν′′δν′′′ν′
= e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′ 〈R, ν| r˜ |R′, ν ′〉
(3.27)
with the matrix elements between diﬀerent orbitals at diﬀerent sites 〈R, ν| r˜ |R′, ν ′〉.
Both parts together give
Dij = Denvij + Dorbij (3.28)
= e0
∑
R,ν
∑
R′,ν′
cei∗R,νc
hj
R′,ν′
[
ce(R,E[klm]0 )δR,R′δν,ν′ + 〈R, ν| r˜ |R′, ν ′〉
]
. (3.29)
The matrix elements from the orbital part read
〈R, ν| r˜ |R′, ν ′〉 =
∫
d3r˜φ∗R(r˜)r˜φR′(r˜) (3.30)
and it is a well-known shortcoming of the empirical tight-binding approach that
the explicit local basis functions φR(r˜) are not known. Diﬀerent authors employ
diﬀerent approximations for the orbital part: Leung et al. [188] for example neglect
contributions from dipole moments from diﬀerent atomic sites, stating their contri-
bution being at least one magnitude smaller than the contributions from same-atom
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dipole moments, and treat the matrix elements from diﬀerent orbitals at the same
atomic site as ﬁtting parameters. Other authors [186] use atomic Slater orbitals
[189] for the unknown local basis functions to calculate the matrix elements expli-
citly. Since using Slater orbitals is spoiled by the non-orthogonality of the orbitals
at diﬀerent atomic sites, numerically orthogonalized Slater orbitals have been used
[112, 190]. Changes in the dipole elements were found to be small using standard or
numerically orthogonalized Slater orbitals for on-site contributions [112]. However,
for the system investigated in [112] the importance of the envelope contribution in
comparison to the orbital contribution was pointed out by the result that the latter
contributions were by a factor of 30 smaller than the ﬁrst contributions. In [191], it
was stated that the orbital contributions become important for intraband transitions
as needed in detectors for example. In [187] it was emphasized, that the optical spec-
tra are dominated mainly by the symmetries of the bound electron and hole wave
functions. Following these arguments and considering that we are interested mainly
in the electronic properties and their inﬂuences in the spectra, we calculate optical
spectra by neglecting all orbital contributions to the dipole moments. This gives
Dij ≈ Denvij
= e0
∑
R,ν
cei∗R,νc
hj
R,νce(R,E
[klm]
0 ). (3.31)
With these dipole matrix elements, we are able to calculate optical spectra not only
by the energies occuring through the diagonalization of the many-particle Hamilto-
nian, but also include information about the relative peak heights, allowed and
forbidden transitions as well as selection rules, all of which are contained in the
dipole marix elements. Nevertheless, the results have to be read with care because
of the approximations used while deriving the matrix elements.
Typical dipole matrix elements for the standard lens-shaped pure InAs QD are
shown for light ﬁeld polarization along [110] and
[
11¯0
]
in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, respect-
ively. On the left side electron states are indicated including spin index, e.g. electron
state “1” is the lowest bound electron state having s-like symmetry and spin in one
direction, while electron state “2” is the energetic degenerate s-like state having the
same energy and opposite spin. Colors code the calculated transition strength. Due
to the approximations made in the calculation of the dipole matrix elements, the
absolute values of the dipole matrix elements are of minor importance, while the re-
lative peak heights are interesting here, giving the diﬀerences in transition stengths
of various recombination channels.
The matrix of dipole elements divides into three subblocks of transitions between
states with the same symmetry: The ﬁrst block being between electron and hole
s-like states, the second between electron and hole p-like states and the third block
being between all calculated d-like states. Transitions between states with diﬀerent
symmetries have very low amplitudes and therefore are unlikely to occur. From the
relative values it can be seen, that in our system of an InGaAs QD the electron-hole
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Figure 3.3.: Dipole matrix elements for the standard pure InAs QD with
lens shape for polarization along [110] between the ﬁrst twelve electron and
hole bound states.
s-to-s transitions dominate over the p-to-p transitions, which are in turn stronger
than the d-to-d transitions.
In the s-symmetry subblock it can be seen, that spin-degenerate states are per-
pendicular: for a given polarization only one of the electron states with a given
energy has a non-vanishing transition strength with a single hole state, the trans-
ition from the other electron state is forbidden by the wave functions’ symmetry
properties. This leads to two dark and two bright excitonic transitions1, discussed
in the following sections. By comparison of the dipole matrix elements for the
diﬀerent polarizations, selection rules for diﬀerent spin-combinations for the light
polarization can be identiﬁed. For one polarization two excitonic transitions are
bright, while for the other polarization the other two transitions appear bright, as
can be seen for example in the sub-block for the ﬁrst two electron and hole states
in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.
1Excitonic here means the lowest excitonic transitions between electron and hole s-like states.
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Figure 3.4.: Dipole matrix elements for the standard pure InAs QD with
lens-shape for polarization along
[
11¯0
]
between the ﬁrst twelve electron and
hole bound states.
3.1.4. Excitonic spectrum
Having obtained the many-particle states by diagonalization of HFCI and the dipole
matrix elements by evaluation of equation (3.31), optical spectra can be calculated.
We use the perturbative approach via Fermi’s golden rule [192, 193], in which the
intensity Iif of a dipole-mediated transition between an initial many-particle state
ψi and a ﬁnal many-particle state ψf is given by
Iif = | 〈ψf |HD |ψi〉 |2. (3.32)
With this, the optical spectra can be calculated by evaluation of
I(E) =
∑
i
∑
f
Iif
Δ
Δ2 + (Eif − E)2
=
∑
i
∑
f
|dif |2 ΔΔ2 + (Eif − E)2 (3.33)
where
Eif = Ei − Ef (3.34)
is the energetic diﬀerence between initial and ﬁnal state. The emission lines are
homogeneously broadened with a Lorentzian (being the Fourier-tranform of the
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exponential decay) of width Δ. Typical values for the broadening are Δ ≈ 0.1
meV for single quantum dots. Additional inhomogeneous broadening occurs in an
ensemble of QDs due to size and composition ﬂuctuations, with typical values of
Δinh ≈ 10-25 meV.
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Figure 3.5.: Emission spectra of the three standard QDs for [110] polariz-
ation using a homogeneous broadening of Δ = 1 meV. For each geometry
transitions between s-like and p-like states can be identiﬁed.
In Fig. 3.5 the calculated emission spectra of the three standard pure InAs QDs
having lens-, truncated pyramid- and disk-shape are displayed. Peak positions are
renormalized by Coulomb interaction, while the relative peak heights are determined
by the dipole matrix elements. A homogeneous broadening of 1 meV was assumed.
Because of the large Hilbert space of the FCI, a CI featuring six electron and hole
basis states was carried out. This leads to only s- and p-like excitonic transitions
being visible, showing the calculated diﬀerence in peak heights: s-like excitonic
transitions dominate the spectrum for each geometry. For clarity, only excitonic
transitions are displayed, neglecting transitions from higher quasi particles like the
biexciton as well as transitions from charged excitons.
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3.2. Excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting
Figure 3.6.: Scheme of the cascaded decay of a biexciton into the ground
state via intermediate excitonic states. Depending on the polarization of the
ﬁrst decay, the polarization of the second decay is ﬁxed. The intermediate
exciton states show a small energy splitting caused by electron-hole Coulomb
exchange interaction, labelled FSS.
Ever since Albert Einstein’s idea of a ”spooky action at a distance” [194], the
concepts of indistinguishability and entanglement are subjects of discussion, though
inherent in quantum physics. Two particles are indistinguishable if they coincide
in all their properties, e.g. their quantum numbers. If two or more particles are
correlated in such a way, that the whole system does not factorize, i.e., its density
matrix has no independent subblocks, the system is in a superposition state. Here,
the properties of the single particles are not distinct, unless a measurement is per-
formed (the famous cat experiment) and the particles are called entangled. If the
system consists of two photons, for example created by parametric down conversion,
entanglement can be the correlation in the polarization of the two photons. Since
the polarization of the initial single photon is known, and a conservation law for
angular momentum exists, the sum of angular momenta of the two created photons
is known as well. Therefore, if a measurement is taken on one particle, the out-
come of measurement at the other particle at any subsequent time is known as well.
Without a measurement being performed, entanglement is naturally degraded by
dephasing processes via the interaction with the environment.
In the present case, entangled photons from semiconductor quantum dots can be
created via the biexciton-exciton-groundstate cascade [195] as shown in Fig. 3.6 or
in a direct two-photon emission process [196]. Here, we will concentrate on the
cascaded emission process, starting from the biexciton, where two electrons and two
holes are correlated by Coulomb interaction. The biexciton decays into the exciton
by creation of a photon either polarized along the [110] or along the [1-10] crystal
direction. Subsequently, the exciton decays into the groundstate by emission of
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another photon, with a polarization deﬁned by that of the ﬁrst photon, as can be seen
in Fig. 3.6. After emission of the two photons, no information about the decay path
is available, if the excitonic states are energetically degenerate and therefore, the
photon pair is entangled in polarization. These polarization entangled photon pairs
are needed for various purposes such as quantum communication devices, quantum
computing applications and quantum cryptography.
Nevertheless, in reality the two bright excitonic states are split by a small amount
of energy, typically between a few and a few hundred μeV, called the excitonic ﬁne-
structure-splitting (FSS). This splitting occurs because of the Coulomb exchange
interaction and gives the photons a ”which-path” information, which aﬀects the
entanglement of the photons. If the FSS is smaller than or comparable to the
homogeneous linewidth of the transitions, entanglement still exists, because the
”which-path” information is unaccessible due to the linewidth. If the FSS is larger
than the linewidth, the degree of entanglement is reduced to a value between unity
and zero, corresponding to full entanglement and no entanglement, respectively.
Quantum cryptographic protocols [178, 197] based on polarization-entangled pho-
tons need a certain minimum degree of entanglement for eﬃcient error correction
and transmission of keys in the same way that long-range ﬁber communication or
quantum computing devices need entanglement as large as possible. This is spoiled
by the natural FSS.
In the last decade, large eﬀorts were made to control the excitonic ﬁne-structure
splitting in single semiconductor quantum dots in order to achieve highly entangled
photon pairs. Initially, the FSS was thought to arise from a shape asymmetry of
the QDs alone, a misconception to be clariﬁed by Bester et al. [36]. In QDs,
the FSS stems from the Coulomb exchange interaction between the bound carriers
inside the quantum dot as well as from the lattice asymmetry in zincblende crystals
between [110]- and [11¯0]-directions and the lattice distortion (symmetry lowering)
by strain. Many diﬀerent techniques, including the application of electric [198] and
magnetic ﬁelds [199] or growth control and post selection techniques have been
applied successfully to reduce the FSS. Also tuning of the FSS with application of
external stress has been realized [200]. Nevertheless, in device applications external
factors like electromagnetic ﬁelds are hard to integrate because each quantum dot
has a unique realization in terms of mean concentrations, shapes, sizes and, of course,
a unique FSS. Therefore, the search for standardized small FSSs in QDs is still not
ﬁnished, although single-photon sources with near-unity indistinguishability have
been reported [201].
In experiments, the FSS is measured as the energetic distance of the two excitonic
peaks arising in the photoluminescence spectrum for [110]- and
[
11¯0
]
-polarization,
respectively [126]. In our TB-CI model the FSS can be calculated in the same way,
as indicated in the following. After having calculated the Coulomb matrix elements
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QD shape d − d [μeV ] d − b [μeV ] FSS [μeV ] EB(2X)[meV ]
lens 49.3 459.3 58.7 -3.23
pyramid 11.8 596.3 65.6 -2.87
disk 41.5 446.4 28.0 -2.43
Table 3.2.: Excitonic ﬁne-structure splittings and biexciton binding energies
EB(2X) of the three standard QDs. d − d labels dark-dark exciton splitting,
d− b the splitting between dark and bright and FSS the splitting between the
two bright exciton states.
including electron-hole exchange interaction, the excitonic spectrum can be calcu-
lated. As known from textbooks, the exciton is fourfold degenerate if Coulomb
interaction is absent and is split into two doublets, called dark and bright exciton
by direct Coulomb interaction. These doublets are further split by the Coulomb ex-
change interaction and the FSS labels the splitting between the two bright excitons.
In the many-particle energy spectrum including Coulomb interaction, the splitting
between the states of fourth and ﬁfth lowest energy equals the FSS. The energetic-
ally lowest many-particle state always is the ground-state (empty QD), followed by
the two dark exciton states, followed by the two bright exciton states [202]. In the
same way, biexciton binding energies can be calculated as the energetic distance of
the lowest biexciton many-particle state to the bright exciton states.
In Tab. 3.2 we exemplarily show the excitonic ﬁne-structure and the biexciton
binding energy EB(2X) of the three standard pure InAs QDs deﬁned in the single-
particle chapter. Each TB-realization of a QD has its very own distribution of
atoms inside the supercell and with this a unique strain-distribution. Therefore,
these splittings are valid for the particular realization and will diﬀer for another
unique supercell realization. Nevertheless, both ﬁne-structure splittings and biex-
citon binding energies agree well with literature values [126, 203, 204]. The inﬂuence
of atomic realizations on the FSS will be discussed in section 4.1.
Fig. 3.7 displays the excitonic ﬁne-structure of a pure InAs QD having lens shape
for two perpendicular light polarizations. Four lines can be identiﬁed, being the
two dark excitons on the left hand side and the two bright exciton lines on the
right hand side. Despite the dark excitons should be non-visible because they are
dipole-forbidden, because of the approximations made during the derivation of the
dipole matrix elements by neglecting the orbital part of the tight-binding wave
functions, they have small oscillator strength. Nevertheless, in comparison to the
bright excitons, emission from the dark excitons is negligible. The spectrum reveals
a splitting between the dark excitons of 54 μeV, a dark-bright splitting of 565 μeV
and a splitting of the bright exciton states, the FSS, of 63 μeV. Another feature in
the high-resolution spectrum is the polarization anisotropy. Possible combinations
of spin quantum numbers in the recombination of heavy holes and electrons result
in the excitonic transitions having angular momenta of ±1 and ±2, forming bright
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Figure 3.7.: High resolution spectrum of an InAs QD showing the excitonic
ﬁne-structure of dark and bright excitons. An artiﬁcially small broadening of
Δ = 0.01 meV was assumed for illustration purposes.
and dark excitons. Since the polarized electric ﬁeld couples either to +1 or -1 for
perpendicular polarizations, for each polarization one of the bright exciton states is
dipole-allowed, resulting in the polarization anisotropy.
Having the ﬁne-structure splittings in mind, which are of the order of μeV, we
note that the accuracy of these splittings is not restricted by the accuracy of the
TB band structure ﬁtting parameters. Those parameters deﬁne the accuracy of the
band structure up to usually around 10 meV and depend on the accuracy of ex-
perimental parameters during the ﬁtting process themselve. On the contrary, the
excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting is a property of the wave functions, which in turn
reﬂect the atomistic structure of the conﬁnement potential by their spatial variation.
The accuracy of this splitting therefore does not depend on the accuracy of the TB
parameters.Since the magnitude of the splittings coincides very well with experi-
mental values, our TB model seems to be a valid method. Also, no more elaborate
models for the calculation of the excitonic FSS are known than pseodopotential or
TB models.
After having established the theory of the calculation of single-particle energies
and wave functions within the NN sp3s∗ tight-binding model we introduced the
theory for calculation of many-particle energies and emission spectra within the CI
approach using Coulomb and dipole matrix elements from TB wave functions. In
the following Section applications of this powerful model are presented.
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4. QDs in single-photon ...
In this chapter, results using our next-neighbour sp3s∗ tight-binding model in
combination with the conﬁguration interaction treatment introduced in the previ-
ous chapters are presented. These results clearly answer the questions raised in
the introduction regarding InGaAs QDs to be employed as optical components.
Being closely connected to future device applications, our results can guide device
design for next generation quantum dot lasers, quantum repeaters and entanglement
devices.
The ﬁrst section reports on InAs QDs tailored by the use of a strain-reducing layer
(SRL) to emit at the telecom long-wavelength windows of 1.3 and 1.5 μm, which are
favorable for long-range communication due to low ﬁber-absorption. The SRL is an
additional InGaAs quantum well on top of the WL embedding the QD. The ques-
tion is answered, whether the excitonic FSS, which must be small for entanglement
purposes, depends on the Indium content of the strain-reducing layer. Results are
published in [124]. The work presented in this section was done in most instances by
the ﬁrst author, while the other authors contributed by supplying partial program
code and consultancy.
The second section concerns InGaAs QDs being the active medium of a semi-
conductor laser. Theoretically predicted by means of quantum-kinetic models and
experimentally observed recently, a reduction of the optical peak gain (the ampliﬁc-
ation of the light ﬁeld due to stimulated emission during passing the active medium)
with high excitation values can be observed. We give a short introduction into the
theoretical background and discuss the eﬀect in detail using realistic modelling of
the bound state energies and wave functions via our sp3s∗ tight-binding model. Dif-
ferent regimes for the emergence of the eﬀect are discussed with respect to structural
QD properties. Results regarding this section can be found in [205]. This work was
done in equal parts by the ﬁrst two authors, while the other authors contributed
by consultancy. The ﬁrst author contributed by carrying out the single-particle cal-
culations in the tight-binding model as well as the ﬁtting of the obtained TB wave
functions to their analytical counterparts, while the second author contributed by
the calculation of the optical gain spectra based on these wave functions via solution
of the semiconductor Bloch equations. Parts of the text passage regarding the gain
theory were formulated by the second author.
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4.1. Evolution of FSS under SRL inﬂuence
In this section, the variation of the excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting (FSS) is stud-
ied for semiconductor quantum dots under the inﬂuence of a strain-reducing layer,
utilized to shift the emission wavelength of the excitonic transition into the telecom-
wavelength regime of 1.3-1.5μm. By means of a sp3s∗-tight-binding model and
conﬁguration interaction we calculate wavelength shifts and ﬁne-structure splittings
for various quantum dot geometries. We ﬁnd the splittings remaining small and
even decreasing with strain-reducing layer composition for quantum dots with large
height. Combined with an observed increased emission eﬃciency, the applicability
of InAs QDs in SRL geometry for generation of entangled photons is persistent.
4.1.1. Introduction
QD photons as components for the use in quantum cryptography and quantum tele-
portation applications must have speciﬁc properties. On the one hand, for long-range
transmission it is crucial to have photon emission at wavelengths for which the ﬁber
absorption is minimal. On the other hand, high-degree polarization entanglement
is essential in quantum cryptography protocols [178].
Emission via the biexciton-exciton cascade of a single QD has been identiﬁed as
a promising candidate producing distinctive entangled photons [195]. The degree
of entanglement is directly related to the intrinsic excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting
(FSS) which spoils the entanglement with increasing absolute value [206] as discussed
in the previous section. Various successful attempts have been made to minimize
the FSS: post-growth selection, application of external stress [200] or of external
ﬁelds [198]. Still, the FSS is a property receiving considerable attention.
The InAs/GaAs material system provides good growth control and is a popular
material system for many QD applications. Typical emission wavelengths of the
ground state emission are < 1.0μm, as can be seen in Chapter 2, which is far from
telecom low-absorption windows at 1.3μm and 1.5μm. Among other possibilities to
overcome this problem, the concept of a strain-reducing layer (SRL) was introduced
[207, 208]. The SRL consists of an InxGa1−xAs quantum well on top of the QD which
relieves compressive strain inside the QD and brings bound electron and hole states
closer together, resulting in a longer emission wavelength [209, 210]. Moreover, the
longer emission wavelength is also driven by material deposition on the QD [209].
A cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image from [210] of an InAs
QD embedded in an InGaAs SRL is shown in Fig. 4.1.
For device integration, small FSS and emission at telecom wavelengths have to be
realized simultaneously. We theoretically study the interplay between SRL Indium
concentration x (SRL-x) and the excitonic FSS in these SRL-QD-structures. For
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Figure 4.1.: Exemplary scanning electron microscopy image of an InAs
QD embedded in an additional InGaAs quantum well, acting as the strain-
reducing layer.
this purpose, we use an atomistic description of the structure based on a semi-
empirical tight-binding model. This gives us the possibility to model random atomic
realizations in the SRL, which is a clear advantage over continuum models.
4.1.2. System
The system under consideration is depicted in Fig. 4.2(a). An InAs QD grown along
the [001] direction is situated on a wetting layer (WL) of two atomic layers resting on
a GaAs buﬀer. To rule out the eﬀect of reduction of point group symmetry caused by
a reduced Indium concentration inside the QD or elongation, we consider pure InAs
QDs having circular lens-shape. The QD is overgrown by an InxGa1−xAs SRL (Fig.
4.2(b)). Most reported values of the SRL Indium concentration are 0 < x < 0.3
[203, 204, 208, 209]. The peak value of x, estimated as 0.45 in [210], is a result of
QD disassembling at higher x [211]. The whole system is embedded in a GaAs host
matrix.
The shift of emission wavelength is driven by two mechanisms: the deposition of
Indium atop the QD results (i) in local strain reduction lowering (raising) electron
(hole) energies [212, 213] and (ii) in QD size changes in height, Δh(x), and dia-
meter, Δd(x), due to the material attachment [209]. We model this size change by
comparing the slope of the emission wavelength with SRL-x to experiment [203].
This results in the size changes indicated in Fig. 4.2(c). For the setup of the alloyed
SRL we use a random realization scheme. For each realization, the following steps
are used: (i) The appropriate number of In atoms is randomly placed within the
considered supercell, allowing for random clustering of atoms. (ii) The resulting
individual strain proﬁle is used in the diagonalization of the TB matrix. (iii) In-
teraction matrix elements and optical properties are determined for the particular
realization.
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Figure 4.2.: (a) System without SRL, consisting of an InAs QD on an
InAs WL embedded in a GaAs host matrix. (b) System for nonzero SRL-x
exaggerating size change for illustration reasons. (c) QD size changes with
SRL Indium concentration reproducing the experimental emission wavelength
slope from [203] and resulting change in aspect ratio (AR) for QD3.
In our calculations for the excitonic FSS we employ our NN sp3s∗-TB model with
the parametrization from Ref. [107] and a valence-band oﬀset between InAs and
GaAs of 0.05 meV [214]. Strain-relaxation with the Keating potential is carried out
utilizing the implementation from Ref. [61]. For the scaling with strain we use the
value of η = 2.9 for all oﬀ-diagonal matrix elements, as suggested in Ref. [77].
4.1.3. Results and discussion
Calculations of the emission wavelength were performed for a ﬁxed QD diameter of
15.82 nm and four diﬀerent QD heights: 1.13 nm (QD1), 1.69 nm (QD2), 2.26 nm
(QD3) and 3.39 nm (QD4). Both diameter and height are subject to a linear increase
with SRL-x due to additional material deposition. We benchmark the slope of the
groundstate emission wavelength with SRL-x with experimental data from Ref. [203],
resulting in the size changes shown in Fig. 4.2(c). Fig. 4.3 shows the increase of the
emission wavelength with SRL-x. QD1 provides a good match with the experimental
data. For comparison, results for QD2 without any QD size increase are shown in
Fig. 4.3, covering the strain-induced shift in emission wavelength alone, resulting in
a much smaller slope (dashed line).
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Figure 4.3.: Shift of excitonic emission wavelength with SRL Indium con-
centration for QDs of diﬀerent height. Comparison with experimental values
and with QDs lacking size increase.
The shift of emission wavelength with SRL-x desired for long-wavelength commu-
nication is reproduced, reaching the value of 1.53 μm for the largest QDs covered by
an In0.3Ga0.7As SRL driven by both strain relieve and additional material deposition.
The trend of increasing emission wavelength with increasing height at a ﬁxed value
of SRL-x can be understood in a simple particle-in-a-box picture, where the QD-
height corresponds to the box-width. Enlarging the width causes the electron (hole)
energy levels to drop (raise), reducing the recombination energy.
Having benchmarked our model with the experimental data we calculate the FSS
for the considered QDs. Even without a SRL, the FSS exhibits statistical ﬂuctu-
ations due to symmetry reduction by QD structure and composition ﬂuctuations
and resulting individual strain proﬁles [215, 216]. With the SRL present, the sym-
metry is further reduced by the statistical distribution of atoms in the InxGa1−xAs
alloy. In Fig. 4.4 the statistical ﬂuctuation of the calculated FSS with the emission
wavelength is shown.
All calculated values of the FSS spread between the smallest calculated value of
6 μeV and 119 μeV, which is in very good agreement with experiments for InAs
QDs [126, 203, 204]. A general trend of increasing FSS with increasing emission
wavelength can be seen in Fig. 4.4 and is consistent with experimental and theoretical
trends for both single QDs and SRL samples [126, 217–219]. A linear ﬁt is provided
as a guide to the eye.
In Fig. 4.5 the variation of the FSS with SRL-x is shown for the four diﬀerent QDs.
For each QD-height/SRL-x combination ﬁve realizations were averaged, giving the
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Figure 4.4.: Statistical scattering of the calculated FSS with excitonic emis-
sion wavelength and linear ﬁt.
depicted data. Error bars show the standard deviation of the FSS for each data
point. For small SRL-x, all QDs show an increase of the FSS. From an intuitive
point of view the initial increase in FSS can be understood by symmetry lowering
via the inclusion of Indium atoms in the SRL, but in this picture the increase with
SRL-x should carry on over the whole range of x, resulting in an overall increase
of FSS. The initial increase is continued for QD1 until high SRL-x values, where
saturation can be seen. For the larger QDs (QD2–QD4) at small SRL-x already a
reduction of the FSS is calculated. The data suggests a trend that in larger QDs the
possible reduction of the FSS occurs already at lower In concentrations. For large
SRL-x of 0.3, the FSS for all QDs tends to take intermediate values in the range of
45±15 μeV.
With these results we demonstrate that utilizing a SRL for wavelength-shifting
does not compromise the applicability of QD-SRL samples by unintentionally raising
the FSS. Moreover, for some geometries the FSS is even reduced, maintaining the
possibility of post-growth minimization of FSS.
Following the argumentation of Ref. [219], a reduction of the FSS is caused by
a delocalization of electronic wave functions. We demonstrate that growing an
SRL on the QD can lower the FSS due to the same reasons: the SRL weakens the
conﬁnement potential in growth direction, leading to a small spread of wave function
into the SRL region and a reduction of the electron-hole exchange matrix element.
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Figure 4.5.: Variation of the FSS as a function of SRL Indium concentration
for diﬀerent QD height from averaging over FSSs for each QD height and
SRL-x. The initial increase in FSS for all QDs in regions of small SRL-x
is counteracted by a reduction for larger SRL-x. A convergence of FSS to
mediate values of around 45μeV can be seen.
Simultaneously, the recombination energy of the exciton is decreased due to larger
QD-size with SRL-x and the modiﬁed strain proﬁle. This eﬀect seems to overtake
the eﬀect of symmetry lowering the earlier, the larger the QD height.
For device integration the emission eﬃciency is an important quantity. In Fig.
4.6 we show the squared dipole matrix element of the excitonic transition with po-
larization along [110] crystal direction DX([110])2, plotted versus the SRL Indium
concentration. It can be observed, that both increasing the QD height or the SRL-x
strengthens the excitonic dipole transition, which is beneﬁcial for device applica-
tions.
In conclusion, we have presented tight-binding and CI calculations of the FSS in
InAs/GaAs QDs emitting at telecom wavelengths suited for long-range quantum
communication. Our data emphasizes the possible use of the QD-SRL system for
device application because operation at telecom wavelengths can be reached while
excitonic transitions are strengthened with SRL-x. Counterintuitively, the FSS does
not increase persistantly, but shows reduction and saturation, making the system
feasible for the generation of entangled photon pairs.
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Figure 4.6.: Plot of squared excitonic dipole transition matrix element
versus the SRL Indium concentration for QD1-QD4. With larger QD height
and with larger SRL-x transitions become more eﬃcient.
4.2. Optical gain in QD active media
Now we turn to a diﬀerent property of QD emitters: the optical gain in the presence
of excited carriers residing in the QD and WL states [220]. The saturation beha-
viour of optical gain with increasing excitation density is an important factor for
laser device performance. For active materials based on self-organized InGaAs/GaAs
quantum dots we study the interplay between structural properties of the quantum
dots and many-body eﬀects of excited carriers in the optical properties via a com-
bination of tight-binding and quantum-kinetic calculations in this section. In this
section we ﬁrst introduce the optical gain, the envelope approximation and the ﬁt-
ting procedure of TB wave functions onto their analytical envelope counterparts.
Then we link these wave functions with quantum-kinetic calculation of the optical
gain spectra.
4.2.1. Optical gain
We employ a quantum-kinetic theory for the optical gain, that accounts for non-
Markovian eﬀects and self-consistent QD energy renormalizations. The calculations
are based on the semiconductor Bloch equation (SBE, [221]) for the interband trans-
ition amplitudes ψα = 〈eαhα〉, which are formulated in the frequency domain [222]
(ω − εe,HFα − εh,HFα )ψα(ω) +
[
1 − f eα − fhα
]
ΩHFα (ω)
= Scα(ω) + Spα(ω) .
(4.1)
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The single-particle energies εa,HFα = eaα+Σa,HFα with a = e, h contain the TB energies
eaα and Σa,HFα =
∑
β (Vαββα − Vαβαβ) faβ combines the Hartree and exchange Coulomb
self-energy. The Coulomb exchange contributions to the interband Rabi energy
ΩHFα (ω) = d · E(ω) +
∑
β Vαβαβψβ(ω) give rise to the excitonic resonance of the WL
and to excitonic renormalizations of the QD transitions. Additionally, Scα(ω) and
Spα(ω) describe the carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon correlations, that are evaluated
in the Born approximation and random-phase approximation, respectively [223].
These lead to interaction-induced dephasing of the interband transition amplitudes
ψα in the time domain, which results in line-broadening as well as additional line
shifts in the frequency domain. Because of the discrete energy level structure in
QD systems, two factors complicate the numerical evaluation. First, memory eﬀects
are non-negligible, so that the Markov approximation should no longer be used
[222]. As described above, we circumvent this problem by evaluating the SBE and
correlation integrals in the frequency domain, and it is the frequency dependence
of the correlation contributions Scα(ω) and Spα(ω) that is expression of the non-
Markovian memory eﬀects [222]. Moreover, it is important to properly evaluate the
scattering integrals by using self-consistently renormalized energies rather than the
free single-particle energies.
Both carrier-phonon interaction using the polaron picture and carrier-carrier in-
teraction can be cast into the form
Sc,pα (ω) = − ΓDDα (ω)ψα(ω) +
∑
β
ΓODαβ (ω)ψβ(ω) . (4.2)
One can identify contributions which are diagonal in the state index α (s, p, or WL)
for the transition amplitude (diagonal dephasing ΓDD) and oﬀ-diagonal parts (ΓOD)
which connect the interband transition amplitudes for various states.
We consider the linear optical response to a weak probe ﬁeld E, and use for f e(h)α
Fermi-Dirac functions with total carrier densities
N = 2Ndot
∑
α
f e(h)α + 2A−1
∑
k
f
e(h)
k . (4.3)
In all examples, a temperature of 300 K is assumed. In the above equation, Ndot
is the 2-dimensional QD density and A is the active layer area. The solution to
Eq. (4.1) provides the intrinsic material gain.
4.2.2. Envelope approximation
In Ref. [224] it has been shown that for lens-shaped QDs with small height to
diameter ratio, the wave functions separate in good approximation into in-plane
and z-components. We utilize this property by mapping the full three-dimensional
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wave functions from the TB calculation onto analytical counterparts for the in-
plane and z-components to determine the interaction matrix elements as described
in [223]. This way we connect the many-body gain calculation to realistic QD size
and composition properties.
Simple but widely used models for the calculation of electron and hole bound states
in semiconductor nanostructures are based on the envelope approximation, in close
connection to the eﬀective mass approximation [225]. Following the discussion in
[226], in the envelope approximation the n-th bound wave function in a semicon-
ductor nanostructure is represented by the product of a slowly oscillating envelope
part fn(r) and a fast oscillating part u0(r):
ψn(r) = fn(r)u0(r). (4.4)
Here, u0(r) is the Bloch function for k = 0 that oscillates with the lattice periodicity.
It can be shown for quantum wells, that the envelope function fn(r) factorizes into
a part along the growth axis (z-axis) and a perpendicular part:
fn(ρ, z) = φ(ρ)χn(z) (4.5)
where ρ and z give the position in cylindrical coordinates. This factorization has
been shown to hold even for ﬂat quantum dots with small height to diameter ratio
in [224]. The in-plane part φ(ρ) can be described by a plane wave due to the
translational symmetry troughout the quantum well. The actual form of the function
χn(z) depends on the choice of model for the quantum well. For analytical solutions,
the quantum well is modelled as a potential well in z-direction with either inﬁnite
or ﬁnite height, ranging from −L2 to L2 . Here, L is the quantum well extension in
growth direction. For the inﬁnite well the lowest bound state is given by
χinf1 (z) =
√
2
L
cos
(
π
L
z
)
. (4.6)
As shown in Fig. 4.7 the inﬁnite potential well is a rather bad choice because
quantum mechanical wave functions penetrate into the barrier material. The inﬁnite
potential well does not account for this behaviour. For a potential well of ﬁnite height
the lowest bound state is given by
χfin1 (z) = α
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
exp(κz), for − ∞ < z ≤ −L2
exp(−κL/2)
exp(kL/2) cos(kz), for − L2 < z < L2
exp(−κz), for L2 ≤ z < ∞.
(4.7)
The prefactor α is given by
α = ekL/2
[(
1 + κ
2
k2
)(
L
2 +
1
κ
)]− 12
, (4.8)
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Figure 4.7.: Comparison between the models of inﬁnite and ﬁnite height of
the potential well in envelope function approximation for the standard lens-
shaped QD of the previous sections. Due to the penetration of the envelope
wave function into the buﬀer the inﬁnite potential well is not suited for ﬁtting
the envelope functions accurately.
with k and κ obeying
k · tan
(
k
L
2
)
= κ. (4.9)
As shown in Fig. 4.7, this is a more realistic description of the wave function in
z-direction, as intuitively understood.
Turning to quantum dots, this model has been used for the calculation of electronic
states of ﬂat dots with rotational symmetry. In growth direction it appears natural
to see the dot as a quantum well, but this picture is spoiled for the in-plane part. In
the ρ-plane the wave functions φ(ρ) cannot be described by plane waves because the
conﬁnement degrades the translational symmetry. They can rather be approximated
by the eigenfunctions of a quantum harmonic oscillator [220, 227]. For this model
the ground state is given by a gaussian envelope
φs(ρ − R) = β√
π
e−
β2
2 |ρ−R|2 , (4.10)
where R denotes the center of the quantum dot in the ρ-plane. The parameter β is
referred to as the inverse oscillator length:
β =
√
mΔE

. (4.11)
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The factor ΔE accounts for the equidistant energy splitting in the quantum har-
monic oscillator model and  is Planck’s constant.
4.2.3. Realistic envelopes
On the one hand we are able to calculate the atomistic single-particle wave functions
by means of our tight-binding model on a very involved level. On the other hand for
subsequent calculations, e.g. solving for the density matrix time evolution including
reservoirs or quantum-kinetic calculations, the envelope function model is the only
chance to include single-particle properties in the calculation: due to the problem
size the wave functions can only be dealt with properly via the factorization into
in-plane and z-parts. To steer a middle course and use at least the best parameters
available for the envelope function approximation, we ﬁt the functions φs(ρ − R)
and χfin1 (z) of Eqns. (4.10) and (4.7), respectively, to the full three-dimensional
tight-binding wave functions. Doing so, we integrate the wave functions over a
perpendicular spatial direction as shown exemplarily in Fig. 4.8. For a ﬁt of the
Figure 4.8.: Visualization of the ﬁts in growth direction for the gain cal-
culations. The lower part shows the ground hole wave function of QD 2 in
side-view, integrated along [010]. In the upper part an exemplary envelope
ﬁt is shown. The ﬁtting is done with respect to the yellow line, i.e. along the
growth direction and through the quantum dot center.
z-part ([001]) we integrate over ρ and use k and L as ﬁtting targets. For the ﬁt of
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the ρ-part we integrate over x ([100]) or y ([010]) to account for the QD shape from
two diﬀerent sides and use the inverse oscillator length β as the ﬁtting target. To
account for the three-dimensional structure of the QD we average the ﬁtting results
for the x- and y-directions. The obtained ﬁtting parameters are shown in Tab. 4.1
for two realistic quantum dots having lens-shape, mean Indium concentrations of
30% and 40% and a height and diameter of 2.2 nm and 25 nm (QD 1) and 2.0 nm
and 15 nm (QD 2), respectively.
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Figure 4.9.: [100]-dependence of the envelopes of the wave functions as cal-
culated by TB for the ground states of electrons and holes, respectively, as
well as their ﬁtted analytical counterparts. QD 2 as deﬁned in the text was
used. Due to the reduced Indium content in the quantum dot, wave functions
spread layerwise.
A few trends appear intuitively: Modelling the quantum conﬁnement in growth
direction as a quantum well and in the perpendicular plane as a harmonic oscillator
potential is a better choice the higher the Indium content of the QD is. For a pure
QD, the dot appears as a quantum well when seen only in a small region of a few
nm. For QDs with low Indium content the actual atomic realization becomes more
important and spoils the envelope function approximation, as shown in Figs. 4.9
and 4.10. Here, a QD having lens-shape with height and diameter of 2,0 and 15
nm, respectively, being composed of In0.4Ga0.6As, was used. For a pure InAs-QD as
in Fig. 4.7 the envelope function approximation is quite good for electrons, as can
be seen in comparison with the results of section 2.7, where the nearly equidistant
energy spacing of bound electron states was observed. For holes, nevertheless, the
energies never appear in such an equidistant alignment. Therefore the obtained ﬁt
is worse for holes than for electrons. Often it is assumed for electrons and holes to
have equal envelopes, although not implied by the envelope function deﬁnition or
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Figure 4.10.: [010]-dependence of the envelopes of the wave functions as
calculated by TB for the ground states of electrons and holes, respectively, as
well as their ﬁtted analytical counterparts. QD 2 as deﬁned in the text was
used. Due to the reduced Indium content in the quantum dot, wave functions
spread layerwise.
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Figure 4.11.: [001]-dependence of the envelopes of the wave functions as
calculated by TB for the ground states of electrons and holes, respectively,
as well as their ﬁtted analytical counterparts. QD 2 as deﬁned in the text
was used. The asymmetry of wave functions is caused by the inﬂuence of the
wetting layer.
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QD ke Le βe kh Lh βh
1 0.,725 1.691 0.275 1.049 1.262 0.260
2 0.,806 1.502 0.343 1.068 1.411 0.336
Table 4.1.: Fitted values for factor k, the well width L and inverse oscillator
length β for both electrons and holes.
the calculated tight-binding wave functions. The diﬀerences of the electron and hole
wave function envelopes can be seen in Figs. 4.9 to 4.11.
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Figure 4.12.: Spatial distances in growth direction ([001]) of the center of
electron and hole ground state envelope functions to the WL band edges as a
function of the QD Indium content. Increasing the carrier conﬁnement due to
increased Indium content causes the wave function center to shift away from
the wetting layer.
In the subsequent evaluations of scattering integrals entering the gain calculations
the spatial distance in growth direction, i.e. the wave function overlap in [001]-
direction, determines the scattering eﬃciency. We visualize in Fig. 4.12 the evolu-
tion of this overlap as a function of the QD Indium content for QD 1. The spatial
distances are derived as the diﬀerence of the centers of the respective ﬁtted envelope
functions for electrons and holes to the centers of the WL electron and hole band
edges. As a general trend it can be seen, that because of the increasing conﬁnement
due to the increasing QD Indium content, the QD envelope functions are drawn
away from the WL. Due to the diﬀerent envelopes, this behaviour diﬀers for elec-
trons and holes, although the general trend holds. For hole envelope functions, the
distance appears smaller than for electron envelope functions due to the shallower
conﬁnement at the valence bands.
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4.2.4. Negative diﬀerential gain in QD systems
Gain properties play a central role in the design and performance of optoelectronic
devices. For semiconductor active materials, the single-particle electronic states
are deﬁned by structural properties such as material composition, quantum con-
ﬁnement and strain. Optical properties are additionally inﬂuenced by many-body
eﬀects of the excited carriers. The excitation dependence of the optical gain is de-
termined by the interplay of phase-space ﬁlling, energy renormalization (e.g. gap
shrinkage), dephasing, and screening of the Coulomb interaction. Of particular
importance for device applications is the saturation behavior of the optical gain
with increasing excitation density. For semiconductor quantum wells the excitation
dependence of gain spectra is dominated by phase-state ﬁlling (PSF) and energy
renormalizations. Coulomb enhancement of interband transitions and homogeneous
line broadening additionally contribute to magnitude and spectral distribution of
the gain [221, 228–231]. Semiconductor QDs behave quite diﬀerently in this re-
spect due to the presence of localized electronic states with discrete energies. For
semiconductor QDs the gain saturation is predominantly inﬂuenced by the inter-
play of PSF and excitation-induced dephasing (EID). Assuming quasi-equilibrium
carrier populations for the excited electrons and holes, state ﬁlling is gouverned by
the respective Fermi-functions. Naturally, the inversion of the lowest QD interband
transition increases with excitation density and saturates when the corresponding
states are fully populated. EID is provided by carrier-carrier Coulomb scattering
and carrier-phonon scattering processes, which have been extensively studied in the
past for QD systems [177, 222, 232–236]. Part of the excited carriers reside in de-
localized wetting-layer (WL) and barrier states being coupled to the QD states via
scattering processes. Mostly due to the availability of additional scattering partners,
EID also increases with excited carrier density [177]. The corresponding broadening
reduces the optical peak gain. As a result, two scenarios can occur. Usually PSF
increases faster than EID and the optical gain saturates for high excitation densities.
In the other scenario, EID and the corresponding broadening of the QD resonances
increases faster than the PSF, thus leading to a negative diﬀerential gain, i.e., a
reduction of the peak gain with increasing excitation density. This behavior has
been predicted theoretically [176, 237, 238] and was recently observed [239] using
gain spectra obtained via the Hakki-Paoli technique [240] at elevated temperatures.
In what follows, we identify regimes in which the respective scenarios occur for real-
istic QD structures and investigate the inﬂuence of structural properties on the gain
saturation.
We consider an ensemble of InGaAs QDs, taking into account the two lowest con-
ﬁned shells for electrons and holes, labeled s- and p-states, respectively, as well as
the quasi-continuum of WL states. Single-particle energies and wave functions of
these lowest QD shells are extracted from atomistic tight-binding (TB) calculations
as discussed above in Chapter 2 using the sp3s∗-model with nearest neighbors and
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spin-orbit coupling as well as including strain calculated via valence force ﬁeld min-
imization of the total strain energy. As described above, we link the results from
the calculation of the single-particle properties to their analytical counterparts to
enter the gain-calculation.
4.2.5. Results and discussion
To illustrate the emergence of the two aforementioned regimes of gain saturation, we
investigate two exemplary QDs, each representing either dominant PSF or EID. QD
1 is lens-shaped with diameter and height of 25 nm and 2.2 nm, respectively, being
composed of In0.3Ga0.7As. Excitation dependent optical gain spectra in Fig. 4.13
exhibit the peak gain saturation with increasing excitation due to PSF, accompanied
by EID and a redshift of the s-shell absorption due to the Coulomb interaction of
QD and WL carriers. The calculated EID of the lowest QD transition saturates at
elevated carrier densities and is even slightly reduced for 1 × 1012cm−2. It is the
saturation of the population inversion, which dominates the density dependence of
the peak gain, except for the highest considered carrier density, where the reduced
broadening leads to a slightly increased peak gain.
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Figure 4.13.: Low-energy part of the optical spectra for QD 1 with 30%
In content and various excitation densities (in cm−2) as a function of energy
relative to the WL energy gap EG. The inset shows optical spectra for low
and high excitation density covering s-shell, p-shell and the WL absorption
edge.
Small changes of the structural properties can signiﬁcantly alter this behaviour,
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as is demonstrated by our second example. QD 2 is lens-shaped with a diameter
and height of 15 nm and 2.0 nm, respectively, being composed of In0.4Ga0.6As. In
the excitation dependent optical gain spectra of Fig. 4.14, the dominant role of
dephasing can be identiﬁed, as the s-shell transition is strongly broadened with
increasing excitation density. As a result, only for weak excitation the peak gain
increases with carrier density. As soon as the EID increases faster than the inversion,
the peak gain is reduced and the regime of negative diﬀerential gain is reached. We
note that the increasing EID in a situation where the QD inversion saturates is a
direct consequence of the electronically coupled 0D+2D (QD+WL) system.
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Figure 4.14.: Low-energy part of the optical spectra for QD 2 and 40%
In content for various excitation densities (in cm−2) as a function of energy
relative to the WL energy gap.
To investigate the interplay between structural properties on the one hand and
EID and PSF on the other, the carrier density dependence of the peak gain is shown
in Fig. 4.15 for QD 1 (solid line), QD 2 (dashed line), as well as for the same
geometries and reduced Indium content. For QD 1 the peak gain slowly saturates
while for QD 2 at elevated carrier densities a negative diﬀerential gain is obtained.
If we lower the Indium content in QD 1 (dash-dotted line), the overall peak gain
is reduced and the onset of saturation is shifted to higher carrier densities due to
shallower conﬁnement. For QD 2 a reduced Indium content (dotted line) leads to a
gradual disappearance of negative diﬀerential gain.
These rather involved dependencies can be understood from Fig. 4.16, where the
spectral broadening (a) and the inversion (b) of the s-shell transition are shown.
A substantial diﬀerence in the excitation dependence of the spectral broadening
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Figure 4.15.: Excitation density dependence of the peak gain for selected QD
geometries, with given In content. QD 1 (30%) and QD 2 (40%) correspond
to Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, respectively.
between QD 1 and QD 2 can be observed. In all cases, the broadening increases with
carrier density in a comparable way for low excitation densities. In QD 1 with 30%
Indium content (solid line) the broadening saturates and is even reduced for large
excitation densities due to a combination of QD single-particle shifts (increasing the
energetic distance of QD and WL scattering partners), state ﬁlling (leading to Pauli
blocking of scattering channels), and screening (reducing the Coulomb interaction).
In contrast, the broadening in QD 2 (dashed line) increases monotonously also in a
regime where the inversion has already saturated, see Fig. 4.16 (b), thus leading to
negative diﬀerential gain.
For the regime of dominant dephasing, that depends on the dephasing increasing
with excitation density, we can identify a connection to structural properties. QD 1
with 25% Indium content has the shallowest conﬁnement and the strongest reduction
of EID at high carrier densities. For QD 1 and 30% Indium content, the deeper QD
conﬁnement reduces the dephasing itself and the density dependent quenching of the
dephasing is less pronounced. QD 2 with 30% Indium content has an even deeper
conﬁnement as QD 1 due to its reduced size. Here, no reduction of EID is observed,
but only a saturation. Finally, QD 2 with 40% Indium content has the deepest
conﬁnement and shows a monotonous increase of dephasing.
To provide further insight from the viewpoint of the microscopic calculation, we
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Figure 4.16.: Excitation density dependence of s-shell broadening (a) and
inversion (b) for various QD geometries and Indium contents.
compare in Fig. 4.17 the diﬀerent diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal dephasing contributions
ΓDDα (ωp) and ΓODαβ (ωp) due to carrier-carrier scattering at peak gain energy ωp. Quite
counterintuitively, both diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal s-shell dephasing components are
reduced with increasing carrier density due to a combination of increased QD level
shifts and screening of the Coulomb interaction. However, the diﬀerence of both
contributions increases with carrier density, and this determines the net diagonal
dephasing, cf. Eq. (4.2). Additionally, in Fig. 4.17 we provide the ΓODsp -component,
which is stronger for QD 2 than for QD 1. As a result of many-body compensation
eﬀects, ΓODsp reduces the dephasing according to Eq. (4.2). Hence the reduction of
ΓODsp with increasing carrier density leads to a net increase of the total dephasing.
Since the role of ΓODsp is stronger in QD 2, the oﬀ-diagonal dephasing supports for
QD 2 the prevailing dephasing regime.
In conclusion we can identify two regimes in which either excitation-induced de-
phasing or phase-space ﬁlling dominates the evolution of the QD peak gain with
excitation density. It is shown that high Indium contents or small QD sizes lead
to a faster saturation of the QD inversion. In this case, further increasing dephas-
ing can result in negative diﬀerential gain. Moreover, smaller QDs show a diﬀerent
density dependence of the ratio between diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal dephasing, also
fostering the dominant role of broadening in high-density gain spectra. These ﬁnd-
ings should support further experimental investigations or applications of negative
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Figure 4.17.: Excitation density dependence of diagonal (DD) and oﬀ-
diagonal (OD) dephasing contributions for (a) the dominant phase-state ﬁlling
regime of QD 1 (30%) and (b) the dominant dephasing regime of QD 2 (40%).
diﬀerential gain in QD systems.
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4.3. Conclusion
Devices based on self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots are close to market-
ready, although some diﬃculties have to be circumvented. In the previous sections
of this chapter we presented studies concerning some of these diﬃculties, guiding
the way towards self-organized QDs as optical components in device applications a
few steps.
Concerning section 4.1, these devices include various light emitters for quantum
computing and communication [241], ranging from LEDs at telecom wavelengths
for conventional ﬁber transport of information to devices emitting polarization en-
tangled photon pairs, such as quantum repeaters [242–244] for long-range ﬁber trans-
port of information encrypted by protocols using entanglement-based schemes or
write and read-out devices for generation of quantum keys for quantum key dis-
tribution [245, 246]. Regarding the need for a vanishing ﬁne-structure splitting,
application of electromagnetic ﬁelds or combined external stresses as well as QD pre-
selection are promising ways to minimize the FSS, as stated above. Nevertheless,
for reliable fabrication of InGaAs QDs with vanishing FSS, growth-control-based
approaches like growth af a SRL seem to be the best way to integrate QDs into
devices. In this respect, further research is needed optimizing the SRL inﬂuence
and FSS reduction at the same time. Recently, QDs in the InAs(P)/InP material
system have been shown to be promising candidates exhibiting smaller FSS and a
smaller bandwidth of FSS with individual QD realizations [33, 216, 247].
In section 4.2 diﬀerent regimes for the emergence of a negative diﬀerential gain in
QD based active media were discussed. Those active media are to be integrated into
next generation LED and laser devices, where the diﬀerent physical behaviour of QDs
compared with QWs leads to the emergence of devices with superior performance
[238, 248]. For these devices gain saturation behaviour with increasing excitation
is important for the high-excitation regime, directly inﬂuencing the performance.
Direct implementation of the negative diﬀerential gain eﬀect could take place in
gain-lever lasers [249, 250], allowing for new operational regimes, or in quantum dot
optical ampliﬁers [251]. Also, directly modulated lasers exhibiting a negative chirp
could be realized employing negative diﬀerential gain [252].
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Summary
After an introduction into the vivid ﬁeld of research on semiconductor quantum
dots, we presented full details about the tight-binding theory for the calculation
of electron and hole bound states and energies, respectively. We introduced the
diﬀerences in modelling semiconductor bulk band structures and bound states in
nanostructures like quantum wells and quantum dots and, after introducing and
discussing all relevant inﬂuences like spin-orbit coupling, strain and piezoelectricity,
we presented a summary of common quantum dot structures from literature. Three
typical geometries and concentrations were identiﬁed and the corresponding single-
particle energies and wave functions were presented as well as benchmarks for our
next-neighbour sp3s∗ tight-binding model. Subsequently we studied the inﬂuence
of the variation of QD height, diameter and Indium concentration on single-particle
energies and the fundamental energy gap. Attention was paid to the inﬂuence of
the choice of the energy band alignment as expressed through the valence band
oﬀset between the two semiconductor materials and the number of bound states
with respect to the QD geometry.
After this comprehensive introduction into single-particle tight-binding theory, we
presented the calculation of many-particle properties of charge carriers in QDs via
the conﬁguration-interaction method. The derivation of Coulomb and dipole matrix
elements from tight-binding coeﬃcients was discussed as well as the subsequent
calculation of the excitonic emission and absorption spectra. Special attention was
paid to the excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting of bright exciton states.
Based on this theoretical foundation we presented results of our calculations as
summarized roughly in the following:
In section 4.1 we have shown tight-binding and conﬁguration interaction calcula-
tions of the excitonic ﬁne-structure splitting in InAs/GaAs QDs emitting at telecom
wavelengths suited for long-range quantum communication by means of overgrowth
of the QD by a strain-reducing layer. Our data emphasizes the possible use of the
QD-SRL system for device application because operation at telecom wavelengths can
be reached while excitonic transitions are strengthened with SRL-x. The depend-
ence of the FSS on the SRL Indium content was derived by statistically averaging
over diﬀerent atomic realizations per SRL-x for diﬀerent QD geometries. Slopes
of the QD emission wavelength with SRL-x were calculated in excellent agreement
with experimental data by allowing for the QD size to rise due to additional mater-
ial provided by the SRL. Counterintuitively, the FSS does not increase persistantly,
but shows reduction and saturation, making the system feasible for the generation
of entangled photon pairs.
In section 4.2 we examined the interplay of structural properties and many-body ef-
fects on the optical gain spectra of active materials based on InGaAs/GaAs quantum
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dots. For this we combined the single-particle energies and wave functions obtained
from our tight-binding model, which account for the structural QD properties, with
quantum-kinetic calculations of the optical gain. We could identify two regimes
in which either excitation-induced dephasing or phase-space ﬁlling dominates the
evolution of the QD peak gain with excitation density. It was shown that high In-
dium contents or small QD sizes lead to a faster saturation of the QD inversion.
In this case, further increasing dephasing can result in negative diﬀerential gain.
Moreover, smaller QDs show a diﬀerent density dependence of the ratio between
diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal dephasing, also fostering the dominant role of broadening
in high-density gain spectra. These ﬁndings should support further experimental
investigations or applications of negative diﬀerential gain in QD systems and will
guide device design for semiconductor lasers.
Outlook
Technically, the utilized tight-binding model could be expanded in several ways to
make it more accurate or to integrate further physical aspects into the calculation.
Depending on the desired application expanding the basis from sp3s∗ to sp3d5s∗ is an
obvious expansion of the model. As mentioned earlier, this expanded basis is needed
for applications far away from the Γ-point, where the sp3s∗-basis fails to accurately
reproduce the eﬀective masses of the energy bands. If the ongoing discussion in
the tight-binding and pseudopotential community about the correct incorporation
of piezoelectric eﬀects comes to an end, this could be another improvement of the
model. Also, accounting for the eﬀect of strain onto atomic orbitals (diagonal cor-
rections in the TB Hamiltonian) could be beneﬁcial. To paint an even more realistic
picture of epitaxially grown nanostructures, material segregation at boundary inter-
faces between diﬀerent materials, such as the boundary between QD and the buﬀer
or the SRL and the buﬀer should be incorporated into the model via concentration
gradients. To enhance the agreement of optical spectra with experiments, dipole
matrix elements could be calculated using orthogonalized Slater orbitals or using
explicit basis functions obtained by DFT. From the latter, also TB parametriza-
tions could be adopted to further increase the quality of the TB band structures.
Those expansions will not alter physical behaviour principally but allow for dif-
ferent physical properties to investigate. From the physical point of view there are
also several possibilities for further work. For the evolution of the ﬁne-structure
splitting with the Indium content of the strain-reducing layer, comparison to recent
experiments is intended. Indeed, ﬁnding a way to a systematical reduction of the
FSS is necessary. Our results suggest that using the SRL geometry could be a pos-
sible way, at least towards a ﬁxed FSS, not a vanishing FSS. Also, varying the SRL
structure, i.e. the position of the SRL or the concentration gradients, will be worth
studying. A ﬁrst step towards this direction will be using results of TEM, AFM and
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PL measurements as inputs for the TB-modelling of the SRL-QD structures [253].
Besides further work on the topics presented in this thesis, research on other ma-
terial systems, such as InAsP/InP would be of great interest. In the InAsP/InP
material system very small FSS was predicted [33] as well as QD emission at large
wavelengths [247]. Also other applications of the TB model, for example to study QD
molecules (laterally or vertically coupled QDs) are possible. Here, the optical prop-
erties are not only deﬁned by the geometrical aspects but also by the distance of the
QDs, which allows for tuning of the emission spectra with the distance between QDs.
Interesting other systems are for example nanoplatelets, which are II-VI semicon-
ductor plates with thickness of only a few monolayers and large lateral dimensions.
Also, new thin-layered graphene-like materials such as MoS2 and other transition
chalcogenides appear interesting. Both nanoplatelets and thin-layered transition di-
chalcogenides oﬀer unique properties like large excitonic binding energies of up to
several hundred meV.
However, due to the persistent trend of miniaturization, low-dimensional semicon-
ductor structures with superior properties will proceed to conquer everyday optical
and electronic devices. With up-to-date and next generation computers, i.e. as
long as density functional theory can only allow for the inclusion of hundreds of
atoms in the calculations, the empirical tight-binding method for the description of
the electronic and optical properties of these devices will be one of the methods of
choice.
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A.1. Quantum dot growth
In this section we give a short introduction to the epitaxial growth modes in which
semiconductor quantum dots can be manufactured. For semiconductor heterostruc-
tures, there are in general three common growth modes, as sketched in Fig. A.1
diﬀering mainly in the adhesion of provided atoms on a new grown layer in compar-
ison to the bulk interface layer adhesion. With adhesion, the tendency of particles
of diﬀerent kinds to cling to one another is meant. If the adhesion on the new
surface is similar to the bulk adhesion, the Frank-van-der-Merve-growth [254–256]
takes place which leads to the consecutive growth of monolayers on top of each
other. If the adhesion on the new surface is much higher than the bulk adhesion,
the so-called Volmer-Weber growth [257] happens, where due to the diﬀerent adhe-
sions high islands of the material to grow build up. In between these two extremal
conditions, the Stranski-Krastanov growth [258] occurs, widely used for the fabric-
ation of quantum dots. In the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode ﬁrst one or a small
number of monolayers of the deposited material is built, called the wetting layer.
After the buildup of a critical number of monolayers, islands formation on top of the
wetting layer is favoured energetically due to strain from lattice mismatch. Those
islands form the quantum dots.
Figure A.1.: Scheme of the diﬀerent growth modes described in the text.
Picture from [259].
There are two technical realizations of Stranski-Krastanov growth, called molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). MBE
growth is used to grow high quality quantum wells, wires and dots of diﬀerent semi-
conductor materials on top of a substrate located in ultra high vacuum. Materials
to grow are stored in eﬀusion cells, which can be opened and closed to adjust the
rate of material ﬂow, and are heated to form a molecular beam of material to adsorb
at the surface of the substrate. With this technique of opening and closing shutters
for eﬀusion cells containing diﬀerent materials complicated heterostructures can be
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formed, including monolayer growth, doping and overgrowth of structures. MBE
growth can be controlled and monitored by in-situ diﬀraction techniques to probe
the growing surface such as RHEED (reﬂection high energy electron diﬀraction).
Due to requirement of ultra high vacuum and because of slow growth rates, MBE
growth is relatively expensive.
In diﬀerence to MBE, in the MOVPE growth mode no vacuum is needed be-
cause reactant materials (such as Trimethylgallium, Trimethylindium and Arsine
for InGaAs-heterostructures) are heated and pass the substrate in the vapor phase
at moderate pressure. Here, the growth does take place because of the chemical re-
action of the vaporized materials with the substrate’s surface. This enables a faster
and cheaper growth of semiconductor heterostructures but produces less pure results
than using MBE growth. MOVPE has become the most used growth technique for
mass production of optoelectronic devices, especially for Nitride-based components.
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A.2. LAMMPS best practice parameters
Since no compendium for the choice of LAMMPS internal parameters is available,
we report on the parameters used for the calculations in this thesis. We deﬁne the
size of the simulation box (supercell) via the xlo xhi (in x-direction) keywords in
the LAMMPS data ﬁle. We read out the values of the extremal atom positions and
add half a lattice constant aGaAs2 of the host crystal at each interface to be able to
account for the periodicity of the host crystal. To avoid artefacts, it turned out to be
fruitful to add an additional space of 10−5 nm at each side of the simulation domain
due to numerical reasons. In the LAMMPS input ﬁle for the minimization we use
the speciﬁcations units metal, atom style atomic and periodic boundary condi-
tions via boundary p p p. It turned out, that for more symmetric problems, e.g.
calculations with only a wetting layer in the supercell, the ’Hessian-free truncated
Newton’ (hftn) minimization method is the best choice (min style hftn). For the
calculations including a quantum dot with or without disorder, the ’conjugent gradi-
ent’ (cg) method is the fastest and most robust algorithm for the minimization of
the potential energy (min style cg). While using the conjugent gradient algorithm
it is a good choice to reduce the ’step-size’ via min modify dmax 0.0005 to achieve
a robust computation. dmax limits the maximal spatial displacement of a single
atom in one iteration of the minimization and therefore acts as a damping in the
subsequent calculation steps. As a criterion for the minimization to terminate we
use an energy tolerance of etol = 1e−12 or a force norm tolerance of ftol = 1e−1,
both being the diﬀerence between two consecutive steps in energy and the norm of
the global force vector, respectively.
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A.3. PETSc/SLEPc best practice parameters
In PETSc, the environment for the solution of eigenvalue problems is called EPS
(Eigenvalue Problem Solver). All optional arguments for the actual problem can be
deﬁned as properties of this environment. For our standard calculations containing
a diagonalization domain of around one million atoms and searching for a handful
of interior eigenpairs per electrons and holes, the following options turned out to
suit the problem best.
The best solver for our quantum dot calculations turned out to be the Krylov Schur
algorithm which can be set via -eps type krylovschur. Find an overview over
Krylov projection methods and the original references in [162].
We set the diagonalization accuracy via -eps tol 1e-10 where the accuracy is
measured relative to the eigenvalue:
eps tol
!≤ ||Ax − kx||||kx|| . (A.1)
A is the matrix to be diagonalized, k the approximate eigenvalue and x the approxi-
mate eigenstate. The value of 1e-10 is needed for the calculation to converge to
the physically correct twofold Kramers degeneracy of the eigenstates due to spin
degeneracy. For lower values, the computational time is shorter but p- and d-like
states show no degeneracy; although of course the eigenvalues diﬀer only by a small
fraction. For a quick diagonalization in search of only the energy levels a tolerance
of 1e-5 is enough, but if one wants to calculate optical properties via CI the de-
generacies have to be taken into account in order to resolve ﬁne-structure splittings
and polarization anisotropy.
As pointed out we are interested in highly accurate results, so we set the number of
maximum iterations to a very large value via -eps max it 20000000. To accelerate
the computation we provide some basic mathematical properties of the matrix to
the solver: the TB-Hamiltonian matrix is hermitian -eps hermitian and therefore
has real eigenvalues. -eps target real sets the eigenvalue search to happen along
the real axis only.
The number of eigenpairs to be computed can be set via -eps nev N where each
state is counted individually, so choosing N = 2 will give the two s-like states and
so on.
To calculate eigenpairs in the interior of the spectrum, as it is needed here because
only eigenpairs around the band gap are of interest, we choose the computation to
search for eigenpairs closest to a target value via: -eps target 1.0. The value is in
eV and should be as close as possible to the actual eigenvalues for fast convergence.
To further improve the convergence speed it turned out useful to use the harmonic
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Ritz extraction algorithm: -eps harmonic. This changes how the spectral inform-
ation gets extracted from the single subspaces built from the original matrix in the
diagonalization process. The maximum dimension of these subspaces to be used by
the solver can be set by using: -eps ncv 100. The ﬁxed value of 100 turned out
to be a good value for nev≈10. For monitoring the progress of these computations
we use -eps monitor for the convergence steps and -eps view for a printout of all
properties of the eigenproblem solver object. A typical output of -eps view looks
like
0: EPS Object:
0: problem type: hermitian eigenvalue problem
0: method: krylovschur
0: extraction type: harmonic Ritz
0: selected portion of the spectrum: closest to target: 1+0i (along
the real axis)
0: number of eigenvalues (nev): 8
0: number of column vectors (ncv): 100
0: maximum dimension of projected problem (mpd): 100
0: maximum number of iterations: 20000000
0: tolerance: 1e-10
0: convergence test: relative to the eigenvalue
0: estimates of matrix norms (constant): norm(A)=1
0: IP Object:
0: orthogonalization method: classical Gram-Schmidt
0: orthogonalization refinement: if needed (eta: 0.707100)
0: ST Object:
0: type: shift
0: shift: 0+0 i
0: Elapsed Time: 5941.153749
0: Number of iterations of the method: 83
0: Solution method: krylovschur
0:
0: Number of requested eigenvalues: 8
0: Stopping condition: tol=1e-10, maxit=20000000
0: Number of converged approximate eigenpairs: 9
0:
0: k ||Ax-kx||/||kx||
0: --------------------- ------------------
0: 1.1192190630 +0.0000000000 i 2.53797e-11
0: 1.1192190630 +0.0000000000 i 8.39935e-11
0: 1.1926452383 -0.0000000000 i 4.63115e-11
0: 1.1926452383 -0.0000000000 i 2.07435e-11
0: 1.1994611374 -0.0000000000 i 6.69836e-11
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0: 1.1994611374 -0.0000000000 i 1.31763e-11
0: 1.2660478656 -0.0000000000 i 7.9943e-11
0: 1.2660478656 +0.0000000000 i 3.44358e-12
0: 1.2695011837 +0.0000000000 i 2.66525e-11
Although in general when dealing with large matrices not conditioned in particular
a preconditioner should help accelerating the diagonalization process, in our case
all preconditioners turned out to be very memory demanding and slow in terms
of convergence. Therefore no preconditioners where applied to the Hamiltonian
matrices throughout the calculations presented in this thesis.
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A.4. TB parametrizations
In our quantum dot model using a next-neighbour sp3s∗ model including spin-orbit
coupling we use the band structure parametrization from [107]. The given paramet-
ers reproduce low temperature bulk band gaps at the Γ-point of 1,511 eV for GaAs
and 0,4152 eV for InAs, respectively. The literature values for these band gaps are
1,519 eV for bulk GaAs and 0,415 eV for bulk InAs, respectively, at low temperatures
[118]. In the literature there are many tight-binding parametrizations present, dif-
fering in basis, number of neighbours considered, temperature dependence of target
values and physical purpose, i.e. optical properties or electronic transport. A good
overview of parametrizations can be found in [48]. Selected parametrizations for
GaAs and InAs in the next neighbour spin-orbit sp3s∗ model as used in this thesis
are reported in Tab. A.1.
Using the variety of parametrizations we can choose the appropriate parametriza-
tion for experiments with diﬀerent temperatures. The evolution of the single-particle
band gap with temperature is nonlinear and can be described by [118]
EGaAsGap (T ) = 1.519 − 5.405 · 10−4
T 2
(T + 204) (A.2)
EInAsGap (T ) = 0.415 − 2.760 · 10−4
T 2
(T + 83) . (A.3)
The formula provides the temperature dependent values of the band gap as shown
in Tab. A.2 to compare the results employing the diﬀerent TB-parametrization
against. Because of the small gradient of the single-particle band gap at small
temperatures in both InAs and GaAs, the 77 K-parametrization still is suitable for
low temperature calculations because the band gap values diﬀer only in the order
of meV to the 0 K case.
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Wei et al. [107] Priester et al. [108] Klimeck et al. [106]
T [K] 77 300 300
GaAs InAs GaAs InAs GaAs InAs
EGap 1.511 0.4152 1.5499 0.429 1.424 0.3868
EsA -9.2664 -9.3562 -8.3431 -9.5381 -3.53284 -9.21537
EsC -4.3504 -3.9611 -2.6569 -2.7219 -8.11499 -2.21525
EpA +1.4866 +1.8201 +0.9252 +0.7733 +0.27772 +0.02402
EpC +3.2136 +3.1842 +3.5523 +3.5834 +4.57341 +4.64241
Es∗A +8.7826 +7.0432 +7.4249 +7.2730 +12.3393 +7.44461
Es∗C +5.8765 +6.1232 +6.6235 +6.6095 +4.31241 +4.12648
VsAsC -7.9480 -6.5393 -6.4513 -5.6052 -6.87653 -5.06858
VsAxC +2.7777 +4.3607 +4.4607 +3.0205 +2.85929 +2.51793
VxAsC +10.005 +7.0849 +5.7413 +5.3894 +11.09774 +6.18038
Vs∗AxC +3.6271 +3.0007 +4.3083 +3.2191 +6.31619 +3.79662
VxAs∗C +7.0071 +5.4020 +6.6473 +3.7234 +5.02335 +2.45537
VxAxC +2.3069 +2.5491 +1.9546 +1.8398 +1.33572 +0.84908
VxAyC +5.0305 +5.4700 +5.0178 +4.3977 +5.07596 +4.68538
ΔA +0.420 +0.420 +0.4014 +0.4155 +0.32703 +0.38159
ΔC +0.174 +0.393 +0.1659 +0.387 +0.12000 +0.37518
Table A.1.: Material parameters for GaAs and InAs. The temperature de-
notes at which temperature the band structure was ﬁtted. EGap gives the
single-particle gap calculated using the actual parametrization. E are the
orbital energies, V are the hopping matrix elements, s, s∗ denote the s and
s∗ orbitals while x and y are abbreviations for the px and py orbitals. A
and C denote anion and cation sites, respectively. ΔA/C corresponds to the
spin-orbit-splitting parameters via ΔA/C = 3λA/C . All parameters are given
in eV unless stated otherwise.
GaAs InAs
0 K 1.519 0.415
77 K 1.5075 0.4047
300 K 1.4224 0.354
Table A.2.: Single-particle bulk band gaps in eV at selected temperatures
for InAs and GaAs.
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